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SC075 Samuel Maclure fonds

Summary information

Repository: University of Victoria Special Collections and University Archives

Title: Samuel Maclure fonds

Reference code: SC075

Date: 1894 - 1958 (date of creation)

Physical description: 2,138 plans
ca. 10 watercolours

Note [generalNote]:
See also Samuel Maclure Architectural Drawings available through
UVic Libraries Digital Collections.

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

Samuel Maclure was born in Sapperton, B.C., near New Westminster. He attended school in New
Westminster and Victoria, developing an early interest in art. After graduating he worked for some years
as a telegraph operator. In 1884 he spent a year studying art at the Spring Garden Institute in Philadelphia,
taking classes in architecture and mechanical drawing as well as art. In the late 1880s, Maclure set up
his own architectural practice, first in partnership with Charles H. Clow and later with Richard P. Sharp.
Maclure and Clow built the Royal Columbian Hospital in New Westminster in 1889. With Sharp, Maclure
designed houses for the Hill family of New Westminster. In 1892, Maclure and his family moved to
Victoria. One of his first commissions was the Temple Building in Victoria. He maintained connections
in Vancouver and built "Gabriola" for B. T. Rogers in Vancouver in 1901, enabling Maclure to maintain a
second practice on the lower mainland. In 1901 Maclure and Francis Rattenbury were appointed architects
for the new Government House, which was completed in 1903. Maclure received commissions from
many prominent Victoria and B.C. businessmen and politicians. He maintained his interest in drawing
and painting, producing many impressive drawings and watercolours of local West Coast landscapes. He
and his friend Emily Carr both belonged to the Vancouver Island Arts and Crafts Society, one-quarter of
whose members were Maclure clients.

Scope and content

The fonds consists of architectural plans of Samuel Maclure for homes in Victoria, other B.C. locations,
and out of province locations, as well as lists of people who commissioned homes by Maclure, including
construction contracts. Fonds includes plans by English designer George P. Bankart; plans by H. D.
Day; plans by other architects; and watercolours by Maclure of houses, proposed houses and alterations.
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The fonds also consists of 8 negatives made from copies of original drawings of Hatley Park and 3
photocopies of sketches of a bungalow designed for Mrs. Maltwood.

Notes

Title notes
• Source of title proper: Titled based on contents of fonds.

Alternative form available

See also UVic Libraries Digital Collections. Also available on microfiche.

Finding aids

Finding aids available.

Other notes

• Publication status: Published
• Level of detail: Full
• Status description: Final
• Description identifier: samuel-maclure-fonds-2

Access points

• Alex Park and Son Ltd.
• C.B.K. van Norman & Associates
• Crest Interiors
• Donnellan and Donnellan (Firm)
• Holland, Sylvia (subject)
• Kirk, Walter (subject)
• Walwork, C. H. (subject)
• Bankart, George P. (George Percy), b. 1866 (subject)
• Day, H. D. (Harry Daborn), 1873-1965 (subject)
• Dunham, George Foote, 1876-1949 (subject)
• Griffith, H. S. (Henry Sandham), 1865-1943 (subject)
• James, P. Leonard (Percy Leonard), 1878-1970 (subject)
• Lort, Ross A. (Ross Anthony), 1889-1968 (subject)
• Rattenbury, Francis Mawson, 1867-1935 (subject)
• Spurgin, K. B. (Karl Branwhite), 1877-1936 (subject)
• Watkins, C. E. (Charles Elwood), 1975-1942 (subject)
• Graphic material (documentary form)
• architectural drawings (visual works) (documentary form)
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• construction drawings (documentary form)
• contracts (documentary form)
• negatives (photographs) (documentary form)
• photocopies (documentary form)
• watercolours (paintings) (documentary form)
• Architects--British Columbia--Victoria (subject)
• Architecture (subject)
• Architecture--British Columbia (subject)
• Architecture--British Columbia--Victoria--History (subject)
• Architecture--British Columbia--Victoria--Plans (subject)

Collection holdings

Accession: SC075-1977-003 - Architectural Plans Collection

Title: Architectural Plans Collection

Reference code: SC075-1977-003

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of Rattenbury floor plans from Government House.

Physical description: 1 folder.

Publication status:

Published

Accession: SC075-1980-067 - Architectural Plans Collection

Title: Architectural Plans Collection

Reference code: SC075-1980-067

Date: 1894-1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of architectural drawings of Samuel Maclure for homes in Victoria, other B.C.
locations, and out of province locations.

Physical description: 2,138 plans.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP3 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP3

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP4 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP4

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP5 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP5

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP6 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP6

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP7 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP7

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP8 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP8

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP9 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP9

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP10 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP10

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP11.1 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for
F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP11.1

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP11 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP11

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP12 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP12

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP13 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP13

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP14 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP14

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP15 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP15

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP16 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP16

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP17 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP17

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP18 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP18

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP19 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP19

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP20 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP20

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP21 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E.
Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP21

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2009 - Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for
F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Title: Additions to residence at Long Harbor, B.C., for F.E. Abbot, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2009

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.E. Abbot, Esq. of Long
Harbour, Saltspring Island, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 11 pencil & ink on paper; 66 x 91 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A ground plan of the driveways may not be of the Abbot house
site. Additions and alterations to a one-storey house, probably of log construction. The existing
structure comprises a living room, bedroom, dining room and breakfast room, although this is
probably not the original layout. Alterations to this area include new windows, bathroom and
bedroom closet. A two-storey addition of wood-frame construction is covered with unbarked wood
slabs to harmonize with the original structure. Three porches, an entry hall with adjoining lavatory,
a kitchen and pantry make up the ground floor addition, and three bedrooms, a bathroom, hall and
linen room are on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP22 - House on corner of Hamley St. & Arnold Ave.,
Victoria, B.C., for F.T. Adams, Esq.

Title: House on corner of Hamley St. & Arnold Ave., Victoria, B.C., for F.T. Adams, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP22

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.T. Adams, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 53 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. Three bedrooms, an enclosed
balcony and bathroom are on the second floor. Shingles, roughcast and half timbering are specified
for the exterior finish. The wood-frame construction of the garage is finished in half timbering and
roughcast.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP23 - House on corner of Hamley St. & Arnold Ave.,
Victoria, B.C., for F.T. Adams, Esq.

Title: House on corner of Hamley St. & Arnold Ave., Victoria, B.C., for F.T. Adams, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP23

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.T. Adams, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 53 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. Three bedrooms, an enclosed
balcony and bathroom are on the second floor. Shingles, roughcast and half timbering are specified
for the exterior finish. The wood-frame construction of the garage is finished in half timbering and
roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP24 - House on corner of Hamley St. & Arnold Ave.,
Victoria, B.C., for F.T. Adams, Esq.

Title: House on corner of Hamley St. & Arnold Ave., Victoria, B.C., for F.T. Adams, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP24

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.T. Adams, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 53 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. Three bedrooms, an enclosed
balcony and bathroom are on the second floor. Shingles, roughcast and half timbering are specified
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for the exterior finish. The wood-frame construction of the garage is finished in half timbering and
roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP25 - House on corner of Hamley St. & Arnold Ave.,
Victoria, B.C., for F.T. Adams, Esq.

Title: House on corner of Hamley St. & Arnold Ave., Victoria, B.C., for F.T. Adams, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP25

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.T. Adams, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 53 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. Three bedrooms, an enclosed
balcony and bathroom are on the second floor. Shingles, roughcast and half timbering are specified
for the exterior finish. The wood-frame construction of the garage is finished in half timbering and
roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP26 - Addition of coach porch to house on Rockland Ave.
for Wm. Agnew Esq.

Title: Addition of coach porch to house on Rockland Ave. for Wm. Agnew Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP26

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for William Agnew, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 48 x 65 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations and details. Porte cochere surmounted by a balustrade. Brick piers support a roof
constructed of wooden joists and decking. The house was originally designed for Hewitt Bostock
by William Ridgway Wilson and built in 1894.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP27 - Tomb in Ross Bay Cemetery for Wm. Agnew Esq.

Title: Tomb in Ross Bay Cemetery for Wm. Agnew Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP27

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for William Agnew, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: ink on paper; 44 x 49 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Elevation and plan. Family monument in carved and ashlar granite and sandstone. Signed by A.J.
Mortimer for J. Mortimer & Son, monument makers.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP28 - Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The
Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP28

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 37 x 33 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans. Alterations and additions to a two-storey house with basement which Maclure probably
designed for John Ernest Smart and which was built about 1908. The first floor of the existing
structure consists of a hall, library, dining room, pantry, breakfast room, kitchen, sun room, dining
room and veranda. On the second floor are a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and
water closet. A laundry and larder are in the basement. A coat room and connecting water closet
are added off the hall just inside the porch. The veranda is enclosed and fitted with windows and
doors, and a wall separating it from the sun room is erected. The drawing room is extended into the
former veranda by removal of the wall separating them. An extension of the dining room appears
in earlier plans but not in the final drawings. On the second floor the back bedroom receives a new
fireplace and built-in shelves, and the door communicating with the dressing room is moved. A
second bathroom is added between the two front bedrooms. Three drawings inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in the letter of agreement dated July 27th, 1921. [Signed] Eli Hume."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP29 - Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The
Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP29

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 37 x 33 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans. Alterations and additions to a two-storey house with basement which Maclure probably
designed for John Ernest Smart and which was built about 1908. The first floor of the existing
structure consists of a hall, library, dining room, pantry, breakfast room, kitchen, sun room, dining
room and veranda. On the second floor are a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and
water closet. A laundry and larder are in the basement. A coat room and connecting water closet
are added off the hall just inside the porch. The veranda is enclosed and fitted with windows and
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doors, and a wall separating it from the sun room is erected. The drawing room is extended into the
former veranda by removal of the wall separating them. An extension of the dining room appears
in earlier plans but not in the final drawings. On the second floor the back bedroom receives a new
fireplace and built-in shelves, and the door communicating with the dressing room is moved. A
second bathroom is added between the two front bedrooms. Three drawings inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in the letter of agreement dated July 27th, 1921. [Signed] Eli Hume."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP30 - Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The
Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP30

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 37 x 33 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans. Alterations and additions to a two-storey house with basement which Maclure probably
designed for John Ernest Smart and which was built about 1908. The first floor of the existing
structure consists of a hall, library, dining room, pantry, breakfast room, kitchen, sun room, dining
room and veranda. On the second floor are a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and
water closet. A laundry and larder are in the basement. A coat room and connecting water closet
are added off the hall just inside the porch. The veranda is enclosed and fitted with windows and
doors, and a wall separating it from the sun room is erected. The drawing room is extended into the
former veranda by removal of the wall separating them. An extension of the dining room appears
in earlier plans but not in the final drawings. On the second floor the back bedroom receives a new
fireplace and built-in shelves, and the door communicating with the dressing room is moved. A
second bathroom is added between the two front bedrooms. Three drawings inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in the letter of agreement dated July 27th, 1921. [Signed] Eli Hume."

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP31 - Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The
Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP31

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 37 x 33 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans. Alterations and additions to a two-storey house with basement which Maclure probably
designed for John Ernest Smart and which was built about 1908. The first floor of the existing
structure consists of a hall, library, dining room, pantry, breakfast room, kitchen, sun room, dining
room and veranda. On the second floor are a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and
water closet. A laundry and larder are in the basement. A coat room and connecting water closet
are added off the hall just inside the porch. The veranda is enclosed and fitted with windows and
doors, and a wall separating it from the sun room is erected. The drawing room is extended into the
former veranda by removal of the wall separating them. An extension of the dining room appears
in earlier plans but not in the final drawings. On the second floor the back bedroom receives a new
fireplace and built-in shelves, and the door communicating with the dressing room is moved. A
second bathroom is added between the two front bedrooms. Three drawings inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in the letter of agreement dated July 27th, 1921. [Signed] Eli Hume."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP32 - Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The
Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP32

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 37 x 33 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans. Alterations and additions to a two-storey house with basement which Maclure probably
designed for John Ernest Smart and which was built about 1908. The first floor of the existing
structure consists of a hall, library, dining room, pantry, breakfast room, kitchen, sun room, dining
room and veranda. On the second floor are a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and
water closet. A laundry and larder are in the basement. A coat room and connecting water closet
are added off the hall just inside the porch. The veranda is enclosed and fitted with windows and
doors, and a wall separating it from the sun room is erected. The drawing room is extended into the
former veranda by removal of the wall separating them. An extension of the dining room appears
in earlier plans but not in the final drawings. On the second floor the back bedroom receives a new
fireplace and built-in shelves, and the door communicating with the dressing room is moved. A
second bathroom is added between the two front bedrooms. Three drawings inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in the letter of agreement dated July 27th, 1921. [Signed] Eli Hume."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP33 - Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The
Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP33

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 37 x 33 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans. Alterations and additions to a two-storey house with basement which Maclure probably
designed for John Ernest Smart and which was built about 1908. The first floor of the existing
structure consists of a hall, library, dining room, pantry, breakfast room, kitchen, sun room, dining
room and veranda. On the second floor are a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and
water closet. A laundry and larder are in the basement. A coat room and connecting water closet
are added off the hall just inside the porch. The veranda is enclosed and fitted with windows and
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doors, and a wall separating it from the sun room is erected. The drawing room is extended into the
former veranda by removal of the wall separating them. An extension of the dining room appears
in earlier plans but not in the final drawings. On the second floor the back bedroom receives a new
fireplace and built-in shelves, and the door communicating with the dressing room is moved. A
second bathroom is added between the two front bedrooms. Three drawings inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in the letter of agreement dated July 27th, 1921. [Signed] Eli Hume."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP34 - Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The
Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed alterations & additions to "The Oakes", Oak Bay, B.C., for Alister-Forbes,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP34

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 37 x 33 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans. Alterations and additions to a two-storey house with basement which Maclure probably
designed for John Ernest Smart and which was built about 1908. The first floor of the existing
structure consists of a hall, library, dining room, pantry, breakfast room, kitchen, sun room, dining
room and veranda. On the second floor are a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and
water closet. A laundry and larder are in the basement. A coat room and connecting water closet
are added off the hall just inside the porch. The veranda is enclosed and fitted with windows and
doors, and a wall separating it from the sun room is erected. The drawing room is extended into the
former veranda by removal of the wall separating them. An extension of the dining room appears
in earlier plans but not in the final drawings. On the second floor the back bedroom receives a new
fireplace and built-in shelves, and the door communicating with the dressing room is moved. A
second bathroom is added between the two front bedrooms. Three drawings inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in the letter of agreement dated July 27th, 1921. [Signed] Eli Hume."

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP35 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP35

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP36 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP36

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
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attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP37 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP37

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP38 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP38

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP39 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP39

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
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alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP40 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP40

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP41 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP41

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP42 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP42

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP43 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP43

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP44 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP44

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP45 - House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for
Alister Forbes

Title: House alterations and outbuildings at Mill Bay for Alister Forbes

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP45

Date: 1919-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alister Forbes of Cobble Hill,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 46 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Additions to a one-storey house with attic. On the ground floor the master
bedroom is extended, and a dressing room, bedroom, bathroom and servant's room are added. The
attic is enlarged by the addition of two nurseries and a bathroom, and an existing bedroom expands
into a new dormer. Shingles finish the wood-frame construction. Three outbuildings include a two-
storey, two-bay garage with engine room (for a generator?) and two bedrooms; a barn with loft;
and a combination office, woodshed and two-bay garage. Most of the working drawings of house
alterations are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated 4th Sept.
1919." [Signed] W. Noble [and] Dorothea A. Forbes."

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP46 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP46

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP47 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP47

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP48 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP48

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
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bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP49 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP49

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP50 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP50

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP51 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP51

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
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storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP52 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP52

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP53 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP53

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP54 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP54

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP55 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP55

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
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contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP56 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP56

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP57 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP57

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP58 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP58

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP59 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP59

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
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bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP60 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP60

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP61 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP61

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP62 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP62

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
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storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP63 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP63

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP64 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP64

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP65 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP65

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP66 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP66

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
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contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP67 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP67

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP68 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP68

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP69 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP69

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP70 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP70

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
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bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP71 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP71

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP72 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP72

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP73 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP73

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
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storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP74 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP74

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP75 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP75

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP76 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP76

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP77 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP77

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
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contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP78 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP78

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP79 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP79

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP80 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP80

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP81 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP81

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
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bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP82 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP82

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP83 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP83

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP84 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP84

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
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storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP85 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP85

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP86 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP86

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP87 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP87

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP88 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP88

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
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contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP89 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP89

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP90.1 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP90.1

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP90 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP90

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP91 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP91

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
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bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP92 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP92

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP93 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP93

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP94 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP94

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
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storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP95 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP95

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP96 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP96

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP97 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP97

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP98.1 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP98.1

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
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contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP98.2 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP98.2

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP98.3 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP98.3

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP98.4 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP98.4

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP98 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP98

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
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bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2021 - Alterations and additions to house in Rockland
Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Rockland Avenue for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2021

Date: 1917-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 56 drawings: 33 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper, 2 diazo; 63 x 93 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including original house), elevations and details. Addition and alterations to a two-storey
house with basement and attic which was originally built in 1905 for James A. Mitchell. A two-
storey wing and a terrace are added to the house. On the ground floor the wing contains a new
servant's room, larders, kitchen, pantry and children's dining room. A new porch and vestibule off
the entrance hall are added, as well as a cloak room and lavatory off the vestibule. Four bedrooms,
a bathroom and a balcony occupy the second floor of the addition. The attic of the new wing
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Two bedrooms, a bathroom, storeroom and coal storage area
are developed in the existing basement. On the ground floor the dining room is extended into the
new wing, and a new wall separates the library from the drawing room. A nursery, bedroom and
bathroom are added or modified on the second floor of the original house. New closets are added
off the halls connecting the attic portions of the new wing and original house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP100 - Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan
Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP100

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Shawnigan Lake, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1
blueprint; 53 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Addition and alterations to a one-storey house with attic.
A blueprint of the ground floor of original house shows a veranda, screened dining room, two
bedrooms, sleeping porch, bathroom, kitchen and larder. A new one-storey wing is added on a
slightly higher level than the original. This addition contains two bedrooms, day nursery and
lobby or hall. Large dormers are added to two bedrooms in the attic. On the ground floor the
sleeping porch is converted to a bedroom or night nursery, and a new bathroom connecting with
the latter is added. A cooler is built into a shed adjoining the kitchen, and the larder is extended
outward and converted into the maid's dining room. Includes "Agreement and general conditions
of contract." (13 p.) signed by E.J. Hunter for Hunter & Halket, contractors, and D. James Angus,
Mar. 25, 1925 (AP99). Working drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated 30th March 1925. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [per] J. Hunter [and] D. James
Angus."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP101 - Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan
Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP101

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Shawnigan Lake, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1
blueprint; 53 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, section and details. Addition and alterations to a one-storey house with attic.
A blueprint of the ground floor of original house shows a veranda, screened dining room, two
bedrooms, sleeping porch, bathroom, kitchen and larder. A new one-storey wing is added on a
slightly higher level than the original. This addition contains two bedrooms, day nursery and
lobby or hall. Large dormers are added to two bedrooms in the attic. On the ground floor the
sleeping porch is converted to a bedroom or night nursery, and a new bathroom connecting with
the latter is added. A cooler is built into a shed adjoining the kitchen, and the larder is extended
outward and converted into the maid's dining room. Includes "Agreement and general conditions
of contract." (13 p.) signed by E.J. Hunter for Hunter & Halket, contractors, and D. James Angus,
Mar. 25, 1925 (AP99). Working drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated 30th March 1925. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [per] J. Hunter [and] D. James
Angus."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP102 - Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan
Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP102

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Shawnigan Lake, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1
blueprint; 53 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Addition and alterations to a one-storey house with attic.
A blueprint of the ground floor of original house shows a veranda, screened dining room, two
bedrooms, sleeping porch, bathroom, kitchen and larder. A new one-storey wing is added on a
slightly higher level than the original. This addition contains two bedrooms, day nursery and
lobby or hall. Large dormers are added to two bedrooms in the attic. On the ground floor the
sleeping porch is converted to a bedroom or night nursery, and a new bathroom connecting with
the latter is added. A cooler is built into a shed adjoining the kitchen, and the larder is extended
outward and converted into the maid's dining room. Includes "Agreement and general conditions
of contract." (13 p.) signed by E.J. Hunter for Hunter & Halket, contractors, and D. James Angus,
Mar. 25, 1925 (AP99). Working drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in
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our agreement dated 30th March 1925. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [per] J. Hunter [and] D. James
Angus."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP103 - Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan
Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP103

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Shawnigan Lake, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1
blueprint; 53 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Addition and alterations to a one-storey house with attic.
A blueprint of the ground floor of original house shows a veranda, screened dining room, two
bedrooms, sleeping porch, bathroom, kitchen and larder. A new one-storey wing is added on a
slightly higher level than the original. This addition contains two bedrooms, day nursery and
lobby or hall. Large dormers are added to two bedrooms in the attic. On the ground floor the
sleeping porch is converted to a bedroom or night nursery, and a new bathroom connecting with
the latter is added. A cooler is built into a shed adjoining the kitchen, and the larder is extended
outward and converted into the maid's dining room. Includes "Agreement and general conditions
of contract." (13 p.) signed by E.J. Hunter for Hunter & Halket, contractors, and D. James Angus,
Mar. 25, 1925 (AP99). Working drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated 30th March 1925. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [per] J. Hunter [and] D. James
Angus."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP104 - Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan
Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.
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Title: Alterations and additions to house at Shawnigan Lake for D.J. Angus, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP104

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. James Angus, Esq. of
Shawnigan Lake, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1
blueprint; 53 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Addition and alterations to a one-storey house with attic.
A blueprint of the ground floor of original house shows a veranda, screened dining room, two
bedrooms, sleeping porch, bathroom, kitchen and larder. A new one-storey wing is added on a
slightly higher level than the original. This addition contains two bedrooms, day nursery and
lobby or hall. Large dormers are added to two bedrooms in the attic. On the ground floor the
sleeping porch is converted to a bedroom or night nursery, and a new bathroom connecting with
the latter is added. A cooler is built into a shed adjoining the kitchen, and the larder is extended
outward and converted into the maid's dining room. Includes "Agreement and general conditions
of contract." (13 p.) signed by E.J. Hunter for Hunter & Halket, contractors, and D. James Angus,
Mar. 25, 1925 (AP99). Working drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated 30th March 1925. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [per] J. Hunter [and] D. James
Angus."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP105 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP105

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP106 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP106

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP107 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP107
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Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP108 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP108

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP109 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP109

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP110 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP110

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
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room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP111 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP111

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP112 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP112

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP113 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP113

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP114 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP114

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP115 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP115

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
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house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP116 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP116

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP117 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP117

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP118 - Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus
Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to residence of R. Angus Esq., Bowker Ave., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP118

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Angus, Esq. of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 57 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Additions to a two-storey house with basement. The front of
the house is extended forward under a new front-facing gable, enlarging the den, hall and living
room on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large closet on the second. A new covered
porch projects from this addition, and a coat closet is added next to the front entrance. A bay
window is added to the side of the living room. Another two-storey addition to the rear of the
house adds a kitchen, pantry and screen porch on the ground floor and a bedroom on the second
floor. The kitchen in the original house becomes a children's room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP119 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP119

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP120 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP120
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Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP121 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP121

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP122 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP122

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP123 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP123

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP124 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP124

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
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room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP125 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP125

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
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extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP126 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP126

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
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structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP127 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP127

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
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large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP128 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP128

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
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Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP129 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP129

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP130 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP130

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP131 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP131

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP132 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP132

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP133 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP133

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP134.1 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings
at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP134.1

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP134 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP134

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP135 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP135

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP136 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP136

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP137 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP137

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP138 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP138

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP139

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP140

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP141

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP142

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP143

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP144

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP145

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP146

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP147

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP148

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP149

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP150

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:
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Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP151

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP152 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP152

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP153 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP153

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP154 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP154

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP155 - House additions and alterations and outbuildings at
1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong

Title: House additions and alterations and outbuildings at 1630 York Place, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs.
C.F. Armstrong

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP155

Date: 1923-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. C.F. Armstrong of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 17 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on paper, 4
ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 55 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for different projects ranging from proposal sketches to working drawings and a
consultant's plan. Plans, elevations and details are represented in most projects. Additions to a two-
storey house with basement and various new outbuildings on the grounds. A wing adds a trunk
room in the basement, and a laundry on the ground floor. The roof of the latter forms a balcony
off the boys' sleeping room on the second floor. Plans specify a rubble stone basement wall and
wood-frame walls finished with roughcast. Another addition extends the maid's bedroom and
adds a bathroom and closet over the porte cochere. Another bathroom is later added above this
extension connecting with the boys' room. Two further second-floor bedrooms are added next to
the boys' room (possibly above the first addition described above). A large terrace with rubble
stone walls is added across the breadth of the east side of the house, and quarter-turn stairs descend
from it. The terrace turns the northeast corner of the house and is surrounded by a two-storey
structure next to the laundry addition. A new second-floor bedroom with lavatory and closet is
built above a loggia on the ground floor or terrace level. Two sketch plans show wall, window
and fireplace treatment of a living room extension. Outbuildings include five different proposals
for a garden tea house, two designs for a change house, two proposals for garage additions and a
large cruciform greenhouse with attached aviary. This house was originally designed for Judge
Peter Secord Lampman in 1905 by F.M. Rattenbury and built in 1907-08. P.L. James and Hubert
Savage designed further additions in 1930. Includes four sets of specifications (AP119-AP122).
Contractors' signatures on various plans include Leggett & Girardeau (per. H. Leggett) and Hunter
& Halket (per E.J. Hunter).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP160 - House on Trutch Street, Victoria, B.C., for J.F.
Armstrong, Esq.

Title: House on Trutch Street, Victoria, B.C., for J.F. Armstrong, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP160

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.F. Armstrong, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Some pencil annotations appear on first- and second-floor plans.
Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing
room, dining room, pantry, kitchen, larder and bedroom. The second floor consists of a hall, two
bedrooms, two balconies, a water closet, bathroom and box room. The foundation wall is concrete
below ground and stone above. Wood-frame construction is finished with shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP161 - House on Trutch Street, Victoria, B.C., for J.F.
Armstrong, Esq.

Title: House on Trutch Street, Victoria, B.C., for J.F. Armstrong, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP161

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.F. Armstrong, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Some pencil annotations appear on first- and second-floor plans.
Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing
room, dining room, pantry, kitchen, larder and bedroom. The second floor consists of a hall, two
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bedrooms, two balconies, a water closet, bathroom and box room. The foundation wall is concrete
below ground and stone above. Wood-frame construction is finished with shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP162.1 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP162.1

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP162.2 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP162.2

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP162 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP162

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP163 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP163

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP164 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP164

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP165 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP165

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP166 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP166

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP167 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP167
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Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP168 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP168

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP169 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP169

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP170 - Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for J. Ashworth, Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP170

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper; 43 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. One-storey house with attached garage. The layout includes a hall,
living room, dining room, two bedrooms, bathroom, lobby or hall, kitchen, maid's room, maid's
dining room, boiler room with adjacent coal and wood bins and garage.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP171 - Alterations & additions to house on St. David Street,
Oak Bay, for J. Ashworth, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house on St. David Street, Oak Bay, for J. Ashworth, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP171

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 30 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and detail. Alterations to the ground floor of a house. Three different proposals
show conversion of the kitchen and pantry into a new dining room, a bedroom into a new kitchen
and the existing dining room into a living room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP172 - Alterations & additions to house on St. David Street,
Oak Bay, for J. Ashworth, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house on St. David Street, Oak Bay, for J. Ashworth, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP172

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 30 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and detail. Alterations to the ground floor of a house. Three different proposals
show conversion of the kitchen and pantry into a new dining room, a bedroom into a new kitchen
and the existing dining room into a living room.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP173 - Alterations & additions to house on St. David Street,
Oak Bay, for J. Ashworth, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house on St. David Street, Oak Bay, for J. Ashworth, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP173

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 30 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and detail. Alterations to the ground floor of a house. Three different proposals
show conversion of the kitchen and pantry into a new dining room, a bedroom into a new kitchen
and the existing dining room into a living room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP174 - House for Mrs. James Baiss, Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. James Baiss, Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP174

Date: 1909 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. James Baiss of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 41 x 50 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations, some with annotations. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor contains three bedrooms, a hall and bathroom.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP175 - House for Mrs. James Baiss, Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. James Baiss, Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP175

Date: 1909 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. James Baiss of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 41 x 50 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations, some with annotations. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor contains three bedrooms, a hall and bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP176 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP176

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
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a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP177 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP177

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP178 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP178

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP179 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP179

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP180 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP180

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP181 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP181

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP182 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP182

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP183 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP183

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP184 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP184

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP185 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP185

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP186 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP186

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
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1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP187 - Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of
Montreal

Title: Manager's residence, Armstrong, B.C., for Bank of Montreal

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP187

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Armstrong,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 60 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with attic and part basement. The
basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. On the second floor are three bedrooms, sewing room and two bathrooms. The attic
contains a boys' play room, box room and servant's room. Plans specify a stone foundation and
wood-frame construction finished in roughcast with half timbering on the attic-level gable ends
and dormer. Two of the detail plans were produced by Maclure & Fox, Vancouver. Working
drawings are inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb 15th
1912." Signed by C. Avery (?), Superintendent of B.C. Branches, Bank of Montreal, and Perry
Chapman.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP188 - Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government
Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP188

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper; 55 x 52 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary plans most of which lack an indication of the proposed changes. Plans of the existing
ground floor of the bank at the corner of Government and Bastion Streets (now Bastion Square)
designed by F.M. Rattenbury in 1896 (see file 229). The only evident alteration is reinforcement of
the vault, otherwise the extent of changes is unclear.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP189 - Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government
Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP189

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper; 55 x 52 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary plans most of which lack an indication of the proposed changes. Plans of the existing
ground floor of the bank at the corner of Government and Bastion Streets (now Bastion Square)
designed by F.M. Rattenbury in 1896 (see file 229). The only evident alteration is reinforcement of
the vault, otherwise the extent of changes is unclear.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP190 - Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government
Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP190
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper; 55 x 52 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary plans most of which lack an indication of the proposed changes. Plans of the existing
ground floor of the bank at the corner of Government and Bastion Streets (now Bastion Square)
designed by F.M. Rattenbury in 1896 (see file 229). The only evident alteration is reinforcement of
the vault, otherwise the extent of changes is unclear.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP191 - Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government
Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP191

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper; 55 x 52 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary plans most of which lack an indication of the proposed changes. Plans of the existing
ground floor of the bank at the corner of Government and Bastion Streets (now Bastion Square)
designed by F.M. Rattenbury in 1896 (see file 229). The only evident alteration is reinforcement of
the vault, otherwise the extent of changes is unclear.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP192 - Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government
Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations for Bank of Montreal, Government Street at Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP192

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper; 55 x 52 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary plans most of which lack an indication of the proposed changes. Plans of the existing
ground floor of the bank at the corner of Government and Bastion Streets (now Bastion Square)
designed by F.M. Rattenbury in 1896 (see file 229). The only evident alteration is reinforcement of
the vault, otherwise the extent of changes is unclear.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP193 - Garage for John Bannerman, Esq.

Title: Garage for John Bannerman, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP193

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for John Bannerman, Esq.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 39 x 75 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and a section. Conversion of a garage to two-storey dwelling. A living room
(disguised as a garage bay), dining room and veranda make up the ground floor of this small
structure. The second floor comprises two bedrooms. Wood-frame construction is finished with
vertically place unbarked slabs of wood. Tree trunks serve as columns for the veranda.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP194 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.
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Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP194

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP195 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP195

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
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cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP196 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP196

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP197 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP197

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP198 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP198

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP199 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP199

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP200 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP200

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP201 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP201

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP202 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP202

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP203 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP203

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP204 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP204

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP205 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP205

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
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unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP206 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP206

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP207 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP207

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP208.1 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP208.1

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
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unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP208.2 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP208.2

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP208.3 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP208.3

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP208.4 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP208.4

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
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unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP208.5 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP208.5

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP208.6 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP208.6

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP208.7 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP208.7

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
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unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP208.8 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP208.8

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP209 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP209

Date: 1912 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP210 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP210

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
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structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP211 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP211

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP212 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP212

Date: 1912 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP213 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP213

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
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structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP214 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP214

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP215 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP215

Date: 1912 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP216 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP216

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
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structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP217 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP217

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP218 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP218

Date: 1912 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP219 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP219

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
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structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP220 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP220

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP221 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP221

Date: 1912 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP222 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP222

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
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structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP223 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP223

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP224 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP224

Date: 1912 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP225 - Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for H.E. Beasley Esq., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP225

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.E. Beasley, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and basement. The basement contains
a servant's room, laundry room and a space reserved for a future billiard room. The ground
floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, larder and side-door vestibule with adjoining lavatory (wash basin only). On the second
floor are planned a hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. A preliminary drawing set shows an attic
containing two bedrooms and a storeroom, but a comparable drawing is not part of the working
set. The basement walls appear to be of concrete below ground and wood framing above, but
some elevations seem to specify a stone basement. The wood-frame construction of the rest of the
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structure is finished with roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Working
drawings are signed by John Hepburn and H.E. Beasley.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP226 - Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G.
Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G. Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP226

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.G. Beaumont, Esq. of
Discovery Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on paper; 35 x 73 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Includes some pencil amendments. Additions to a one-storey
house originally built in 1913 by Warburton Pike. To the rear of the existing cottage are added a
bed-sitting room, bathroom and an enclosed porch. A storeroom is added to the side of the kitchen,
and a new veranda wraps around two sides of the original structure.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP227 - Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G.
Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G. Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP227

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.G. Beaumont, Esq. of
Discovery Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on paper; 35 x 73 cm
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Includes some pencil amendments. Additions to a one-storey
house originally built in 1913 by Warburton Pike. To the rear of the existing cottage are added a
bed-sitting room, bathroom and an enclosed porch. A storeroom is added to the side of the kitchen,
and a new veranda wraps around two sides of the original structure.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP228 - Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G.
Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G. Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP228

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.G. Beaumont, Esq. of
Discovery Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on paper; 35 x 73 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Includes some pencil amendments. Additions to a one-storey
house originally built in 1913 by Warburton Pike. To the rear of the existing cottage are added a
bed-sitting room, bathroom and an enclosed porch. A storeroom is added to the side of the kitchen,
and a new veranda wraps around two sides of the original structure.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP229 - Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for
R.H. Beaven

Title: Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for R.H. Beaven

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP229

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.H. Beaven of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 40 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Many drawings have pencil annotations. A sun room is added
next to the drawing room and bedroom on the ground floor of "Arden." The partition between the
bedroom and the sun room is removed and replaced by a cased opening. Two French doors link the
addition to the drawing room. In another project a veranda is enclosed by the addition of windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP230 - Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for
R.H. Beaven

Title: Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for R.H. Beaven

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP230

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.H. Beaven of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 40 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Many drawings have pencil annotations. A sun room is added
next to the drawing room and bedroom on the ground floor of "Arden." The partition between the
bedroom and the sun room is removed and replaced by a cased opening. Two French doors link the
addition to the drawing room. In another project a veranda is enclosed by the addition of windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP231 - Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for
R.H. Beaven

Title: Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for R.H. Beaven

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP231
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Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.H. Beaven of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 40 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Many drawings have pencil annotations. A sun room is added
next to the drawing room and bedroom on the ground floor of "Arden." The partition between the
bedroom and the sun room is removed and replaced by a cased opening. Two French doors link the
addition to the drawing room. In another project a veranda is enclosed by the addition of windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP232 - Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for
R.H. Beaven

Title: Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for R.H. Beaven

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP232

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.H. Beaven of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 40 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Many drawings have pencil annotations. A sun room is added
next to the drawing room and bedroom on the ground floor of "Arden." The partition between the
bedroom and the sun room is removed and replaced by a cased opening. Two French doors link the
addition to the drawing room. In another project a veranda is enclosed by the addition of windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP233 - Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for
R.H. Beaven
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Title: Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for R.H. Beaven

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP233

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.H. Beaven of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 40 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Many drawings have pencil annotations. A sun room is added
next to the drawing room and bedroom on the ground floor of "Arden." The partition between the
bedroom and the sun room is removed and replaced by a cased opening. Two French doors link the
addition to the drawing room. In another project a veranda is enclosed by the addition of windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP234 - Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for
R.H. Beaven

Title: Additions and alterations to "Arden", Oak Bay, for R.H. Beaven

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP234

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.H. Beaven of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 40 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Many drawings have pencil annotations. A sun room is added
next to the drawing room and bedroom on the ground floor of "Arden." The partition between the
bedroom and the sun room is removed and replaced by a cased opening. Two French doors link the
addition to the drawing room. In another project a veranda is enclosed by the addition of windows.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP236 - Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak
Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Title: Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP236

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.S. Bowker, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 8 pencil on paper (1 watercolour), 1 ink on paper; 67 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of garden and various structures including a pergola, summer house, garden house, arbour,
trellises, garden gateway and entrance gate.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP237 - Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak
Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Title: Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP237

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.S. Bowker, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 8 pencil on paper (1 watercolour), 1 ink on paper; 67 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of garden and various structures including a pergola, summer house, garden house, arbour,
trellises, garden gateway and entrance gate.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP238 - Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak
Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Title: Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP238

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.S. Bowker, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 8 pencil on paper (1 watercolour), 1 ink on paper; 67 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of garden and various structures including a pergola, summer house, garden house, arbour,
trellises, garden gateway and entrance gate.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP239 - Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak
Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Title: Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP239

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.S. Bowker, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 8 pencil on paper (1 watercolour), 1 ink on paper; 67 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of garden and various structures including a pergola, summer house, garden house, arbour,
trellises, garden gateway and entrance gate.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP240 - Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak
Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Title: Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP240

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.S. Bowker, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 8 pencil on paper (1 watercolour), 1 ink on paper; 67 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of garden and various structures including a pergola, summer house, garden house, arbour,
trellises, garden gateway and entrance gate.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP241 - Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak
Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Title: Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP241

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.S. Bowker, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 8 pencil on paper (1 watercolour), 1 ink on paper; 67 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans of garden and various structures including a pergola, summer house, garden house, arbour,
trellises, garden gateway and entrance gate.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP242 - Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak
Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Title: Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP242

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.S. Bowker, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 8 pencil on paper (1 watercolour), 1 ink on paper; 67 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of garden and various structures including a pergola, summer house, garden house, arbour,
trellises, garden gateway and entrance gate.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP243 - Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak
Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Title: Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP243

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.S. Bowker, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 8 pencil on paper (1 watercolour), 1 ink on paper; 67 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of garden and various structures including a pergola, summer house, garden house, arbour,
trellises, garden gateway and entrance gate.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP244 - Plan of proposed alterations and additions to house
in Beach Drive, Oak Bay for Lawrence C. Boyd, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed alterations and additions to house in Beach Drive, Oak Bay for Lawrence C.
Boyd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP244

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence C. Boyd, Esq. of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 41 x 55 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches showing plans only. Additions and alterations to a house with attic (the
number of floors is not clear). On the first floor a cloak room and toilet are added off the vestibule.
A bedroom and bathroom are added to the attic, and two bedrooms are framed in the existing
space.
One plan reads "G.C. Boyd" (i.e. Gardiner C. Boyd).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP245 - Plan of proposed alterations and additions to house
in Beach Drive, Oak Bay for Lawrence C. Boyd, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed alterations and additions to house in Beach Drive, Oak Bay for Lawrence C.
Boyd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP245

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence C. Boyd, Esq. of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 41 x 55 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches showing plans only. Additions and alterations to a house with attic (the
number of floors is not clear). On the first floor a cloak room and toilet are added off the vestibule.
A bedroom and bathroom are added to the attic, and two bedrooms are framed in the existing
space.
One plan reads "G.C. Boyd" (i.e. Gardiner C. Boyd).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP246 - Plan of proposed alterations and additions to house
in Beach Drive, Oak Bay for Lawrence C. Boyd, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed alterations and additions to house in Beach Drive, Oak Bay for Lawrence C.
Boyd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP246

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence C. Boyd, Esq. of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 41 x 55 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches showing plans only. Additions and alterations to a house with attic (the
number of floors is not clear). On the first floor a cloak room and toilet are added off the vestibule.
A bedroom and bathroom are added to the attic, and two bedrooms are framed in the existing
space.
One plan reads "G.C. Boyd" (i.e. Gardiner C. Boyd).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP247 - Alterations and additions to house at Bradley-Dyne

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Bradley-Dyne
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP247

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure of a house at Bradley-Dyne.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 38 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of the first floor of the existing and altered house, elevations of the entrance and vestibule
and details of the new wall and ceiling treatments. Two rooms of an existing house are converted
to a club room. The veranda is enlarged and covered, and new French doors open out onto it from
the club room. A new entrance to the vestibule is added. Box beams are specified for the club
room, hall and vestibule, and new wall treatment for the hall, dining and sitting rooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP248 - Brentwood Bay Hotel

Title: Brentwood Bay Hotel

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP248

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Brentwood Bay Hotel,
Brentwood Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and details. Alterations to three-storey hotel with basement. The vestibule is enclosed, and
glazed doors are installed between the portion of the hotel used in winter and the unoccupied wing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP249 - Brentwood Bay Hotel

Title: Brentwood Bay Hotel

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP249
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Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Brentwood Bay Hotel,
Brentwood Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and details. Alterations to three-storey hotel with basement. The vestibule is enclosed, and
glazed doors are installed between the portion of the hotel used in winter and the unoccupied wing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP250 - Brentwood Bay Hotel

Title: Brentwood Bay Hotel

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP250

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Brentwood Bay Hotel,
Brentwood Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and details. Alterations to three-storey hotel with basement. The vestibule is enclosed, and
glazed doors are installed between the portion of the hotel used in winter and the unoccupied wing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP251 - Brentwood Bay Hotel

Title: Brentwood Bay Hotel

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP251

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Brentwood Bay Hotel,
Brentwood Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and details. Alterations to three-storey hotel with basement. The vestibule is enclosed, and
glazed doors are installed between the portion of the hotel used in winter and the unoccupied wing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP252 - Brentwood Bay Hotel

Title: Brentwood Bay Hotel

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP252

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Brentwood Bay Hotel,
Brentwood Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and details. Alterations to three-storey hotel with basement. The vestibule is enclosed, and
glazed doors are installed between the portion of the hotel used in winter and the unoccupied wing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP253 - Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Title: Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP253

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. M. Bullock-Webster of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 34 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (two versions) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The basement contains a
servant's room, water closet, boiler room, laundry room and closets. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living or drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and maid's room. On the second floor are four bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room and
sleeping balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP254.1 - Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Title: Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP254.1

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. M. Bullock-Webster of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 34 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (two versions) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The basement contains a
servant's room, water closet, boiler room, laundry room and closets. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living or drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and maid's room. On the second floor are four bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room and
sleeping balcony.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP254.2 - Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Title: Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP254.2

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. M. Bullock-Webster of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 34 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (two versions) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The basement contains a
servant's room, water closet, boiler room, laundry room and closets. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living or drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and maid's room. On the second floor are four bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room and
sleeping balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP254.3 - Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Title: Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP254.3

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. M. Bullock-Webster of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 34 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (two versions) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The basement contains a
servant's room, water closet, boiler room, laundry room and closets. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living or drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen,
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pantry and maid's room. On the second floor are four bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room and
sleeping balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP254.4 - Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Title: Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP254.4

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. M. Bullock-Webster of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 34 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (two versions) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The basement contains a
servant's room, water closet, boiler room, laundry room and closets. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living or drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and maid's room. On the second floor are four bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room and
sleeping balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP254.5 - Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Title: Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP254.5

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. M. Bullock-Webster of
Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 34 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (two versions) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The basement contains a
servant's room, water closet, boiler room, laundry room and closets. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living or drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and maid's room. On the second floor are four bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room and
sleeping balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP254.6 - Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Title: Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP254.6

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. M. Bullock-Webster of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 34 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (two versions) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The basement contains a
servant's room, water closet, boiler room, laundry room and closets. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living or drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and maid's room. On the second floor are four bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room and
sleeping balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP254 - Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Title: Sketch of proposed house on Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. M. Bullock Webster

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP254
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Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. M. Bullock-Webster of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 34 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (two versions) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The basement contains a
servant's room, water closet, boiler room, laundry room and closets. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living or drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and maid's room. On the second floor are four bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room and
sleeping balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP255 - House for W.F. Burton, Esqre., St. Charles Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Burton, Esqre., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP255

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Walter F. Burton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 66 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, hall, smoking room, drawing room, veranda, dining room, nursery, kitchen and pantry.
There are no plans of the second floor or basement. Over the wood-frame construction, the
specified finish is 1" x 6" rustic wood siding for the first floor and shingles for the second. Three
plans inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated December 4th 1901,
Victoria, B.C. [Signed] Wm Gregson [and] Walter F. Burton".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP256 - House for W.F. Burton, Esqre., St. Charles Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Burton, Esqre., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP256

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Walter F. Burton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 66 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, hall, smoking room, drawing room, veranda, dining room, nursery, kitchen and pantry.
There are no plans of the second floor or basement. Over the wood-frame construction, the
specified finish is 1" x 6" rustic wood siding for the first floor and shingles for the second. Three
plans inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated December 4th 1901,
Victoria, B.C. [Signed] Wm Gregson [and] Walter F. Burton".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP257 - House for W.F. Burton, Esqre., St. Charles Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Burton, Esqre., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP257

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Walter F. Burton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 66 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, hall, smoking room, drawing room, veranda, dining room, nursery, kitchen and pantry.
There are no plans of the second floor or basement. Over the wood-frame construction, the
specified finish is 1" x 6" rustic wood siding for the first floor and shingles for the second. Three
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plans inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated December 4th 1901,
Victoria, B.C. [Signed] Wm Gregson [and] Walter F. Burton".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP258 - House for W.F. Burton, Esqre., St. Charles Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Burton, Esqre., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP258

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Walter F. Burton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 66 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, hall, smoking room, drawing room, veranda, dining room, nursery, kitchen and pantry.
There are no plans of the second floor or basement. Over the wood-frame construction, the
specified finish is 1" x 6" rustic wood siding for the first floor and shingles for the second. Three
plans inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated December 4th 1901,
Victoria, B.C. [Signed] Wm Gregson [and] Walter F. Burton".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP259 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP259

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP260 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP260

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP261 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP261
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP262 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP262

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP263 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP263

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP264 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP264

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP265 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP265

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP266 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP266

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP267 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP267

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP268 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP268
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP269 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP269

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP270 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP270

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP271 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP271

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP272 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP272

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP273 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP273

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP274 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP274

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP275 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP275
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP276 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP276

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP277 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP277

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP278 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP278

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP279.1 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP279.1

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP279 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP279

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP280.1 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP280.1

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP280 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP280
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP281 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP281

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP282.1 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP282.1

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP282 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP282

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP283 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP283

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP284 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP284

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP285 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP285

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP286 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP286
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP287 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP287

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP288 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP288

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP289 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP289

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP290 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP290

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP291 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP291

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP292 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP292

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP293 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP293
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP294 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP294

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP295 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP295

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP296 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP296

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP297 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP297

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP298 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP298

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP299 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP299

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP300 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP300
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP301 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP301

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP302 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP302

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP303 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP303

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP304 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP304

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP305 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP305

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP306 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP306

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP307 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP307
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP308 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP308

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP309 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP309

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP310 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP310

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP311 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP311

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP312 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP312

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP313 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP313

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP314 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP314
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP315 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP315

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP316 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP316

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP317 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP317

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP318 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP318

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP319 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP319

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP320 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP320

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP321 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP321
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP322 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP322

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP323 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP323

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP324 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP324

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP325 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP325

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP326 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP326

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP327 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP327

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP328 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP328
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Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP329 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP329

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP330 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP330

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP331 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP331

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
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pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP333 - Proposed residence for T. Cameron, Esq.

Title: Proposed residence for T. Cameron, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP333

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T. Cameron.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on paper; 72 x 89 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor consists
of a veranda, hall, living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, pantry and loggia. The second
floor comprises a hall, two bedrooms, bathroom, water closet, and two balconies. Wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast, clapboard and half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP334 - Proposed residence for T. Cameron, Esq.

Title: Proposed residence for T. Cameron, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP334

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T. Cameron.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on paper; 72 x 89 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor consists
of a veranda, hall, living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, pantry and loggia. The second
floor comprises a hall, two bedrooms, bathroom, water closet, and two balconies. Wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast, clapboard and half timbering.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP335 - Proposed residence for T. Cameron, Esq.

Title: Proposed residence for T. Cameron, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP335

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T. Cameron.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on paper; 72 x 89 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor consists
of a veranda, hall, living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, pantry and loggia. The second
floor comprises a hall, two bedrooms, bathroom, water closet, and two balconies. Wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast, clapboard and half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP336 - Plan of bungalow on Gonzales Ave., Oak Bay, for
A.O. Campbell, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow on Gonzales Ave., Oak Bay, for A.O. Campbell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP336

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.O. Campbell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 49 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, drawing room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, den, bathroom, bedroom
and dressing room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom make up the second floor. The wood framing
is covered with rough sawn cedar panels and styles. Leaded windows are specified throughout. All
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plans are stamped "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons, [and] A.O. Campbell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP337 - Plan of bungalow on Gonzales Ave., Oak Bay, for
A.O. Campbell, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow on Gonzales Ave., Oak Bay, for A.O. Campbell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP337

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.O. Campbell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 49 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, drawing room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, den, bathroom, bedroom
and dressing room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom make up the second floor. The wood framing
is covered with rough sawn cedar panels and styles. Leaded windows are specified throughout. All
plans are stamped "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons, [and] A.O. Campbell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP338 - Plan of bungalow on Gonzales Ave., Oak Bay, for
A.O. Campbell, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow on Gonzales Ave., Oak Bay, for A.O. Campbell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP338

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.O. Campbell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 49 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, drawing room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, den, bathroom, bedroom
and dressing room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom make up the second floor. The wood framing
is covered with rough sawn cedar panels and styles. Leaded windows are specified throughout. All
plans are stamped "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons, [and] A.O. Campbell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP339 - Plan of bungalow on Gonzales Ave., Oak Bay, for
A.O. Campbell, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow on Gonzales Ave., Oak Bay, for A.O. Campbell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP339

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.O. Campbell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 49 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, drawing room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, den, bathroom, bedroom
and dressing room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom make up the second floor. The wood framing
is covered with rough sawn cedar panels and styles. Leaded windows are specified throughout. All
plans are stamped "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons, [and] A.O. Campbell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP340 - House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St.,
Oak Bay

Title: House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St., Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP340
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Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Herbert Carmichael of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 51 x 69 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

House drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. House and garage alteration drawings
show plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and detached garage. The basement
includes a vestibule, laundry, sewing room, servant's room, workshop, lavatory, storeroom and
coal bunker. A hall, living room, dining room, den, kitchen, pantry and porch make up the ground
floor, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet, bathroom and
balcony. The wood frame construction is finished in roughcast on the ground floor and basement
and in half timbering on the second floor. Leaded casements are liberally specified for first-
and second-floor windows. The kitchen is extended onto the back porch in an alteration dated
just a year after the original plans. The garage is enlarged by the addition of a second bay, a
"man's room" and a bedroom above it. Working drawings signed by A.H. Mitchell and Herbert
Carmichael.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP341 - House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St.,
Oak Bay

Title: House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St., Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP341

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Herbert Carmichael of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 51 x 69 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

House drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. House and garage alteration drawings
show plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and detached garage. The basement
includes a vestibule, laundry, sewing room, servant's room, workshop, lavatory, storeroom and
coal bunker. A hall, living room, dining room, den, kitchen, pantry and porch make up the ground
floor, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet, bathroom and
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balcony. The wood frame construction is finished in roughcast on the ground floor and basement
and in half timbering on the second floor. Leaded casements are liberally specified for first-
and second-floor windows. The kitchen is extended onto the back porch in an alteration dated
just a year after the original plans. The garage is enlarged by the addition of a second bay, a
"man's room" and a bedroom above it. Working drawings signed by A.H. Mitchell and Herbert
Carmichael.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP342 - House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St.,
Oak Bay

Title: House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St., Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP342

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Herbert Carmichael of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 51 x 69 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

House drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. House and garage alteration drawings
show plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and detached garage. The basement
includes a vestibule, laundry, sewing room, servant's room, workshop, lavatory, storeroom and
coal bunker. A hall, living room, dining room, den, kitchen, pantry and porch make up the ground
floor, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet, bathroom and
balcony. The wood frame construction is finished in roughcast on the ground floor and basement
and in half timbering on the second floor. Leaded casements are liberally specified for first-
and second-floor windows. The kitchen is extended onto the back porch in an alteration dated
just a year after the original plans. The garage is enlarged by the addition of a second bay, a
"man's room" and a bedroom above it. Working drawings signed by A.H. Mitchell and Herbert
Carmichael.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP343 - House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St.,
Oak Bay

Title: House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St., Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP343

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Herbert Carmichael of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 51 x 69 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

House drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. House and garage alteration drawings
show plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and detached garage. The basement
includes a vestibule, laundry, sewing room, servant's room, workshop, lavatory, storeroom and
coal bunker. A hall, living room, dining room, den, kitchen, pantry and porch make up the ground
floor, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet, bathroom and
balcony. The wood frame construction is finished in roughcast on the ground floor and basement
and in half timbering on the second floor. Leaded casements are liberally specified for first-
and second-floor windows. The kitchen is extended onto the back porch in an alteration dated
just a year after the original plans. The garage is enlarged by the addition of a second bay, a
"man's room" and a bedroom above it. Working drawings signed by A.H. Mitchell and Herbert
Carmichael.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP344 - House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St.,
Oak Bay

Title: House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St., Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP344

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Herbert Carmichael of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 51 x 69 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

House drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. House and garage alteration drawings
show plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and detached garage. The basement
includes a vestibule, laundry, sewing room, servant's room, workshop, lavatory, storeroom and
coal bunker. A hall, living room, dining room, den, kitchen, pantry and porch make up the ground
floor, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet, bathroom and
balcony. The wood frame construction is finished in roughcast on the ground floor and basement
and in half timbering on the second floor. Leaded casements are liberally specified for first-
and second-floor windows. The kitchen is extended onto the back porch in an alteration dated
just a year after the original plans. The garage is enlarged by the addition of a second bay, a
"man's room" and a bedroom above it. Working drawings signed by A.H. Mitchell and Herbert
Carmichael.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP345 - House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St.,
Oak Bay

Title: House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St., Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP345

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Herbert Carmichael of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 51 x 69 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

House drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. House and garage alteration drawings
show plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and detached garage. The basement
includes a vestibule, laundry, sewing room, servant's room, workshop, lavatory, storeroom and
coal bunker. A hall, living room, dining room, den, kitchen, pantry and porch make up the ground
floor, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet, bathroom and
balcony. The wood frame construction is finished in roughcast on the ground floor and basement
and in half timbering on the second floor. Leaded casements are liberally specified for first-
and second-floor windows. The kitchen is extended onto the back porch in an alteration dated
just a year after the original plans. The garage is enlarged by the addition of a second bay, a
"man's room" and a bedroom above it. Working drawings signed by A.H. Mitchell and Herbert
Carmichael.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP346 - House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St.,
Oak Bay

Title: House for Herbert Carmichael, Esq., St. Denis St., Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP346

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Herbert Carmichael of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 51 x 69 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

House drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. House and garage alteration drawings
show plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and detached garage. The basement
includes a vestibule, laundry, sewing room, servant's room, workshop, lavatory, storeroom and
coal bunker. A hall, living room, dining room, den, kitchen, pantry and porch make up the ground
floor, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet, bathroom and
balcony. The wood frame construction is finished in roughcast on the ground floor and basement
and in half timbering on the second floor. Leaded casements are liberally specified for first-
and second-floor windows. The kitchen is extended onto the back porch in an alteration dated
just a year after the original plans. The garage is enlarged by the addition of a second bay, a
"man's room" and a bedroom above it. Working drawings signed by A.H. Mitchell and Herbert
Carmichael.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP347 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP347

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP348 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP348

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
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to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP349 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP349

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP350 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP350

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP351 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP351

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP352 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP352

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
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by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP353 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP353

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP354 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP354

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP355 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP355

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP356 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP356

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
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by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP357 - Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James
St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow on St. James St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Maurice Carmichael

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP357

Date: 1917-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elizabeth Carmichael (Mrs.
William Maurice Carmichael) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 1 blueprint; 37 x 65 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, furniture and specifications. A blueprint of the site
plan, entitled "Plan of Ardath, Oak Bay Dist.", shows the location of the original garage and what
appears to be the outline of a pre-existing house on the site. Contours of the land, a tennis court and
the sewer connection are also indicated. Additions and alterations in two stages to expand a garage
into a one-storey two-bedroom bungalow. The first alteration in 1917 (AP347, titled "Alterations
to garage for H. Carmichael Esq." and inscribed "Maurice Carmichael" on the verso) converts one
bay of the garage (cf. AP346) into a bedroom, the second bay into a living room and the "man's
room" into a kitchen. A bathroom and vestibule are added on. The house is expanded in 1923
by the addition of a second bedroom, sunroom, new bathroom and furnace room. The original
bathroom is converted into closet space. The plan for the 1917 alterations (AP347) is inscribed:
"This is the plan agreed to in our contract dated 20th Aug 1917. [Signed] Walter Noble [and]
Josephine Carmichael".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP358 - Plan of bungalow for Mrs. H. Carter, Beach Drive,
Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of bungalow for Mrs. H. Carter, Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP358

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. H. Carter of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: pencil on paper; 41 x 81 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. One-storey bungalow. The house consists of a veranda, living
room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom and woodshed. Drawing AP358 titled "House for Mrs. Carter
[H Tyzack], Beach Drive, Oak Bay." One plan is signed "Horace Tyzack [and] Horace Leggett and
A.E. Girardeau".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP359 - Plan of bungalow for Mrs. H. Carter, Beach Drive,
Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of bungalow for Mrs. H. Carter, Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP359

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. H. Carter of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: pencil on paper; 41 x 81 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. One-storey bungalow. The house consists of a veranda, living
room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom and woodshed. Drawing AP358 titled "House for Mrs. Carter
[H Tyzack], Beach Drive, Oak Bay." One plan is signed "Horace Tyzack [and] Horace Leggett and
A.E. Girardeau".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP360 - Sketch plan for proposed children's hospital on
Vancouver Island, B.C.

Title: Sketch plan for proposed children's hospital on Vancouver Island, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP360

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Hubert Savage of a hospital on Vancouver Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 86 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan and elevations. One-storey hospital building. The building consists of three wards containing
a total of 32 beds and adjoining verandas. Bathrooms, lavatories, nurses' bedrooms, kitchen, pantry
and nurses' sitting room complete the layout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP361 - Sketch plan for proposed children's hospital on
Vancouver Island, B.C.

Title: Sketch plan for proposed children's hospital on Vancouver Island, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP361

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Hubert Savage of a hospital on Vancouver Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 86 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan and elevations. One-storey hospital building. The building consists of three wards containing
a total of 32 beds and adjoining verandas. Bathrooms, lavatories, nurses' bedrooms, kitchen, pantry
and nurses' sitting room complete the layout.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP362 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP362

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP363 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP363

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
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of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP364 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP364

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP365 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP365

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP366 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP366

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP367 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.
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Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP367

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP368 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP368

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP369 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP369

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP370 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP370

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP371 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP371

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP372 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP372
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Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP373 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP373

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP374 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP374

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP375 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP375

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
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consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP376 - House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Cox, Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP376

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Kate Cox of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 77 x 78 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor comprises a
hall, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The second floor
consists of a hall, living room, sun room, two bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior is finished in
roughcast, and use of leaded windows is specified on both floors. The architect has also provided
a plan for a lychgate as a garden entrance. Two drawings are stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Ap. 8th 1913. [Signed] N Benneck & Sons [and]
Kate Cox".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP377 - House for Capt. W.M. Crawford, Dallas Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. W.M. Crawford, Dallas Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP377

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain W.M. Crawford of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: ink on linen; 33 x 41 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The room layout cannot be determined. Surface
treatment is roughcast with the exception of the top of the gable ends, which are in lapped
roughsawn cedar siding. Drawing signed "Teed & Cummings [and] W.M. Crawford".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP382 - Cridge Memorial Hall, Blanshard Street, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Cridge Memorial Hall, Blanshard Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP382

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure and Hubert Savage prepared for Church of
Our Lord of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 67 x 67 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Two-storey church hall with attic. A vestibule leads into a main
hall which is the full height of the two storeys inside. At the opposite end of the hall is a platform
or stage of the same height. A gallery stretches across the vestibule end and along both sides of
the hall. The first floor of the rear of the building contains dressing rooms adjacent to the stage,
two lavatories, janitor's store, kitchen and an occasional room. A vestry joins the hall to the main
church building. The second floor of the rear of the building comprises seven classrooms. The
attic contains the janitor's quarters and consists of a hall, living room, two bedrooms, kitchen and
bathroom. Boards and battens cover the wood framing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP384 - Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.
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Title: Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP384

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. C.W. Cross of Edmonton,
Alberta.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 52 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains only plans and elevations. It is not clear whether these are the final working
drawings. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's bathroom,
cold room, storeroom, wash house and laundry, drying room, boiler and coal room and wood
room. The first floor comprises a vestibule, coat room, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room,
two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. The layout of the attic is not specified. The wood
frame construction is covered with pressed brick veneer on the first floor and half timbering on the
second. The plan of only the first floor specifies interior finish.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP385 - Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Title: Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP385

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. C.W. Cross of Edmonton,
Alberta.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 52 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains only plans and elevations. It is not clear whether these are the final working
drawings. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's bathroom,
cold room, storeroom, wash house and laundry, drying room, boiler and coal room and wood
room. The first floor comprises a vestibule, coat room, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room,
two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. The layout of the attic is not specified. The wood
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frame construction is covered with pressed brick veneer on the first floor and half timbering on the
second. The plan of only the first floor specifies interior finish.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP386 - Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Title: Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP386

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. C.W. Cross of Edmonton,
Alberta.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 52 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains only plans and elevations. It is not clear whether these are the final working
drawings. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's bathroom,
cold room, storeroom, wash house and laundry, drying room, boiler and coal room and wood
room. The first floor comprises a vestibule, coat room, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room,
two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. The layout of the attic is not specified. The wood
frame construction is covered with pressed brick veneer on the first floor and half timbering on the
second. The plan of only the first floor specifies interior finish.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP387 - Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Title: Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP387

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. C.W. Cross of Edmonton,
Alberta.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 52 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains only plans and elevations. It is not clear whether these are the final working
drawings. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's bathroom,
cold room, storeroom, wash house and laundry, drying room, boiler and coal room and wood
room. The first floor comprises a vestibule, coat room, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room,
two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. The layout of the attic is not specified. The wood
frame construction is covered with pressed brick veneer on the first floor and half timbering on the
second. The plan of only the first floor specifies interior finish.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP388 - Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Title: Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP388

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. C.W. Cross of Edmonton,
Alberta.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 52 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains only plans and elevations. It is not clear whether these are the final working
drawings. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's bathroom,
cold room, storeroom, wash house and laundry, drying room, boiler and coal room and wood
room. The first floor comprises a vestibule, coat room, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room,
two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. The layout of the attic is not specified. The wood
frame construction is covered with pressed brick veneer on the first floor and half timbering on the
second. The plan of only the first floor specifies interior finish.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP389 - Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Title: Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP389

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. C.W. Cross of Edmonton,
Alberta.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 52 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains only plans and elevations. It is not clear whether these are the final working
drawings. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's bathroom,
cold room, storeroom, wash house and laundry, drying room, boiler and coal room and wood
room. The first floor comprises a vestibule, coat room, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room,
two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. The layout of the attic is not specified. The wood
frame construction is covered with pressed brick veneer on the first floor and half timbering on the
second. The plan of only the first floor specifies interior finish.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP390 - Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Title: Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP390

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. C.W. Cross of Edmonton,
Alberta.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 52 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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This file contains only plans and elevations. It is not clear whether these are the final working
drawings. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's bathroom,
cold room, storeroom, wash house and laundry, drying room, boiler and coal room and wood
room. The first floor comprises a vestibule, coat room, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room,
two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. The layout of the attic is not specified. The wood
frame construction is covered with pressed brick veneer on the first floor and half timbering on the
second. The plan of only the first floor specifies interior finish.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP391 - Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Title: Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP391

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. C.W. Cross of Edmonton,
Alberta.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 52 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains only plans and elevations. It is not clear whether these are the final working
drawings. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's bathroom,
cold room, storeroom, wash house and laundry, drying room, boiler and coal room and wood
room. The first floor comprises a vestibule, coat room, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room,
two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. The layout of the attic is not specified. The wood
frame construction is covered with pressed brick veneer on the first floor and half timbering on the
second. The plan of only the first floor specifies interior finish.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP392 - Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.

Title: Residence for Hon. C.W. Cross, Edmonton, Alta.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP392

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. C.W. Cross of Edmonton,
Alberta.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 52 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains only plans and elevations. It is not clear whether these are the final working
drawings. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's bathroom,
cold room, storeroom, wash house and laundry, drying room, boiler and coal room and wood
room. The first floor comprises a vestibule, coat room, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room,
two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. The layout of the attic is not specified. The wood
frame construction is covered with pressed brick veneer on the first floor and half timbering on the
second. The plan of only the first floor specifies interior finish.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP393 - House for F.C. Davie, Esq., Hampshire Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Davie, Esq., Hampshire Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP393

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Davie of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 25 x 35 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and section. Basement and first floor of a house. The basement contains a laundry and
storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule, hall, cloak room and water closet, drawing room,
library, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. There is evidently at least one more floor,
but the plan is absent.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP394 - House for F.C. Davie, Esq., Hampshire Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Davie, Esq., Hampshire Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP394

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Davie of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 25 x 35 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and section. Basement and first floor of a house. The basement contains a laundry and
storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule, hall, cloak room and water closet, drawing room,
library, study, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. There is evidently at least one more floor,
but the plan is absent.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP395 - Plan shewing water system for domestic supply for
E.P. Davis, Esq. on Lots 1 & 2, Blk. 129, D.L. 140, Grp. 1, New West. Dist., B.C.

Title: Plan shewing water system for domestic supply for E.P. Davis, Esq. on Lots 1 & 2, Blk. 129,
D.L. 140, Grp. 1, New West. Dist., B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP395

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Hermon & Burwell, Engineers & Surveyors prepared for E.P.
Davis of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 map: blueprint; 53 x 55 cm

Note [generalNote]:

A map (scale 1: 600) of Davis's property showing the location of his house "Kanakla" (designed
by Maclure) and the pipeline which brings water to it from a nearby creek. The map also shows
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the adjacent property of Lily Alice Lefevre (Mrs. J.M. Lefevre), site of another Maclure project
"Langaravine" (see file 110).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP396 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP396

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP397 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP397

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP398 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP398

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP399 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP399

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP400 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP400

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP401 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP401

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP402 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP402

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
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floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP403 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP403

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP404 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP404

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP405 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP405

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP406 - Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria,
B.C.: additions and alterations

Title: Residence of Mrs. Dawson, Denison Rd., Victoria, B.C.: additions and alterations
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP406

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Dawson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper; 57
x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and survey plan of the lot. Addition of a basement, terrace, balcony and second
floor to a one-storey house. The basement as renovated contains a laundry room. The altered first
floor (called the ground floor on the plans) comprises a terrace, balcony, hall, living room, dining
alcove, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. The second floor (called the first floor on the
plans) includes three bedrooms, bathroom and trunk room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP407 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP407

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP408 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP408

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP409 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP409

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
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smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP410 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP410

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP411 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP411

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP412 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP412

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP413 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP413

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP414 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP414

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP415 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP415

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP416 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP416

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
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smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP417 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP417

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP418 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP418

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP419 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP419

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP420 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP420

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP421 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP421

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP422 - House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for A. Denison, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP422

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Denison of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: ink on paper; 50 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and working drawings. The former set is marked "cancelled". The latter contain
plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room is in
the basement. The first floor consists of a terrace, hall, drawing room, dining room, conservatory,
smoking room, kitchen, pantry and washroom. The second floor comprises five bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood frame construction is covered with shingles on the first floor
and half timbering on the second. Leaded glass is specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP423 - Garden for Archdeacon Dewdney, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Garden for Archdeacon Dewdney, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP423

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Archdeacon A.J.B. Dewdney of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 76 x 55 cm

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP424 - Garden for Archdeacon Dewdney, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Garden for Archdeacon Dewdney, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP424

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Archdeacon A.J.B. Dewdney of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 76 x 55 cm

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP425 - Garden for Archdeacon Dewdney, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Garden for Archdeacon Dewdney, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP425

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Archdeacon A.J.B. Dewdney of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 76 x 55 cm

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP426 - Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP426
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Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Charles Dickins of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 89 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor consists of a hall,
living room, dining room, den, kitchen, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The second floor comprises
a hall and sleeping balcony. Three unfinished rooms are left for future use. Roughcast is specified
for the exterior walls with roughsawn cedar siding for the tops of gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP427 - Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP427

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Charles Dickins of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 89 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor consists of a hall,
living room, dining room, den, kitchen, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The second floor comprises
a hall and sleeping balcony. Three unfinished rooms are left for future use. Roughcast is specified
for the exterior walls with roughsawn cedar siding for the tops of gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP428 - Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP428
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Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Charles Dickins of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 89 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor consists of a hall,
living room, dining room, den, kitchen, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The second floor comprises
a hall and sleeping balcony. Three unfinished rooms are left for future use. Roughcast is specified
for the exterior walls with roughsawn cedar siding for the tops of gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP429 - Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP429

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Charles Dickins of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 89 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor consists of a hall,
living room, dining room, den, kitchen, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The second floor comprises
a hall and sleeping balcony. Three unfinished rooms are left for future use. Roughcast is specified
for the exterior walls with roughsawn cedar siding for the tops of gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP430 - Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Residence for Chas. Dickins, Esq., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP430
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Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Charles Dickins of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 36 x 89 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The first floor consists of a hall,
living room, dining room, den, kitchen, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The second floor comprises
a hall and sleeping balcony. Three unfinished rooms are left for future use. Roughcast is specified
for the exterior walls with roughsawn cedar siding for the tops of gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP431 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP431

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP432 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP432

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP433 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP433

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
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drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP434 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP434

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP435 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP435

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP436 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP436

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP437 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP437
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Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP438 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP438

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP439 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP439

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP440 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP440

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
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drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP441 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP441

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP442 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP442

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP443 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP443

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP444 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP444
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Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP445 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP445

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP446 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP446

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP447 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP447

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
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drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP448 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP448

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP449 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP449

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP450 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP450

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP451 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP451
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Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP452 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP452

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP453 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP453

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP454 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP454

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
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drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP455 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP455

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP456 - House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L.
Dunlop, Esq.

Title: House in Lansdowne Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.L. Dunlop, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP456

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.L. Dunlop of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 16 pencil on paper, 10 ink on paper; 92 x 97 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and a sketch plan of a terrace. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement contains a furnace room, laundry, work room and garage. The first floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, living room, sun room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry and breakfast room.
The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, sleeping balcony and bathroom. Working
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated June 1st 1928.
[Signed] Thos Ashe [and] J L. Dunlop".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP457 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP457

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP458 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP458

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP459 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP459

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP460 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP460

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP461 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP461

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
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seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP462 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP462

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP463 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP463

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP464 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP464

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP465 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP465

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP466 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP466

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
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seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP467 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP467

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP468 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP468

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP469 - Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon.
James Dunsmuir

Title: Additions & alterations to "Burleith" for Hon. James Dunsmuir
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP469

Date: 1907-1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 7 blueprints, 6 lithographs; 71 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two different proposals for additions and alterations to three-storey house
with basement. The first proposal (drawings AP457-AP465), dated October 1907, calls for a new
veranda and extensions to the front, right side and rear. The architect specifies stone veneer over all
wall surfaces, encasing the original wood-frame structure. New interior partitioning results in the
following arrangement: The first floor comprises a hall, drawing room, music room, living room,
dining room, cloak room and adjoining water closet, smoking room, billiard room, safe, kitchen,
pantry, larder, servants' hall, two servants' rooms and bathroom. The second floor consists of ten
bedrooms, four bathrooms, boudoir, dressing room, linen room and safe. The third floor includes
seven bedrooms, two bathrooms, sewing room, trunk room and balcony. The second proposal
(plans AP466-AP469), dated July 1910, prescribes the addition of a two-storey wing and a three-
storey wing. The finish of the additions is to match that of the old building as far as possible. This
may represent the plan to turn Burleith into a luxury hotel. The first floor consists of a vestibule,
hall, drawing room, music room, den, billiard room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's
room, fifteen bedrooms, three bathrooms and three water closets. The second floor contains 26
bedrooms, dressing room, seven bathrooms and a writing room. The third floor comprises twelve
bedrooms and three bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP470 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park,
near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP470

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP471 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park,
near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP471

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP472 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park,
near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP472

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP473 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park,
near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP473

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP474 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park,
near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP474

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP475 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park,
near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP475

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP476 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park,
near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP476

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP477 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park,
near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP477

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP478 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park,
near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP478

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
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another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP479 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP479

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP480 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP480

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP481 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP481

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP482 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP482

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP483 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP483

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP484 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP484

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP485 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP485
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Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP486 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP486

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP487 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP487

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP488 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP488

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP489 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP489

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP490 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP490

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP491 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP491

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
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proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP492 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP492

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP493 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP493

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP494 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP494

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP495 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP495

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP496 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP496

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP497 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP497

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP498 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP498
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Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP499 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP499

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP500 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP500

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP501 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP501

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP502 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP502

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP503 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP503

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP504 - Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place,
Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Wilmot Place, Oak Bay, for Lawrence M. Earle, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP504

Date: 1922-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lawrence M. Earle of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 19 pencil on paper, 4 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint;
46 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes wiring diagrams. Alterations and additions to a two-storey
house with basement and plans for a garage and gardener's cottage. The numerous floor layout
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proposals cannot be economically described. The original half timbering on the exterior appears to
be retained in the alterations. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton,
Jr. (see file 145) and prepared plans of additions in 1917 for Mrs. Harold Lewis (see file 115). Its
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP505 - Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S.
Edwardes, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S. Edwardes, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP505

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H.S. Edwardes of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Plan for a one-storey house with attic. The ground floor
comprises a veranda, living room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. Drawings signed
"R.S. Trew [and] G H S Edwardes".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP506 - Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S.
Edwardes, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S. Edwardes, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP506

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H.S. Edwardes of Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Plan for a one-storey house with attic. The ground floor
comprises a veranda, living room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. Drawings signed
"R.S. Trew [and] G H S Edwardes".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP507 - Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S.
Edwardes, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S. Edwardes, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP507

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H.S. Edwardes of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Plan for a one-storey house with attic. The ground floor
comprises a veranda, living room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. Drawings signed
"R.S. Trew [and] G H S Edwardes".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP508 - Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S.
Edwardes, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S. Edwardes, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP508

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H.S. Edwardes of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Plan for a one-storey house with attic. The ground floor
comprises a veranda, living room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. Drawings signed
"R.S. Trew [and] G H S Edwardes".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP509 - Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S.
Edwardes, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S. Edwardes, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP509

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H.S. Edwardes of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Plan for a one-storey house with attic. The ground floor
comprises a veranda, living room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. Drawings signed
"R.S. Trew [and] G H S Edwardes".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP510 - Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S.
Edwardes, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S. Edwardes, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP510
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Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H.S. Edwardes of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Plan for a one-storey house with attic. The ground floor
comprises a veranda, living room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. Drawings signed
"R.S. Trew [and] G H S Edwardes".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP511 - Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S.
Edwardes, Esq.

Title: Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S. Edwardes, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP511

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H.S. Edwardes of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Plan for a one-storey house with attic. The ground floor
comprises a veranda, living room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. Drawings signed
"R.S. Trew [and] G H S Edwardes".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP512 - Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S.
Edwardes, Esq.
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Title: Plan of bungalow at Ten Mile Point for G.H.S. Edwardes, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP512

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H.S. Edwardes of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Plan for a one-storey house with attic. The ground floor
comprises a veranda, living room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. Drawings signed
"R.S. Trew [and] G H S Edwardes".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP513 - House for H. Erb, Esq., Monterey Ave.

Title: House for H. Erb, Esq., Monterey Ave.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP513

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Erb of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room and water closet are the
only finished rooms in the basement. The first floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. The second floor consists of four bedrooms and
a bathroom. Half timbering is specified for covering the wood framing on the second floor. First
floor exterior treatment is not clear. Leaded casements are specified for some windows. Plans
initialled: "M & M, H.E."

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP514 - House for H. Erb, Esq., Monterey Ave.

Title: House for H. Erb, Esq., Monterey Ave.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP514

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Erb of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. A servant's room and water closet are the
only finished rooms in the basement. The first floor comprises a veranda, vestibule, hall, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. The second floor consists of four bedrooms and
a bathroom. Half timbering is specified for covering the wood framing on the second floor. First
floor exterior treatment is not clear. Leaded casements are specified for some windows. Plans
initialled: "M & M, H.E."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP515 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP515

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
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timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP516 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP516

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP517 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP517

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP518 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP518

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP519 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP519

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP520 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP520

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP521 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP521

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP522 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP522

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP523 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP523

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
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library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP524 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP524

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP525 - House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D.
Finlayson, Esq.

Title: House on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for R.D. Finlayson, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP525

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.D. Finlayson of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 37 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with attic and
basement. The basement includes a laundry room, servant's room and bathroom. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, coat room with adjoining lavatory, hall, office, drawing room, sun room,
library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A terrace, porte cochere and porch
are attached to the house on this level. The second floor contains three bedrooms, dressing room,
balcony, two bathrooms, two water closets, maid's room and linen room. The attic consists of one
large, unfinished room. Wood-frame construction is covered by roughcast, brick veneer and half
timbering. Plans stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract
dated July 2nd 1914. [Signed] Wm. F. Drysdale [and] R.D. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP526 - Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss
Finlayson

Title: Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss Finlayson

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP526

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sarah S. Finlayson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings showing plans and elevations for alterations to a two-storey house with
basement which Maclure designed for H.A. Munn about 1900 (see file 205). The first set (AP526-
AP528) is dated Nov. 1911. The second set (AP529-AP531.1), dated Jan. 1912, appears to show
some of the work executed from the earlier plans as well as what appear to be further alterations.
In the first set of drawings the altered basement contains two servants' rooms, a sewing room, spare
room and corridor. The second set shows only one servant's room, sewing room, spare room and a
coal bin and chute. The first floor comprises a vestibule, hall, den, drawing room, kitchen, pantry,
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dining room, laundry and watercloset. A new stairway descends from the terrace which adjoins
the house on this level. The second floor includes four bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies,
including a new sleeping balcony, which appears to be absent in the second set of drawings. The
first set of drawings is signed "A.J. Thompson [and] S.S. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP527 - Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss
Finlayson

Title: Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss Finlayson

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP527

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sarah S. Finlayson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings showing plans and elevations for alterations to a two-storey house with
basement which Maclure designed for H.A. Munn about 1900 (see file 205). The first set (AP526-
AP528) is dated Nov. 1911. The second set (AP529-AP531.1), dated Jan. 1912, appears to show
some of the work executed from the earlier plans as well as what appear to be further alterations.
In the first set of drawings the altered basement contains two servants' rooms, a sewing room, spare
room and corridor. The second set shows only one servant's room, sewing room, spare room and a
coal bin and chute. The first floor comprises a vestibule, hall, den, drawing room, kitchen, pantry,
dining room, laundry and watercloset. A new stairway descends from the terrace which adjoins
the house on this level. The second floor includes four bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies,
including a new sleeping balcony, which appears to be absent in the second set of drawings. The
first set of drawings is signed "A.J. Thompson [and] S.S. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP528 - Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss
Finlayson
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Title: Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss Finlayson

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP528

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sarah S. Finlayson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings showing plans and elevations for alterations to a two-storey house with
basement which Maclure designed for H.A. Munn about 1900 (see file 205). The first set (AP526-
AP528) is dated Nov. 1911. The second set (AP529-AP531.1), dated Jan. 1912, appears to show
some of the work executed from the earlier plans as well as what appear to be further alterations.
In the first set of drawings the altered basement contains two servants' rooms, a sewing room, spare
room and corridor. The second set shows only one servant's room, sewing room, spare room and a
coal bin and chute. The first floor comprises a vestibule, hall, den, drawing room, kitchen, pantry,
dining room, laundry and watercloset. A new stairway descends from the terrace which adjoins
the house on this level. The second floor includes four bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies,
including a new sleeping balcony, which appears to be absent in the second set of drawings. The
first set of drawings is signed "A.J. Thompson [and] S.S. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP529 - Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss
Finlayson

Title: Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss Finlayson

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP529

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sarah S. Finlayson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings showing plans and elevations for alterations to a two-storey house with
basement which Maclure designed for H.A. Munn about 1900 (see file 205). The first set (AP526-
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AP528) is dated Nov. 1911. The second set (AP529-AP531.1), dated Jan. 1912, appears to show
some of the work executed from the earlier plans as well as what appear to be further alterations.
In the first set of drawings the altered basement contains two servants' rooms, a sewing room, spare
room and corridor. The second set shows only one servant's room, sewing room, spare room and a
coal bin and chute. The first floor comprises a vestibule, hall, den, drawing room, kitchen, pantry,
dining room, laundry and watercloset. A new stairway descends from the terrace which adjoins
the house on this level. The second floor includes four bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies,
including a new sleeping balcony, which appears to be absent in the second set of drawings. The
first set of drawings is signed "A.J. Thompson [and] S.S. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP530 - Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss
Finlayson

Title: Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss Finlayson

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP530

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sarah S. Finlayson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings showing plans and elevations for alterations to a two-storey house with
basement which Maclure designed for H.A. Munn about 1900 (see file 205). The first set (AP526-
AP528) is dated Nov. 1911. The second set (AP529-AP531.1), dated Jan. 1912, appears to show
some of the work executed from the earlier plans as well as what appear to be further alterations.
In the first set of drawings the altered basement contains two servants' rooms, a sewing room, spare
room and corridor. The second set shows only one servant's room, sewing room, spare room and a
coal bin and chute. The first floor comprises a vestibule, hall, den, drawing room, kitchen, pantry,
dining room, laundry and watercloset. A new stairway descends from the terrace which adjoins
the house on this level. The second floor includes four bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies,
including a new sleeping balcony, which appears to be absent in the second set of drawings. The
first set of drawings is signed "A.J. Thompson [and] S.S. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP531 - Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss
Finlayson

Title: Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss Finlayson

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP531

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sarah S. Finlayson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings showing plans and elevations for alterations to a two-storey house with
basement which Maclure designed for H.A. Munn about 1900 (see file 205). The first set (AP526-
AP528) is dated Nov. 1911. The second set (AP529-AP531.1), dated Jan. 1912, appears to show
some of the work executed from the earlier plans as well as what appear to be further alterations.
In the first set of drawings the altered basement contains two servants' rooms, a sewing room, spare
room and corridor. The second set shows only one servant's room, sewing room, spare room and a
coal bin and chute. The first floor comprises a vestibule, hall, den, drawing room, kitchen, pantry,
dining room, laundry and watercloset. A new stairway descends from the terrace which adjoins
the house on this level. The second floor includes four bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies,
including a new sleeping balcony, which appears to be absent in the second set of drawings. The
first set of drawings is signed "A.J. Thompson [and] S.S. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP53.1 - Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss
Finlayson

Title: Additions to no. 1009 Terrace Av. for Miss Finlayson

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP53.1

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sarah S. Finlayson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 51 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings showing plans and elevations for alterations to a two-storey house with
basement which Maclure designed for H.A. Munn about 1900 (see file 205). The first set (AP526-
AP528) is dated Nov. 1911. The second set (AP529-AP531.1), dated Jan. 1912, appears to show
some of the work executed from the earlier plans as well as what appear to be further alterations.
In the first set of drawings the altered basement contains two servants' rooms, a sewing room, spare
room and corridor. The second set shows only one servant's room, sewing room, spare room and a
coal bin and chute. The first floor comprises a vestibule, hall, den, drawing room, kitchen, pantry,
dining room, laundry and watercloset. A new stairway descends from the terrace which adjoins
the house on this level. The second floor includes four bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies,
including a new sleeping balcony, which appears to be absent in the second set of drawings. The
first set of drawings is signed "A.J. Thompson [and] S.S. Finlayson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP532 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP532

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP533 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.
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Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP533

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP534 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP534

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP535 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP535

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP538 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP538

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
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consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP539 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP539

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP540 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP540

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP541 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP541

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP542 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP542

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP543 - Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for D. Fleming, Esq., Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP543

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Fleming of Gordon Head,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 6 blueprints; 39 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, section and detail. Wiring is drawn in by hand on
the blueprints taken from these drawings. One-storey house with part basement, attic and detached
garage. The basement contains a laundry and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, guest room, bedroom and bathroom. The attic
consists of a bedroom, water closet and linen closet. An alternate attic plan substitutes a full
bathroom for the water closet and linen closet. Drawings signed "D Fleming [and] Fairhurst Bros".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP544 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP544

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP545 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP545

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
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construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP546 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP546

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP547 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP547

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP548 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP548

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP549 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP549

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP550 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP550

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
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construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP551 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP551

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP552 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP552

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP553 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP553

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP554 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP554

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP555 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP555

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
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construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP556 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP556

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP557 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP557

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP558 - House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. A. Forbes Proctor, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP558

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret J. Proctor (Mrs. A.
Forbes Proctor) of Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 15 ink on paper; 64 x 84 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A furnace room and
basement are framed into the basement. The ground floor consists of a porch, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, cloak room and adjoint water closet. The second floor
comprises a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. The exterior of the wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Drawings are signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile
Girardeau, contractors, and Margaret J. Proctor.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP559 - House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park,
Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP559

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.A. Forsythe of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 4 ink on linen, 2 pencil on paper; 37 x 38 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A laundry room, servant's
room and furnace room are contained in the basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and
adjoining lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, larder and pantry. The second
floor includes three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet and bathroom. The exterior of the
wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP560 - House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park,
Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP560

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.A. Forsythe of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 4 ink on linen, 2 pencil on paper; 37 x 38 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A laundry room, servant's
room and furnace room are contained in the basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and
adjoining lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, larder and pantry. The second
floor includes three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet and bathroom. The exterior of the
wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP561 - House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park,
Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP561

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.A. Forsythe of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 4 ink on linen, 2 pencil on paper; 37 x 38 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A laundry room, servant's
room and furnace room are contained in the basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and
adjoining lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, larder and pantry. The second
floor includes three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet and bathroom. The exterior of the
wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP562 - House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park,
Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP562

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.A. Forsythe of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 4 ink on linen, 2 pencil on paper; 37 x 38 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A laundry room, servant's
room and furnace room are contained in the basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and
adjoining lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, larder and pantry. The second
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floor includes three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet and bathroom. The exterior of the
wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP563 - House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park,
Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP563

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.A. Forsythe of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 4 ink on linen, 2 pencil on paper; 37 x 38 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A laundry room, servant's
room and furnace room are contained in the basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and
adjoining lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, larder and pantry. The second
floor includes three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet and bathroom. The exterior of the
wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP564 - House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park,
Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for C.A. Forsythe, Esq., Golf Links Park, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP564

Date: 1911-1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.A. Forsythe of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 4 ink on linen, 2 pencil on paper; 37 x 38 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. A laundry room, servant's
room and furnace room are contained in the basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and
adjoining lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, larder and pantry. The second
floor includes three bedrooms, dressing room, water closet and bathroom. The exterior of the
wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP565 - Stadium for Foundation Organisations Athletic
Association

Title: Stadium for Foundation Organisations Athletic Association

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP565

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Foundation Organisations
Athletic Association of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on paper; 76 x 90 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and sections. Bleachers and grandstands for Victoria Stadium, a baseball field in
the block bounded by Douglas, Humboldt and Belleville Streets.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP566 - Stadium for Foundation Organisations Athletic
Association

Title: Stadium for Foundation Organisations Athletic Association

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP566

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Foundation Organisations
Athletic Association of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on paper; 76 x 90 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and sections. Bleachers and grandstands for Victoria Stadium, a baseball field in
the block bounded by Douglas, Humboldt and Belleville Streets.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP567 - Bungalow for Dr. J.M. Fowler, Sylvan Lane,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for Dr. J.M. Fowler, Sylvan Lane, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP567

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Dr. J.M. Fowler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on paper; 74 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The basement
includes a garage, storage room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a veranda,
vestibule, hall, den, living room, loggia, dining room, kitchen, larder, two bedrooms and bathroom.
Elevations indicate dormers in the attic and a stairway is shown in the ground floor plan, but no
plans of this floor exist. Roughcast finish over wood framing is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP568 - Bungalow for Dr. J.M. Fowler, Sylvan Lane,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for Dr. J.M. Fowler, Sylvan Lane, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP568

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Dr. J.M. Fowler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on paper; 74 x 55 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The basement
includes a garage, storage room and furnace room. The ground floor comprises a veranda,
vestibule, hall, den, living room, loggia, dining room, kitchen, larder, two bedrooms and bathroom.
Elevations indicate dormers in the attic and a stairway is shown in the ground floor plan, but no
plans of this floor exist. Roughcast finish over wood framing is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP569 - House for R. Fowler, Esqre., Foul Bay Road

Title: House for R. Fowler, Esqre., Foul Bay Road

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP569

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Fowler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 35 x 49 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans. Wiring drawn in on plan of ground and second floors. Two-
storey house with part basement. A laundry is the only finished room in the basement. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, bathroom, water
closet and balcony. Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated 6th Sept. 1910. [Signed] Thos Ashe [and] R Fowler".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP570 - House for R. Fowler, Esqre., Foul Bay Road

Title: House for R. Fowler, Esqre., Foul Bay Road

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP570

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Fowler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 35 x 49 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans. Wiring drawn in on plan of ground and second floors. Two-
storey house with part basement. A laundry is the only finished room in the basement. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, dining room,
kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four bedrooms, bathroom, water
closet and balcony. Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated 6th Sept. 1910. [Signed] Thos Ashe [and] R Fowler".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP571 - Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles
Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP571

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elliott Galt of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper; 36 x 51 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Alterations to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure
originally designed for Simon Leiser in 1910 (see file 111). The water closet in the basement
is enlarged and a bathtub is added. On the first floor the den is converted into a bedroom. The
opening between the hall and the drawing room is narrowed and a door fitted. The drawing room
is then redesignated a sitting room. The veranda off these two rooms is extended, enclosed and
altered to a bedroom and bathroom. One of the bedrooms on the second floor is converted into a
bathroom. The sleeping balcony, which is above the former veranda and which had been converted
into two dressing rooms by a former owner, is turned into a single sun room. A later drawing
(AP575, dated 1927) shows a new sun room on the ground floor (location uncertain). Plans of first
alteration signed "J E Shenk".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP572 - Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles
Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP572

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elliott Galt of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper; 36 x 51 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Alterations to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure
originally designed for Simon Leiser in 1910 (see file 111). The water closet in the basement
is enlarged and a bathtub is added. On the first floor the den is converted into a bedroom. The
opening between the hall and the drawing room is narrowed and a door fitted. The drawing room
is then redesignated a sitting room. The veranda off these two rooms is extended, enclosed and
altered to a bedroom and bathroom. One of the bedrooms on the second floor is converted into a
bathroom. The sleeping balcony, which is above the former veranda and which had been converted
into two dressing rooms by a former owner, is turned into a single sun room. A later drawing
(AP575, dated 1927) shows a new sun room on the ground floor (location uncertain). Plans of first
alteration signed "J E Shenk".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP573 - Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles
Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP573

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elliott Galt of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper; 36 x 51 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. Alterations to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure
originally designed for Simon Leiser in 1910 (see file 111). The water closet in the basement
is enlarged and a bathtub is added. On the first floor the den is converted into a bedroom. The
opening between the hall and the drawing room is narrowed and a door fitted. The drawing room
is then redesignated a sitting room. The veranda off these two rooms is extended, enclosed and
altered to a bedroom and bathroom. One of the bedrooms on the second floor is converted into a
bathroom. The sleeping balcony, which is above the former veranda and which had been converted
into two dressing rooms by a former owner, is turned into a single sun room. A later drawing
(AP575, dated 1927) shows a new sun room on the ground floor (location uncertain). Plans of first
alteration signed "J E Shenk".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP574 - Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles
Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP574

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elliott Galt of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper; 36 x 51 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Alterations to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure
originally designed for Simon Leiser in 1910 (see file 111). The water closet in the basement
is enlarged and a bathtub is added. On the first floor the den is converted into a bedroom. The
opening between the hall and the drawing room is narrowed and a door fitted. The drawing room
is then redesignated a sitting room. The veranda off these two rooms is extended, enclosed and
altered to a bedroom and bathroom. One of the bedrooms on the second floor is converted into a
bathroom. The sleeping balcony, which is above the former veranda and which had been converted
into two dressing rooms by a former owner, is turned into a single sun room. A later drawing
(AP575, dated 1927) shows a new sun room on the ground floor (location uncertain). Plans of first
alteration signed "J E Shenk".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP575 - Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles
Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house in St. Charles Street for Elliott Galt, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP575

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Elliott Galt of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper; 36 x 51 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Alterations to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure
originally designed for Simon Leiser in 1910 (see file 111). The water closet in the basement
is enlarged and a bathtub is added. On the first floor the den is converted into a bedroom. The
opening between the hall and the drawing room is narrowed and a door fitted. The drawing room
is then redesignated a sitting room. The veranda off these two rooms is extended, enclosed and
altered to a bedroom and bathroom. One of the bedrooms on the second floor is converted into a
bathroom. The sleeping balcony, which is above the former veranda and which had been converted
into two dressing rooms by a former owner, is turned into a single sun room. A later drawing
(AP575, dated 1927) shows a new sun room on the ground floor (location uncertain). Plans of first
alteration signed "J E Shenk".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP576 - Proposed alterations and additions to residence for
J. Galt, Esq., Rockland Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed alterations and additions to residence for J. Galt, Esq., Rockland Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP576

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Galt of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 63 x 55 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and details. Alterations to a house Maclure designed in 1913-14 for Frederick Nation
(see file 130). Plans call for new doors and windows from the dining and drawing rooms to the
veranda and a new mantel for a bedroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP577 - Proposed alterations and additions to residence for
J. Galt, Esq., Rockland Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed alterations and additions to residence for J. Galt, Esq., Rockland Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP577

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Galt of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 63 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and details. Alterations to a house Maclure designed in 1913-14 for Frederick Nation
(see file 130). Plans call for new doors and windows from the dining and drawing rooms to the
veranda and a new mantel for a bedroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP578 - Proposed alterations and additions to residence for
J. Galt, Esq., Rockland Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed alterations and additions to residence for J. Galt, Esq., Rockland Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP578

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Galt of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 63 x 55 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and details. Alterations to a house Maclure designed in 1913-14 for Frederick Nation
(see file 130). Plans call for new doors and windows from the dining and drawing rooms to the
veranda and a new mantel for a bedroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP579 - Proposed alterations and additions to residence for
J. Galt, Esq., Rockland Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed alterations and additions to residence for J. Galt, Esq., Rockland Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP579

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Galt of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 63 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and details. Alterations to a house Maclure designed in 1913-14 for Frederick Nation
(see file 130). Plans call for new doors and windows from the dining and drawing rooms to the
veranda and a new mantel for a bedroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP580 - House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP580

Date: 1908-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Rithet Genge (Mrs.
Lawrence A. Genge) of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 42 x 71 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings of the original building (AP580-AP581) and the later alteration (AP582 AP586)
consist of plans and elevations. The blueprints of the original building show some alterations
sketched in. Two-storey house with basement. In the original house design (1908) the basement
includes a servant's room, coal and wood bin and a laundry room. The ground floor is comprised
of a hall with adjoining lavatory, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and two verandas. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a dressing room, two bathrooms
and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in half timbering on the second floor.
The ground-floor exterior treatment is not specified in this drawing set, but the plans of the later
alterations (see below) call for shingles here. The basement is stone. Leaded glass is specified for
many second floor windows. The alterations of 1913 extend the back of the house and call for the
development of the attic as a usable living space. On the ground floor the library is considerably
enlarged, and a coat room, lavatory and servant's room are installed. The southeast veranda is
extended forward bringing it flush with its mate on the other side of the house, and both are
enclosed in glass all around. A partially glassed-in archway between the two verandas leads in to
the stairway to the porch. Second-floor alterations include conversion of the northwest bedroom
to a work room and the addition of a sleeping balcony, bathroom, alcove and bedroom. The rear
stairway is extended to the attic, which is opened by the addition of three dormers. A drying room
and play room occupy this space. The original exterior treatment of the house is maintained on the
additions and alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP581 - House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP581

Date: 1908-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Rithet Genge (Mrs.
Lawrence A. Genge) of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 42 x 71 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Working drawings of the original building (AP580-AP581) and the later alteration (AP582 AP586)
consist of plans and elevations. The blueprints of the original building show some alterations
sketched in. Two-storey house with basement. In the original house design (1908) the basement
includes a servant's room, coal and wood bin and a laundry room. The ground floor is comprised
of a hall with adjoining lavatory, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and two verandas. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a dressing room, two bathrooms
and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in half timbering on the second floor.
The ground-floor exterior treatment is not specified in this drawing set, but the plans of the later
alterations (see below) call for shingles here. The basement is stone. Leaded glass is specified for
many second floor windows. The alterations of 1913 extend the back of the house and call for the
development of the attic as a usable living space. On the ground floor the library is considerably
enlarged, and a coat room, lavatory and servant's room are installed. The southeast veranda is
extended forward bringing it flush with its mate on the other side of the house, and both are
enclosed in glass all around. A partially glassed-in archway between the two verandas leads in to
the stairway to the porch. Second-floor alterations include conversion of the northwest bedroom
to a work room and the addition of a sleeping balcony, bathroom, alcove and bedroom. The rear
stairway is extended to the attic, which is opened by the addition of three dormers. A drying room
and play room occupy this space. The original exterior treatment of the house is maintained on the
additions and alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP582 - House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP582

Date: 1908-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Rithet Genge (Mrs.
Lawrence A. Genge) of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 42 x 71 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings of the original building (AP580-AP581) and the later alteration (AP582 AP586)
consist of plans and elevations. The blueprints of the original building show some alterations
sketched in. Two-storey house with basement. In the original house design (1908) the basement
includes a servant's room, coal and wood bin and a laundry room. The ground floor is comprised
of a hall with adjoining lavatory, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
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and two verandas. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a dressing room, two bathrooms
and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in half timbering on the second floor.
The ground-floor exterior treatment is not specified in this drawing set, but the plans of the later
alterations (see below) call for shingles here. The basement is stone. Leaded glass is specified for
many second floor windows. The alterations of 1913 extend the back of the house and call for the
development of the attic as a usable living space. On the ground floor the library is considerably
enlarged, and a coat room, lavatory and servant's room are installed. The southeast veranda is
extended forward bringing it flush with its mate on the other side of the house, and both are
enclosed in glass all around. A partially glassed-in archway between the two verandas leads in to
the stairway to the porch. Second-floor alterations include conversion of the northwest bedroom
to a work room and the addition of a sleeping balcony, bathroom, alcove and bedroom. The rear
stairway is extended to the attic, which is opened by the addition of three dormers. A drying room
and play room occupy this space. The original exterior treatment of the house is maintained on the
additions and alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP583 - House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP583

Date: 1908-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Rithet Genge (Mrs.
Lawrence A. Genge) of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 42 x 71 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings of the original building (AP580-AP581) and the later alteration (AP582 AP586)
consist of plans and elevations. The blueprints of the original building show some alterations
sketched in. Two-storey house with basement. In the original house design (1908) the basement
includes a servant's room, coal and wood bin and a laundry room. The ground floor is comprised
of a hall with adjoining lavatory, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and two verandas. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a dressing room, two bathrooms
and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in half timbering on the second floor.
The ground-floor exterior treatment is not specified in this drawing set, but the plans of the later
alterations (see below) call for shingles here. The basement is stone. Leaded glass is specified for
many second floor windows. The alterations of 1913 extend the back of the house and call for the
development of the attic as a usable living space. On the ground floor the library is considerably
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enlarged, and a coat room, lavatory and servant's room are installed. The southeast veranda is
extended forward bringing it flush with its mate on the other side of the house, and both are
enclosed in glass all around. A partially glassed-in archway between the two verandas leads in to
the stairway to the porch. Second-floor alterations include conversion of the northwest bedroom
to a work room and the addition of a sleeping balcony, bathroom, alcove and bedroom. The rear
stairway is extended to the attic, which is opened by the addition of three dormers. A drying room
and play room occupy this space. The original exterior treatment of the house is maintained on the
additions and alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP584 - House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP584

Date: 1908-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Rithet Genge (Mrs.
Lawrence A. Genge) of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 42 x 71 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings of the original building (AP580-AP581) and the later alteration (AP582 AP586)
consist of plans and elevations. The blueprints of the original building show some alterations
sketched in. Two-storey house with basement. In the original house design (1908) the basement
includes a servant's room, coal and wood bin and a laundry room. The ground floor is comprised
of a hall with adjoining lavatory, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and two verandas. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a dressing room, two bathrooms
and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in half timbering on the second floor.
The ground-floor exterior treatment is not specified in this drawing set, but the plans of the later
alterations (see below) call for shingles here. The basement is stone. Leaded glass is specified for
many second floor windows. The alterations of 1913 extend the back of the house and call for the
development of the attic as a usable living space. On the ground floor the library is considerably
enlarged, and a coat room, lavatory and servant's room are installed. The southeast veranda is
extended forward bringing it flush with its mate on the other side of the house, and both are
enclosed in glass all around. A partially glassed-in archway between the two verandas leads in to
the stairway to the porch. Second-floor alterations include conversion of the northwest bedroom
to a work room and the addition of a sleeping balcony, bathroom, alcove and bedroom. The rear
stairway is extended to the attic, which is opened by the addition of three dormers. A drying room
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and play room occupy this space. The original exterior treatment of the house is maintained on the
additions and alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP585 - House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP585

Date: 1908-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Rithet Genge (Mrs.
Lawrence A. Genge) of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 42 x 71 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings of the original building (AP580-AP581) and the later alteration (AP582 AP586)
consist of plans and elevations. The blueprints of the original building show some alterations
sketched in. Two-storey house with basement. In the original house design (1908) the basement
includes a servant's room, coal and wood bin and a laundry room. The ground floor is comprised
of a hall with adjoining lavatory, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and two verandas. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a dressing room, two bathrooms
and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in half timbering on the second floor.
The ground-floor exterior treatment is not specified in this drawing set, but the plans of the later
alterations (see below) call for shingles here. The basement is stone. Leaded glass is specified for
many second floor windows. The alterations of 1913 extend the back of the house and call for the
development of the attic as a usable living space. On the ground floor the library is considerably
enlarged, and a coat room, lavatory and servant's room are installed. The southeast veranda is
extended forward bringing it flush with its mate on the other side of the house, and both are
enclosed in glass all around. A partially glassed-in archway between the two verandas leads in to
the stairway to the porch. Second-floor alterations include conversion of the northwest bedroom
to a work room and the addition of a sleeping balcony, bathroom, alcove and bedroom. The rear
stairway is extended to the attic, which is opened by the addition of three dormers. A drying room
and play room occupy this space. The original exterior treatment of the house is maintained on the
additions and alterations.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP586 - House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. L.A. Genge, Humboldt Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP586

Date: 1908-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Rithet Genge (Mrs.
Lawrence A. Genge) of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 42 x 71 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings of the original building (AP580-AP581) and the later alteration (AP582 AP586)
consist of plans and elevations. The blueprints of the original building show some alterations
sketched in. Two-storey house with basement. In the original house design (1908) the basement
includes a servant's room, coal and wood bin and a laundry room. The ground floor is comprised
of a hall with adjoining lavatory, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and two verandas. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a dressing room, two bathrooms
and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in half timbering on the second floor.
The ground-floor exterior treatment is not specified in this drawing set, but the plans of the later
alterations (see below) call for shingles here. The basement is stone. Leaded glass is specified for
many second floor windows. The alterations of 1913 extend the back of the house and call for the
development of the attic as a usable living space. On the ground floor the library is considerably
enlarged, and a coat room, lavatory and servant's room are installed. The southeast veranda is
extended forward bringing it flush with its mate on the other side of the house, and both are
enclosed in glass all around. A partially glassed-in archway between the two verandas leads in to
the stairway to the porch. Second-floor alterations include conversion of the northwest bedroom
to a work room and the addition of a sleeping balcony, bathroom, alcove and bedroom. The rear
stairway is extended to the attic, which is opened by the addition of three dormers. A drying room
and play room occupy this space. The original exterior treatment of the house is maintained on the
additions and alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP587 - Designs for carved work
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Title: Designs for carved work

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP587

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George S. Gibson.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 39 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Full-scale drawings of decorations to be carved. George S. Gibson of Shawnigan Lake was a
well-known wood carver and may have been the artisan rather than the client for this project. It is
conceivable that Gibson drew the two plans AP588-AP589 as they are not on the same paper as
AP587, are not lettered by Maclure and appear to have been folded as for sending through the post.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP588 - Designs for carved work

Title: Designs for carved work

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP588

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George S. Gibson.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 39 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Full-scale drawings of decorations to be carved. George S. Gibson of Shawnigan Lake was a
well-known wood carver and may have been the artisan rather than the client for this project. It is
conceivable that Gibson drew the two plans AP588-AP589 as they are not on the same paper as
AP587, are not lettered by Maclure and appear to have been folded as for sending through the post.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP589 - Designs for carved work

Title: Designs for carved work

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP589
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George S. Gibson.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 39 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Full-scale drawings of decorations to be carved. George S. Gibson of Shawnigan Lake was a
well-known wood carver and may have been the artisan rather than the client for this project. It is
conceivable that Gibson drew the two plans AP588-AP589 as they are not on the same paper as
AP587, are not lettered by Maclure and appear to have been folded as for sending through the post.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP590 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP590

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP591 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP591

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP592 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP592

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP593 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP593

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
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three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP594 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP594

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP595 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP595

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP596 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP596

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
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bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP597 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP597

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP598 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP598

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP599 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP599

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP600 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP600

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP601 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP601

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP602 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP602
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP603 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP603

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP604 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP604

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP605 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP605

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP606 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP606

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP607 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP607

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP608 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP608

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP609 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP609
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP610 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP610

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP611 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP611

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP612 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP612

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP613 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP613

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP614 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP614

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP615 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP615

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP616 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP616
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP617 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP617

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP618 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP618

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP619 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP619

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP620 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP620

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP621 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP621

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP622 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP622

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP623 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP623
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP624 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP624

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP625 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP625

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP626 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP626

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP627 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP627

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP628 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP628

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP629 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP629

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP630 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP630
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP631 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP631

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP632 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP632

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP633 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP633

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP634 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP634

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP635 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP635

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP636 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP636

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP637 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP637
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP638 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP638

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP639 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP639

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP640 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP640

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP641 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP641

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP642 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP642

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP643 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP643

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP644 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP644
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP645 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP645

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP646 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP646

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP647 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP647

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP648 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP648

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP649 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP649

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP650 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP650

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP651 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP651
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP652 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP652

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP653 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP653

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP654 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP654

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP655 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP655

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP656 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP656

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP657 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP657

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP658 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP658
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP659 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP659

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP660 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP660

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP661 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP661

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP662 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP662

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP663 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP663

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP664 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP664

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP665 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP665
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP666 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP666

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP667 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP667

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP668 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP668

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP669 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP669

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP670 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP670

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP671 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP671

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP672 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP672
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP673 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP673

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP674 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP674

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP675 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP675

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP676 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP676

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP677 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP677

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP678 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP678

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP679 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP679
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP680 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP680

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP681 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP681

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP682 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP682

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP683 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP683

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP684 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP684

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP685 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP685

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP686 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP686
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Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP687 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP687

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
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coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP688 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP688

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP689 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP689

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP690 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP690

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP691 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP691

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
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a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP692 - House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R.W. Gibson Esq., York Place, Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP692

Date: 1919-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort prepared for Robert W. Gibson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 103 drawings: 70 pencil on paper, 12 ink on paper, 21 blueprints; 135 x 92
cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Blueprints have heating system details and miscellaneous
amendments added by hand. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and
attic. The basement comprises a tool room, lavatory, fuel room, furnace room, billiard room, two
bedrooms, bathroom, laundry room and storeroom. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule,
coat room and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, ingle, library, sun room, lavatory, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A large terrace extends the full length of the
east side of the first floor. The second floor contains five bedrooms, boudoir, dressing room,
three bathrooms, sleeping balcony and three other balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms,
a bathroom and box room. The exterior walls of concrete blocks are finished in roughcast. The
working drawings are signed by R. Moncrieff, Robt. W. Gibson and S. Jane Gibson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP695 - House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay
Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP695
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Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Gilbert of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 ink on linen; 50 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with
basement. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. The second floor contains four bedrooms, maid's room, water closet and
bedroom. Brick veneer covers the basement walls. The first floor is finished in roughcast, and
the second in half timbering. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. A later
drawing shows a detached two- bay garage with two servants' rooms. Working drawings stamped
and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept. 4, 1913. [Signed]
Edwd. E. Hardwick." Also endorsed "App. F M Rattenbury." Garage plans signed "Edw. E.
Hardwick."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP696 - House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay
Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP696

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Gilbert of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 ink on linen; 50 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with
basement. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. The second floor contains four bedrooms, maid's room, water closet and
bedroom. Brick veneer covers the basement walls. The first floor is finished in roughcast, and
the second in half timbering. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. A later
drawing shows a detached two- bay garage with two servants' rooms. Working drawings stamped
and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept. 4, 1913. [Signed]
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Edwd. E. Hardwick." Also endorsed "App. F M Rattenbury." Garage plans signed "Edw. E.
Hardwick."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP697 - House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay
Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP697

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Gilbert of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 ink on linen; 50 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with
basement. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. The second floor contains four bedrooms, maid's room, water closet and
bedroom. Brick veneer covers the basement walls. The first floor is finished in roughcast, and
the second in half timbering. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. A later
drawing shows a detached two- bay garage with two servants' rooms. Working drawings stamped
and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept. 4, 1913. [Signed]
Edwd. E. Hardwick." Also endorsed "App. F M Rattenbury." Garage plans signed "Edw. E.
Hardwick."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP698 - House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay
Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP698

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Gilbert of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 ink on linen; 50 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with
basement. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. The second floor contains four bedrooms, maid's room, water closet and
bedroom. Brick veneer covers the basement walls. The first floor is finished in roughcast, and
the second in half timbering. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. A later
drawing shows a detached two- bay garage with two servants' rooms. Working drawings stamped
and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept. 4, 1913. [Signed]
Edwd. E. Hardwick." Also endorsed "App. F M Rattenbury." Garage plans signed "Edw. E.
Hardwick."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP699 - House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay
Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP699

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Gilbert of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 ink on linen; 50 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with
basement. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. The second floor contains four bedrooms, maid's room, water closet and
bedroom. Brick veneer covers the basement walls. The first floor is finished in roughcast, and
the second in half timbering. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. A later
drawing shows a detached two- bay garage with two servants' rooms. Working drawings stamped
and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept. 4, 1913. [Signed]
Edwd. E. Hardwick." Also endorsed "App. F M Rattenbury." Garage plans signed "Edw. E.
Hardwick."

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP700 - House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay
Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP700

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Gilbert of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 ink on linen; 50 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Working drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with
basement. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. The second floor contains four bedrooms, maid's room, water closet and
bedroom. Brick veneer covers the basement walls. The first floor is finished in roughcast, and
the second in half timbering. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. A later
drawing shows a detached two- bay garage with two servants' rooms. Working drawings stamped
and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept. 4, 1913. [Signed]
Edwd. E. Hardwick." Also endorsed "App. F M Rattenbury." Garage plans signed "Edw. E.
Hardwick."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP701 - House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay
Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Gilbert Esq., cor. of Cadboro Bay Road and Lansdowne Rd., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP701

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Gilbert of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 ink on linen; 50 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Working drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with
basement. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, library, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. The second floor contains four bedrooms, maid's room, water closet and
bedroom. Brick veneer covers the basement walls. The first floor is finished in roughcast, and
the second in half timbering. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. A later
drawing shows a detached two- bay garage with two servants' rooms. Working drawings stamped
and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept. 4, 1913. [Signed]
Edwd. E. Hardwick." Also endorsed "App. F M Rattenbury." Garage plans signed "Edw. E.
Hardwick."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP702 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP702

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP703 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP703

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP704 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP704

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP705 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP705

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP706 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP706

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP707 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP707

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP708 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP708
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Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP709 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP709

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP710 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP710

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP711 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP711

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
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room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP712 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP712

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP713 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP713

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP714 - House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Arthur Gore, Esq., Belmont Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP714

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Arthur Gore of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 54 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations and sections. Three later drawings show elevations of a fence and
gates. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor contains a hall, drawing room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and bedroom. A veranda and porte cochere are attached. The second
floor includes a bedroom, maid's room and bathroom. A detached one-bay garage is located at
the extreme northeast corner of the property. Drawings AP706-AP710 are stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Dec. 26/12. [Signed] N. Benneck &
Sons [and] Arthur Gore".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP715 - Sketch of proposed apartments cor. Government &
Wharf Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sketch of proposed apartments cor. Government & Wharf Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP715

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 42 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal drawings showing a plan (ground floor only) and an elevation. Three-storey apartment
building with basement. The ground-floor plan shows six apartments, five with two bedrooms and
one with one bedroom. All have a living room, dining room, kitchen and bathroom. This building
was never built.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP716 - Sketch of proposed apartments cor. Government &
Wharf Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sketch of proposed apartments cor. Government & Wharf Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP716

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Lort.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 42 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal drawings showing a plan (ground floor only) and an elevation. Three-storey apartment
building with basement. The ground-floor plan shows six apartments, five with two bedrooms and
one with one bedroom. All have a living room, dining room, kitchen and bathroom. This building
was never built.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP717 - Alterations & additions to house for A.T. Goward,
Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for A.T. Goward, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP717

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.T. Goward of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen; 56 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and details. Extension to two storey house originally built in 1904 to a design by
F.M. Rattenbury. On the ground floor the drawing room is expanded forward, and a balcony is
added on the north side of it. The second floor above the drawing room forms a balcony, and a new
bay window is projected forward from the bedroom. New bathroom fittings and tiling, presumably
on the second floor, are also specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP718 - Alterations & additions to house for A.T. Goward,
Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for A.T. Goward, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP718

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.T. Goward of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen; 56 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and details. Extension to two storey house originally built in 1904 to a design by
F.M. Rattenbury. On the ground floor the drawing room is expanded forward, and a balcony is
added on the north side of it. The second floor above the drawing room forms a balcony, and a new
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bay window is projected forward from the bedroom. New bathroom fittings and tiling, presumably
on the second floor, are also specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP719 - Alterations & additions to house for A.T. Goward,
Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for A.T. Goward, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP719

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.T. Goward of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen; 56 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and details. Extension to two storey house originally built in 1904 to a design by
F.M. Rattenbury. On the ground floor the drawing room is expanded forward, and a balcony is
added on the north side of it. The second floor above the drawing room forms a balcony, and a new
bay window is projected forward from the bedroom. New bathroom fittings and tiling, presumably
on the second floor, are also specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP720 - Alterations & additions to house for A.T. Goward,
Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for A.T. Goward, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP720

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.T. Goward of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen; 56 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevation and details. Extension to two storey house originally built in 1904 to a design by
F.M. Rattenbury. On the ground floor the drawing room is expanded forward, and a balcony is
added on the north side of it. The second floor above the drawing room forms a balcony, and a new
bay window is projected forward from the bedroom. New bathroom fittings and tiling, presumably
on the second floor, are also specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP721 - House for G.H. Grant, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.H. Grant, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP721

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H. Grant of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on linen; 62 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a laundry, water closet, laboratory and work room. The ground floor comprises a veranda, hall,
drawing room, smoking room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. Four bedrooms, a
dressing room and a bathroom make up the second floor. Roughcast finish covers the wood-frame
construction. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. Revised plans of a house
Maclure originally designed for W. Upton Runnells in Sept. 1911 (see file 164). Captain William
Grant had the house built for his son G.H. Grant. Drawings are signed by Wm. F. Drysdale and
William Grant.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP722 - House for G.H. Grant, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.H. Grant, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP722
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Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H. Grant of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on linen; 62 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a laundry, water closet, laboratory and work room. The ground floor comprises a veranda, hall,
drawing room, smoking room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. Four bedrooms, a
dressing room and a bathroom make up the second floor. Roughcast finish covers the wood-frame
construction. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. Revised plans of a house
Maclure originally designed for W. Upton Runnells in Sept. 1911 (see file 164). Captain William
Grant had the house built for his son G.H. Grant. Drawings are signed by Wm. F. Drysdale and
William Grant.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP723 - House for G.H. Grant, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.H. Grant, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP723

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.H. Grant of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on linen; 62 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a laundry, water closet, laboratory and work room. The ground floor comprises a veranda, hall,
drawing room, smoking room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. Four bedrooms, a
dressing room and a bathroom make up the second floor. Roughcast finish covers the wood-frame
construction. Leaded glass is specified in several places on both floors. Revised plans of a house
Maclure originally designed for W. Upton Runnells in Sept. 1911 (see file 164). Captain William
Grant had the house built for his son G.H. Grant. Drawings are signed by Wm. F. Drysdale and
William Grant.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP724 - House at "Craigdarroch" for Mrs. M.L. Gray,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House at "Craigdarroch" for Mrs. M.L. Gray, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP724

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mary L. Gray of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey duplex with basement. The ground floor contains a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor
consists of a living room, kitchenette, two bedrooms, bathroom and a balcony. The upper unit is
accessible from the back porch. The porch foundation and columns are stone. The wood- frame
construction of the house is clad in wooden siding, and gable ends are finished in half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified in several locations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP725 - House at "Craigdarroch" for Mrs. M.L. Gray,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House at "Craigdarroch" for Mrs. M.L. Gray, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP725

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mary L. Gray of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey duplex with basement. The ground floor contains a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor
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consists of a living room, kitchenette, two bedrooms, bathroom and a balcony. The upper unit is
accessible from the back porch. The porch foundation and columns are stone. The wood- frame
construction of the house is clad in wooden siding, and gable ends are finished in half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified in several locations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP726 - House at "Craigdarroch" for Mrs. M.L. Gray,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House at "Craigdarroch" for Mrs. M.L. Gray, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP726

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mary L. Gray of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey duplex with basement. The ground floor contains a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor
consists of a living room, kitchenette, two bedrooms, bathroom and a balcony. The upper unit is
accessible from the back porch. The porch foundation and columns are stone. The wood- frame
construction of the house is clad in wooden siding, and gable ends are finished in half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified in several locations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP727 - House at "Craigdarroch" for Mrs. M.L. Gray,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House at "Craigdarroch" for Mrs. M.L. Gray, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP727

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mary L. Gray of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 39 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey duplex with basement. The ground floor contains a porch,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor
consists of a living room, kitchenette, two bedrooms, bathroom and a balcony. The upper unit is
accessible from the back porch. The porch foundation and columns are stone. The wood- frame
construction of the house is clad in wooden siding, and gable ends are finished in half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified in several locations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP728 - House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP728

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Green of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 40 x 26 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings have additions or changes in pencil. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor includes a porch, hall, living room,
conservatory, children's room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and back porch. The second floor
consists of a hall, four bedrooms, a sewing room, two bathrooms, a water closet and a balcony. The
attic contains a hall, two bedrooms, a storeroom and box room. The basement wall is stone or stone
faced, and the wood-frame construction above is finished in roughcast and half timbering. Leaded
glass is specified for the windows throughout. All plans signed by J.E. Shenk and F.C. Green.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP729 - House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP729

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Green of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 40 x 26 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings have additions or changes in pencil. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor includes a porch, hall, living room,
conservatory, children's room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and back porch. The second floor
consists of a hall, four bedrooms, a sewing room, two bathrooms, a water closet and a balcony. The
attic contains a hall, two bedrooms, a storeroom and box room. The basement wall is stone or stone
faced, and the wood-frame construction above is finished in roughcast and half timbering. Leaded
glass is specified for the windows throughout. All plans signed by J.E. Shenk and F.C. Green.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP730 - House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP730

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Green of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 40 x 26 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings have additions or changes in pencil. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor includes a porch, hall, living room,
conservatory, children's room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and back porch. The second floor
consists of a hall, four bedrooms, a sewing room, two bathrooms, a water closet and a balcony. The
attic contains a hall, two bedrooms, a storeroom and box room. The basement wall is stone or stone
faced, and the wood-frame construction above is finished in roughcast and half timbering. Leaded
glass is specified for the windows throughout. All plans signed by J.E. Shenk and F.C. Green.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP731 - House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP731

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Green of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 40 x 26 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings have additions or changes in pencil. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor includes a porch, hall, living room,
conservatory, children's room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and back porch. The second floor
consists of a hall, four bedrooms, a sewing room, two bathrooms, a water closet and a balcony. The
attic contains a hall, two bedrooms, a storeroom and box room. The basement wall is stone or stone
faced, and the wood-frame construction above is finished in roughcast and half timbering. Leaded
glass is specified for the windows throughout. All plans signed by J.E. Shenk and F.C. Green.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP732 - House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP732

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Green of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 40 x 26 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings have additions or changes in pencil. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor includes a porch, hall, living room,
conservatory, children's room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and back porch. The second floor
consists of a hall, four bedrooms, a sewing room, two bathrooms, a water closet and a balcony. The
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attic contains a hall, two bedrooms, a storeroom and box room. The basement wall is stone or stone
faced, and the wood-frame construction above is finished in roughcast and half timbering. Leaded
glass is specified for the windows throughout. All plans signed by J.E. Shenk and F.C. Green.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP733 - House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP733

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Green of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 40 x 26 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings have additions or changes in pencil. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor includes a porch, hall, living room,
conservatory, children's room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and back porch. The second floor
consists of a hall, four bedrooms, a sewing room, two bathrooms, a water closet and a balcony. The
attic contains a hall, two bedrooms, a storeroom and box room. The basement wall is stone or stone
faced, and the wood-frame construction above is finished in roughcast and half timbering. Leaded
glass is specified for the windows throughout. All plans signed by J.E. Shenk and F.C. Green.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP734 - House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP734

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Green of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 40 x 26 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings have additions or changes in pencil. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor includes a porch, hall, living room,
conservatory, children's room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and back porch. The second floor
consists of a hall, four bedrooms, a sewing room, two bathrooms, a water closet and a balcony. The
attic contains a hall, two bedrooms, a storeroom and box room. The basement wall is stone or stone
faced, and the wood-frame construction above is finished in roughcast and half timbering. Leaded
glass is specified for the windows throughout. All plans signed by J.E. Shenk and F.C. Green.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP735 - House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP735

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Green of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 40 x 26 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings have additions or changes in pencil. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor includes a porch, hall, living room,
conservatory, children's room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and back porch. The second floor
consists of a hall, four bedrooms, a sewing room, two bathrooms, a water closet and a balcony. The
attic contains a hall, two bedrooms, a storeroom and box room. The basement wall is stone or stone
faced, and the wood-frame construction above is finished in roughcast and half timbering. Leaded
glass is specified for the windows throughout. All plans signed by J.E. Shenk and F.C. Green.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP736 - House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F.C. Green, Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP736
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Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Green of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on linen; 40 x 26 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings have additions or changes in pencil. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor includes a porch, hall, living room,
conservatory, children's room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and back porch. The second floor
consists of a hall, four bedrooms, a sewing room, two bathrooms, a water closet and a balcony. The
attic contains a hall, two bedrooms, a storeroom and box room. The basement wall is stone or stone
faced, and the wood-frame construction above is finished in roughcast and half timbering. Leaded
glass is specified for the windows throughout. All plans signed by J.E. Shenk and F.C. Green.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP737 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP737

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
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back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP738 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP738

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP739 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP739
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Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP740 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP740

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
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two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP741 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP741

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP742 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP742

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP743 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP743

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP744 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP744

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP745 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP745

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP746 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP746

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP747 - House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.D. Grierson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP747

Date: 1910-1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Grierson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a billiard room, laundry room, furnace room, fuel bunker, storeroom and servant's
room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room off the front porch, hall,
a second and larger vestibule and adjoining lavatory off the porte cochere, den, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry and larder. A large terrace on the north side continues across the front
and around the south side to the porte cochere. The second floor includes a hall, two bedrooms,
two bathrooms, sewing room and two balconies, including one over the porte cochere. A servant's
room, bathroom and a large undeveloped area make up the attic. Wood-frame construction is
finished in stone and shingles on the first floor and half timbering on the second. Extensive use
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of leaded glass windows is called for throughout. The one-bay garage has a tool room at the
back. The wood framing is finished in shingles on the sides and half timbering in the gable ends.
Drawings of the house are signed by A.H. Mitchell and E.D. Grierson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP748 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP748

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP749 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP749

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP750 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP750

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP751 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP751

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP752 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP752

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
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further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP753 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP753

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP754 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP754

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP755 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP755

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP756 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP756

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP757 - House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Richard Hall, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP757

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Richard Hall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen; 59 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. Finished areas
of the basement include a laundry room, coal bunker, servant's room, storeroom and water closet.
The first floor consists of a porch, vestibule with adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing
room, den with veranda, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, pot closet, lavatory and
rear veranda. The second floor comprises five bedrooms and a bathroom, and the attic contains a
further two bedrooms as well as a large undesignated room. Wood-frame construction is finished
in roughcast on the first floor and half timbering on the second.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP758 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP758

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP759 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP759

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP760 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP760

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP761 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.
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Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP761

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP762 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP762

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
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floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP763 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP763

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP764 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP764

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP765 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP765

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP766 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP766

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP767 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP767

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP768 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP768

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP769 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP769

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP770 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP770

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP771 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP771

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP772 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP772

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP773 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP773

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP774 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP774

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP775.1 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP775.1

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
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floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP775 - House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E.B. Halsall, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP775

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.B. Halsall of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen, 8 blueprints;
52 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One drawing shows wiring details. The house on the
contract drawings has two-floors and a basement. This latter contains a furnace room, coal and
wood bins, storerooms, laundry room, shower and dressing room and water closet. The ground
floor includes a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and veranda. Three bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch make up the second
floor. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated
Aug. 27, 1920. [Signed] Kenneth B. Foyster [and] E B Halsall".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP776 - House at Sooke, B.C., for Capt. Andrew Hamilton

Title: House at Sooke, B.C., for Capt. Andrew Hamilton

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP776

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Andrew Hamilton of Sooke, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 40 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposals for two different houses consisting of plans, elevations, sections and details. The first
design is for a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, living room, dining room,
veranda, kitchen, larder, laundry room, back veranda, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second
floor contains a hall and two bedrooms. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. The
second design is also for a two-storey house. The ground floor includes a hall, living room, dining
room and kitchen. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a bathroom and water closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP777 - House at Sooke, B.C., for Capt. Andrew Hamilton

Title: House at Sooke, B.C., for Capt. Andrew Hamilton

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP777

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Andrew Hamilton of Sooke, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 40 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposals for two different houses consisting of plans, elevations, sections and details. The first
design is for a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, living room, dining room,
veranda, kitchen, larder, laundry room, back veranda, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second
floor contains a hall and two bedrooms. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. The
second design is also for a two-storey house. The ground floor includes a hall, living room, dining
room and kitchen. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a bathroom and water closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP778 - House at Sooke, B.C., for Capt. Andrew Hamilton

Title: House at Sooke, B.C., for Capt. Andrew Hamilton
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP778

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Andrew Hamilton of Sooke, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 40 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposals for two different houses consisting of plans, elevations, sections and details. The first
design is for a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, living room, dining room,
veranda, kitchen, larder, laundry room, back veranda, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second
floor contains a hall and two bedrooms. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. The
second design is also for a two-storey house. The ground floor includes a hall, living room, dining
room and kitchen. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a bathroom and water closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP779 - House at Sooke, B.C., for Capt. Andrew Hamilton

Title: House at Sooke, B.C., for Capt. Andrew Hamilton

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP779

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Andrew Hamilton of Sooke, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 40 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposals for two different houses consisting of plans, elevations, sections and details. The first
design is for a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, living room, dining room,
veranda, kitchen, larder, laundry room, back veranda, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second
floor contains a hall and two bedrooms. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. The
second design is also for a two-storey house. The ground floor includes a hall, living room, dining
room and kitchen. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a bathroom and water closet.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP780 - House for E. Hamilton, Esq., Gorge Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E. Hamilton, Esq., Gorge Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP780

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Hamilton of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with coat closet and adjoining lavatory, living room, sun room, den, dining
room, kitchen, ingle nook and scullery. The second floor contains three bedrooms, bathroom and
water closet. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast with half timbered gable ends.
Leaded glass is specified for some windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP781 - House for E. Hamilton, Esq., Gorge Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E. Hamilton, Esq., Gorge Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP781

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Hamilton of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with coat closet and adjoining lavatory, living room, sun room, den, dining
room, kitchen, ingle nook and scullery. The second floor contains three bedrooms, bathroom and
water closet. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast with half timbered gable ends.
Leaded glass is specified for some windows.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP782 - House for E. Hamilton, Esq., Gorge Road, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for E. Hamilton, Esq., Gorge Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP782

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Hamilton of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 50 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with coat closet and adjoining lavatory, living room, sun room, den, dining
room, kitchen, ingle nook and scullery. The second floor contains three bedrooms, bathroom and
water closet. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast with half timbered gable ends.
Leaded glass is specified for some windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP783 - Bookshelves for Mrs. H.F. Hammersley [sic],
Crescent Road

Title: Bookshelves for Mrs. H.F. Hammersley [sic], Crescent Road

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP783

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Ethel Hamersley (Mrs. H.F.
Hamersley) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 37 x 67 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Elevation, section and details. Set of bookshelves to be built in under a picture window.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP784 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP784

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP785 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP785

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP786 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP786

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP787 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.
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Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP787

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP788 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP788

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
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first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP789 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP789

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP790 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP790

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP791 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP791

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP792 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP792

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP793 - House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Title: House on Linden Ave. for D. Hankin, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP793

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for D. Hankin of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 29 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some pencil additions and amendments. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The basement contains a servant's room, laundry room and water closet.
The ground floor includes a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder and rear veranda and porch. A porte cochere and porch are attached
next to the vestibule. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom, water
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closet and a balcony. The attic is unfinished. The basement walls are poured concrete, and the rest
of the structure is of wood-frame construction. Stone facing covers the basement and part of the
first floor, and the porte cochere is supported by stone piers. Shingles or clapboard complete the
first-floor finish. The second floor is entirely finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP794 - House for W.J. Hanna, Esq., Douglas St., Beacon
Hill, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.J. Hanna, Esq., Douglas St., Beacon Hill, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP794

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.J. Hanna of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 32 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The only finished space in the
basement is a laundry room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall,
living room and ingle, dining room, kitchen and water closet. A veranda runs the full length of
the east and north sides, and a small veranda adjoins the dining room at the rear (west side). The
second floor contains four bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and two balconies. The drawings call
for roughcast finish over wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP795 - House for W.J. Hanna, Esq., Douglas St., Beacon
Hill, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.J. Hanna, Esq., Douglas St., Beacon Hill, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP795

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.J. Hanna of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 32 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The only finished space in the
basement is a laundry room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall,
living room and ingle, dining room, kitchen and water closet. A veranda runs the full length of
the east and north sides, and a small veranda adjoins the dining room at the rear (west side). The
second floor contains four bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and two balconies. The drawings call
for roughcast finish over wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP796 - House for W.J. Hanna, Esq., Douglas St., Beacon
Hill, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.J. Hanna, Esq., Douglas St., Beacon Hill, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP796

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.J. Hanna of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 32 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The only finished space in the
basement is a laundry room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall,
living room and ingle, dining room, kitchen and water closet. A veranda runs the full length of
the east and north sides, and a small veranda adjoins the dining room at the rear (west side). The
second floor contains four bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and two balconies. The drawings call
for roughcast finish over wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP797 - House for W.J. Hanna, Esq., Douglas St., Beacon
Hill, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.J. Hanna, Esq., Douglas St., Beacon Hill, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP797

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.J. Hanna of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 32 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The only finished space in the
basement is a laundry room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining lavatory, hall,
living room and ingle, dining room, kitchen and water closet. A veranda runs the full length of
the east and north sides, and a small veranda adjoins the dining room at the rear (west side). The
second floor contains four bedrooms, bathroom, water closet and two balconies. The drawings call
for roughcast finish over wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP798 - House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont &
Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont & Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP798

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Harkness of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on linen; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes a blasting plan for the basement and a survey plan of lots in
the area (AP2036). Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor contains a hall, den,
drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, bathroom and water closet. A veranda
extends across the front of the house and curves around the drawing room on the right side. The
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second floor includes a hall, three bedrooms, a box room and two balconies. On the first floor
shingles cover wood-frame construction, and the gable ends are finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP799 - House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont &
Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont & Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP799

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Harkness of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on linen; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes a blasting plan for the basement and a survey plan of lots in
the area (AP2036). Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor contains a hall, den,
drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, bathroom and water closet. A veranda
extends across the front of the house and curves around the drawing room on the right side. The
second floor includes a hall, three bedrooms, a box room and two balconies. On the first floor
shingles cover wood-frame construction, and the gable ends are finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP800 - House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont &
Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont & Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP800

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Harkness of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on linen; 43 x 32 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes a blasting plan for the basement and a survey plan of lots in
the area (AP2036). Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor contains a hall, den,
drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, bathroom and water closet. A veranda
extends across the front of the house and curves around the drawing room on the right side. The
second floor includes a hall, three bedrooms, a box room and two balconies. On the first floor
shingles cover wood-frame construction, and the gable ends are finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP801 - House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont &
Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont & Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP801

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Harkness of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on linen; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes a blasting plan for the basement and a survey plan of lots in
the area (AP2036). Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor contains a hall, den,
drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, bathroom and water closet. A veranda
extends across the front of the house and curves around the drawing room on the right side. The
second floor includes a hall, three bedrooms, a box room and two balconies. On the first floor
shingles cover wood-frame construction, and the gable ends are finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP802 - House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont &
Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont & Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP802
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Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Harkness of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on linen; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes a blasting plan for the basement and a survey plan of lots in
the area (AP2036). Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor contains a hall, den,
drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, bathroom and water closet. A veranda
extends across the front of the house and curves around the drawing room on the right side. The
second floor includes a hall, three bedrooms, a box room and two balconies. On the first floor
shingles cover wood-frame construction, and the gable ends are finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP803 - House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont &
Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont & Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP803

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Harkness of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on linen; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes a blasting plan for the basement and a survey plan of lots in
the area (AP2036). Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor contains a hall, den,
drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, bathroom and water closet. A veranda
extends across the front of the house and curves around the drawing room on the right side. The
second floor includes a hall, three bedrooms, a box room and two balconies. On the first floor
shingles cover wood-frame construction, and the gable ends are finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP804 - Residence of W.B. Harris, Esq., Newport Avenue

Title: Residence of W.B. Harris, Esq., Newport Avenue

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP804

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.B. Harris of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal drawings showing plans only. One drawing shows the existing second floor, and two
others show proposed additions and alterations to the first and second floors. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The ground floor as altered comprises a porch, vestibule with adjoining
cloak room and lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room,
kitchen and laundry. A small terrace is attached to the sun room and drawing room. Additions
and alterations to the second floor produce a plan with a hall, four bedrooms, servant's room, two
bathrooms and two balconies.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP805 - Residence of W.B. Harris, Esq., Newport Avenue

Title: Residence of W.B. Harris, Esq., Newport Avenue

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP805

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.B. Harris of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal drawings showing plans only. One drawing shows the existing second floor, and two
others show proposed additions and alterations to the first and second floors. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The ground floor as altered comprises a porch, vestibule with adjoining
cloak room and lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room,
kitchen and laundry. A small terrace is attached to the sun room and drawing room. Additions
and alterations to the second floor produce a plan with a hall, four bedrooms, servant's room, two
bathrooms and two balconies.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP806 - Residence of W.B. Harris, Esq., Newport Avenue

Title: Residence of W.B. Harris, Esq., Newport Avenue

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP806

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.B. Harris of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal drawings showing plans only. One drawing shows the existing second floor, and two
others show proposed additions and alterations to the first and second floors. Two-storey house
with basement and attic. The ground floor as altered comprises a porch, vestibule with adjoining
cloak room and lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room,
kitchen and laundry. A small terrace is attached to the sun room and drawing room. Additions
and alterations to the second floor produce a plan with a hall, four bedrooms, servant's room, two
bathrooms and two balconies.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP807 - House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C.,
Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Title: House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C., Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP807

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. F.H. Harrison of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: blueprints; 44 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Plans also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement.
The basement contains a furnace room, two-bay garage, children's room, laundry room and
shower. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule with adjoining combination coat closet and
lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen and dining nook. The second
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floor (called the first floor in these drawings) consists of three bedrooms, a guest room, two
bathrooms and a study.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP808 - House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C.,
Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Title: House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C., Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP808

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. F.H. Harrison of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: blueprints; 44 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Plans also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement.
The basement contains a furnace room, two-bay garage, children's room, laundry room and
shower. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule with adjoining combination coat closet and
lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen and dining nook. The second
floor (called the first floor in these drawings) consists of three bedrooms, a guest room, two
bathrooms and a study.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP809 - House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C.,
Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Title: House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C., Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP809

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. F.H. Harrison of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: blueprints; 44 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Plans also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement.
The basement contains a furnace room, two-bay garage, children's room, laundry room and
shower. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule with adjoining combination coat closet and
lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen and dining nook. The second
floor (called the first floor in these drawings) consists of three bedrooms, a guest room, two
bathrooms and a study.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP810 - House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C.,
Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Title: House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C., Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP810

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. F.H. Harrison of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: blueprints; 44 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Plans also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement.
The basement contains a furnace room, two-bay garage, children's room, laundry room and
shower. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule with adjoining combination coat closet and
lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen and dining nook. The second
floor (called the first floor in these drawings) consists of three bedrooms, a guest room, two
bathrooms and a study.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP811 - House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C.,
Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Title: House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C., Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP811

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. F.H. Harrison of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: blueprints; 44 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Plans also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement.
The basement contains a furnace room, two-bay garage, children's room, laundry room and
shower. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule with adjoining combination coat closet and
lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen and dining nook. The second
floor (called the first floor in these drawings) consists of three bedrooms, a guest room, two
bathrooms and a study.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP812 - House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C.,
Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Title: House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C., Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP812

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. F.H. Harrison of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: blueprints; 44 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Plans also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement.
The basement contains a furnace room, two-bay garage, children's room, laundry room and
shower. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule with adjoining combination coat closet and
lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen and dining nook. The second
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floor (called the first floor in these drawings) consists of three bedrooms, a guest room, two
bathrooms and a study.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP813 - House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C.,
Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Title: House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C., Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP813

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. F.H. Harrison of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: blueprints; 44 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Plans also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement.
The basement contains a furnace room, two-bay garage, children's room, laundry room and
shower. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule with adjoining combination coat closet and
lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen and dining nook. The second
floor (called the first floor in these drawings) consists of three bedrooms, a guest room, two
bathrooms and a study.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP814 - House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C.,
Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Title: House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C., Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP814

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. F.H. Harrison of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: blueprints; 44 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Plans also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement.
The basement contains a furnace room, two-bay garage, children's room, laundry room and
shower. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule with adjoining combination coat closet and
lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen and dining nook. The second
floor (called the first floor in these drawings) consists of three bedrooms, a guest room, two
bathrooms and a study.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP815 - House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C.,
Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Title: House in Shore Drive, "Uplands", Victoria, B.C., Mrs. F.H. Harrison

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP815

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. F.H. Harrison of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: blueprints; 44 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Plans also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement.
The basement contains a furnace room, two-bay garage, children's room, laundry room and
shower. The ground floor includes a porch, vestibule with adjoining combination coat closet and
lavatory, hall, den, drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen and dining nook. The second
floor (called the first floor in these drawings) consists of three bedrooms, a guest room, two
bathrooms and a study.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP816 - Judge Harrison, Harrison St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Judge Harrison, Harrison St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP816

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Judge Eli Harrison of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches showing plans only. Two-storey house with basement. Most rooms are not
designated in these drawings. These may be drawings of an existing house prepared in anticipation
of planning additions or alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP817 - Judge Harrison, Harrison St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Judge Harrison, Harrison St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP817

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Judge Eli Harrison of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches showing plans only. Two-storey house with basement. Most rooms are not
designated in these drawings. These may be drawings of an existing house prepared in anticipation
of planning additions or alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP818 - Judge Harrison, Harrison St., Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Judge Harrison, Harrison St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP818

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Judge Eli Harrison of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches showing plans only. Two-storey house with basement. Most rooms are not
designated in these drawings. These may be drawings of an existing house prepared in anticipation
of planning additions or alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP819 - Alterations and additions to house in Laurel Lane,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. E.C. Hart

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Laurel Lane, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. E.C. Hart

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP819

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. E.C. Hart of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 70 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, section and details. A living room is created or enlarged by removing a partition. A fireplace,
mantel and hearth are installed.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP820 - Alterations and additions to house in Laurel Lane,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. E.C. Hart

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Laurel Lane, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. E.C. Hart
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP820

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. E.C. Hart of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 70 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, section and details. A living room is created or enlarged by removing a partition. A fireplace,
mantel and hearth are installed.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP821 - Alterations and additions to house in Laurel Lane,
Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. E.C. Hart

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Laurel Lane, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. E.C. Hart

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP821

Date: 1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. E.C. Hart of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 70 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, section and details. A living room is created or enlarged by removing a partition. A fireplace,
mantel and hearth are installed.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP822 - Alterations & aditions [sic] to residence of J.N.
Hatch Esq., Patricia Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & aditions [sic] to residence of J.N. Hatch Esq., Patricia Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP822
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.N. Hatch of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: ink & pencil on paper; 52 x 42 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan and elevations. Addition of two bedrooms on second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP823 - House for C. Frank Hawkins, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for C. Frank Hawkins, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP823

Date: 1908 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C. Frank Hawkins of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 ink on linen, 2 blueprints, 1 photostat; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Two-storey house with part basement built in 1909 for Guy
Mortimer Audain. A servant's room is framed in the basement. The ground floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, sitting room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two balconies.
The second floor consists of the upper part of the hall, three bedrooms, two dressing rooms
and a bathroom. On the first floor, the wood frame construction is covered with shingles. Two
large stone-built piers bracket the front of the house and the balconies or porches are built of or
supported by stone. Half timbering finishes the second floor. Pencil annotation on AP824: "Cost
$7760".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP824 - House for C. Frank Hawkins, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for C. Frank Hawkins, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP824

Date: 1908 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C. Frank Hawkins of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 ink on linen, 2 blueprints, 1 photostat; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Two-storey house with part basement built in 1909 for Guy
Mortimer Audain. A servant's room is framed in the basement. The ground floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, sitting room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two balconies.
The second floor consists of the upper part of the hall, three bedrooms, two dressing rooms
and a bathroom. On the first floor, the wood frame construction is covered with shingles. Two
large stone-built piers bracket the front of the house and the balconies or porches are built of or
supported by stone. Half timbering finishes the second floor. Pencil annotation on AP824: "Cost
$7760".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP825 - House for C. Frank Hawkins, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for C. Frank Hawkins, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP825

Date: 1908 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C. Frank Hawkins of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 ink on linen, 2 blueprints, 1 photostat; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Two-storey house with part basement built in 1909 for Guy
Mortimer Audain. A servant's room is framed in the basement. The ground floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, sitting room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two balconies.
The second floor consists of the upper part of the hall, three bedrooms, two dressing rooms
and a bathroom. On the first floor, the wood frame construction is covered with shingles. Two
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large stone-built piers bracket the front of the house and the balconies or porches are built of or
supported by stone. Half timbering finishes the second floor. Pencil annotation on AP824: "Cost
$7760".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP826 - House for C. Frank Hawkins, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for C. Frank Hawkins, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP826

Date: 1908 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C. Frank Hawkins of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 ink on linen, 2 blueprints, 1 photostat; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. Two-storey house with part basement built in 1909 for Guy
Mortimer Audain. A servant's room is framed in the basement. The ground floor comprises a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, sitting room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two balconies.
The second floor consists of the upper part of the hall, three bedrooms, two dressing rooms
and a bathroom. On the first floor, the wood frame construction is covered with shingles. Two
large stone-built piers bracket the front of the house and the balconies or porches are built of or
supported by stone. Half timbering finishes the second floor. Pencil annotation on AP824: "Cost
$7760".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP827 - Details of the porch to the Priory for H.P. Heming,
Esq.

Title: Details of the porch to the Priory for H.P. Heming, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP827

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.P. Heming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 plans: 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 76 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Maclure's drawing shows a plan, elevation and details of a porch. The file also includes "Plan of lot
on Pemberton Road, property of H.P. Heming Esq.," by A.I. Robertson, B.C.L.S. A blueprint from
an unattributed drawing shows plans of the first and second floors. Covered porch for the main
entrance.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP828.1 - Details of the porch to the Priory for H.P. Heming,
Esq.

Title: Details of the porch to the Priory for H.P. Heming, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP828.1

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.P. Heming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 plans: 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 76 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Maclure's drawing shows a plan, elevation and details of a porch. The file also includes "Plan of lot
on Pemberton Road, property of H.P. Heming Esq.," by A.I. Robertson, B.C.L.S. A blueprint from
an unattributed drawing shows plans of the first and second floors. Covered porch for the main
entrance.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP828 - Details of the porch to the Priory for H.P. Heming,
Esq.

Title: Details of the porch to the Priory for H.P. Heming, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP828

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.P. Heming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 plans: 2 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 76 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Maclure's drawing shows a plan, elevation and details of a porch. The file also includes "Plan of lot
on Pemberton Road, property of H.P. Heming Esq.," by A.I. Robertson, B.C.L.S. A blueprint from
an unattributed drawing shows plans of the first and second floors. Covered porch for the main
entrance.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP829 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.

Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP829

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP830 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.
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Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP830

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP831 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.

Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP831

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP832 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.

Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP832

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP833 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.

Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP833

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP834 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.

Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP834

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP835 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.

Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP835
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Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP836 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.

Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP836

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP837 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.

Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP837

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP838 - House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F.
Hepburn, Esq.

Title: House on Transit Road, Oak Bay, B.C., for H.F. Hepburn, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP838

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.F. Hepburn of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 40 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the first presentation drawings, an alternative plan, the contract drawings and
a further revision. Drawings include plans, elevations, section and details. The contract drawings
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also show wiring. Two-storey house with part basement. The first floor comprises a vestibule,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of two bedrooms,
a sewing room and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast. Contract
drawings (AP833-AP837) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated
8th August/21. [Signed] William Hood, H F Hepburn, N.H. Hepburn".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP839 - House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Title: House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP839

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.P. Heywood of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings: a preliminary proposal and a more finished set. Drawings show plans,
elevations and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor contains a
living room, kitchen, pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. Two bedrooms make up
the attic. Wood-frame construction is covered with shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP840 - House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Title: House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP840

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.P. Heywood of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Two sets of drawings: a preliminary proposal and a more finished set. Drawings show plans,
elevations and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor contains a
living room, kitchen, pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. Two bedrooms make up
the attic. Wood-frame construction is covered with shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP841 - House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Title: House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP841

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.P. Heywood of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings: a preliminary proposal and a more finished set. Drawings show plans,
elevations and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor contains a
living room, kitchen, pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. Two bedrooms make up
the attic. Wood-frame construction is covered with shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP842 - House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Title: House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP842

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.P. Heywood of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Two sets of drawings: a preliminary proposal and a more finished set. Drawings show plans,
elevations and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor contains a
living room, kitchen, pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. Two bedrooms make up
the attic. Wood-frame construction is covered with shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP843 - House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Title: House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP843

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.P. Heywood of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings: a preliminary proposal and a more finished set. Drawings show plans,
elevations and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor contains a
living room, kitchen, pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. Two bedrooms make up
the attic. Wood-frame construction is covered with shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP844 - House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Title: House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP844

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.P. Heywood of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Two sets of drawings: a preliminary proposal and a more finished set. Drawings show plans,
elevations and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor contains a
living room, kitchen, pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. Two bedrooms make up
the attic. Wood-frame construction is covered with shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP845 - House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Title: House at Cadboro Bay for E.P. Heywood Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP845

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.P. Heywood of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two sets of drawings: a preliminary proposal and a more finished set. Drawings show plans,
elevations and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor contains a
living room, kitchen, pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. Two bedrooms make up
the attic. Wood-frame construction is covered with shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP846 - Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for
C.P. Hill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for C.P. Hill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP846

Date: 1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.P. Hill of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper; 42 x 64 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Drawings for two separate projects. The first (AP846-AP848, undated)
calls for the enclosure of part of a veranda to form a sun room and the addition of an adjoining
conservatory next to the dining room. The second project (AP849-AP851, dated 1926) extends the
second floor, making room for two new bedrooms, a bathroom and linen closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP847 - Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for
C.P. Hill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for C.P. Hill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP847

Date: 1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.P. Hill of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper; 42 x 64 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Drawings for two separate projects. The first (AP846-AP848, undated)
calls for the enclosure of part of a veranda to form a sun room and the addition of an adjoining
conservatory next to the dining room. The second project (AP849-AP851, dated 1926) extends the
second floor, making room for two new bedrooms, a bathroom and linen closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP848 - Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for
C.P. Hill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for C.P. Hill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP848

Date: 1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.P. Hill of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper; 42 x 64 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Drawings for two separate projects. The first (AP846-AP848, undated)
calls for the enclosure of part of a veranda to form a sun room and the addition of an adjoining
conservatory next to the dining room. The second project (AP849-AP851, dated 1926) extends the
second floor, making room for two new bedrooms, a bathroom and linen closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP849 - Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for
C.P. Hill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for C.P. Hill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP849

Date: 1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.P. Hill of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper; 42 x 64 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Drawings for two separate projects. The first (AP846-AP848, undated)
calls for the enclosure of part of a veranda to form a sun room and the addition of an adjoining
conservatory next to the dining room. The second project (AP849-AP851, dated 1926) extends the
second floor, making room for two new bedrooms, a bathroom and linen closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP850 - Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for
C.P. Hill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for C.P. Hill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP850
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Date: 1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.P. Hill of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper; 42 x 64 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Drawings for two separate projects. The first (AP846-AP848, undated)
calls for the enclosure of part of a veranda to form a sun room and the addition of an adjoining
conservatory next to the dining room. The second project (AP849-AP851, dated 1926) extends the
second floor, making room for two new bedrooms, a bathroom and linen closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP851 - Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for
C.P. Hill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Barnard Street, Victoria, for C.P. Hill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP851

Date: 1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.P. Hill of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper; 42 x 64 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Drawings for two separate projects. The first (AP846-AP848, undated)
calls for the enclosure of part of a veranda to form a sun room and the addition of an adjoining
conservatory next to the dining room. The second project (AP849-AP851, dated 1926) extends the
second floor, making room for two new bedrooms, a bathroom and linen closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP852 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP852

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP853 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP853

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP854 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP854

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP855 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP855

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP856 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP856

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP857 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP857

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP858 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP858

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP859 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP859

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP860 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP860

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP861 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP861

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP862 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP862

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP863 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP863

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP864 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP864

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP865 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP865

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP866 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP866

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP867 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP867

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP868 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP868

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP869 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP869

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP870 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP870

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP871 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP871

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP872 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP872

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP873 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP873

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP874 - House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J.H. Hinton, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP874

Date: 1926-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Hinton of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 21 ink on paper; 66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. This file contains three different house designs (AP852-
AP858, dated 1926; AP859- AP865, dated 1927; and AP866-AP874, dated 1928). All are for two-
storey structures with basement. The room arrangement and exterior finish differ among the three
designs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP875 - House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John
Hirsch, Esq.

Title: House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John Hirsch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP875

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for John Hirsch of North Cowichan,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes a laundry
room, servant's room, water closet and storeroom. The ground floor consists of a vestibule with
adjoining lavatory, hall/billiard room, smoking room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
larder and veranda. The second floor comprises the upper hall, five bedrooms, a sewing room, two
bathrooms, a water closet and balcony. The wood-frame construction is faced with stone on the
first floor and roughcast on the second with half timbering at the tops of the gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP876 - House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John
Hirsch, Esq.

Title: House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John Hirsch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP876

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for John Hirsch of North Cowichan,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes a laundry
room, servant's room, water closet and storeroom. The ground floor consists of a vestibule with
adjoining lavatory, hall/billiard room, smoking room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
larder and veranda. The second floor comprises the upper hall, five bedrooms, a sewing room, two
bathrooms, a water closet and balcony. The wood-frame construction is faced with stone on the
first floor and roughcast on the second with half timbering at the tops of the gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP877 - House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John
Hirsch, Esq.

Title: House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John Hirsch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP877

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for John Hirsch of North Cowichan,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes a laundry
room, servant's room, water closet and storeroom. The ground floor consists of a vestibule with
adjoining lavatory, hall/billiard room, smoking room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
larder and veranda. The second floor comprises the upper hall, five bedrooms, a sewing room, two
bathrooms, a water closet and balcony. The wood-frame construction is faced with stone on the
first floor and roughcast on the second with half timbering at the tops of the gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP878 - House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John
Hirsch, Esq.

Title: House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John Hirsch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP878

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for John Hirsch of North Cowichan,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes a laundry
room, servant's room, water closet and storeroom. The ground floor consists of a vestibule with
adjoining lavatory, hall/billiard room, smoking room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
larder and veranda. The second floor comprises the upper hall, five bedrooms, a sewing room, two
bathrooms, a water closet and balcony. The wood-frame construction is faced with stone on the
first floor and roughcast on the second with half timbering at the tops of the gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP879 - House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John
Hirsch, Esq.

Title: House at Quamichan Lake, Duncan, B.C., for John Hirsch, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP879

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for John Hirsch of North Cowichan,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes a laundry
room, servant's room, water closet and storeroom. The ground floor consists of a vestibule with
adjoining lavatory, hall/billiard room, smoking room, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
larder and veranda. The second floor comprises the upper hall, five bedrooms, a sewing room, two
bathrooms, a water closet and balcony. The wood-frame construction is faced with stone on the
first floor and roughcast on the second with half timbering at the tops of the gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP880 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP880

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP881 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP881

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP882 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP882

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP883 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP883

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP884 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP884
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Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP885 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP885

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP886 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP886

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP887 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP887

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
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set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP888 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP888

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP889 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP889

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP890 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP890

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP891 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP891

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP892 - House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Title: House at Alberni, B.C., for H.M.T. Hodgson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP892

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.M.T. Hodgson of Port Alberni,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 11 ink on linen; 38 x 62 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. File contains two different house designs. The first (AP880-AP885,
dated Sept. 1912) has a number of pencilled changes and was apparently superseded by the second
set (AP886- AP892, dated Feb. 1913). The latter shows a two-storey house with basement. The
ground floor comprises a living room, dining room, hall, den, kitchen, pantry, larder, day and night
nurseries and bathroom. A veranda extends across the full width of the front of the house. The
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second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, a box room, bathroom and balcony. A board
and batten treatment finishes the wood-frame construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP893 - House at Cowichan Bay for Mrs. Hogan

Title: House at Cowichan Bay for Mrs. Hogan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP893

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Daisy Hogan of
Cowichan Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 49 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. One-storey house with basement and attic. The only finished room
in the basement is a storeroom. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, maid's room, bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. The attic (called
"second floor") includes a bedroom and box room. The basement wall above ground is faced with
brick, and the first floor is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP894 - House at Cowichan Bay for Mrs. Hogan

Title: House at Cowichan Bay for Mrs. Hogan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP894

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Daisy Hogan of
Cowichan Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 49 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and detail. One-storey house with basement and attic. The only finished room
in the basement is a storeroom. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, maid's room, bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. The attic (called
"second floor") includes a bedroom and box room. The basement wall above ground is faced with
brick, and the first floor is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP895 - House at Cowichan Bay for Mrs. Hogan

Title: House at Cowichan Bay for Mrs. Hogan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP895

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gertrude Daisy Hogan of
Cowichan Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on linen; 45 x 49 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. One-storey house with basement and attic. The only finished room
in the basement is a storeroom. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, maid's room, bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. The attic (called
"second floor") includes a bedroom and box room. The basement wall above ground is faced with
brick, and the first floor is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP896 - Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G.
Horsfield, Esq.

Title: Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G. Horsfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP896

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.G. Horsfield of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper,; 46 x
37 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. A new foundation and piers are built under this two storey house, and the
ground floor is expanded by the addition of a summer kitchen, pantry, bathroom and veranda.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP897 - Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G.
Horsfield, Esq.

Title: Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G. Horsfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP897

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.G. Horsfield of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper,; 46 x
37 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. A new foundation and piers are built under this two storey house, and the
ground floor is expanded by the addition of a summer kitchen, pantry, bathroom and veranda.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP898 - Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G.
Horsfield, Esq.

Title: Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G. Horsfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP898
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Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.G. Horsfield of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper,; 46 x
37 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. A new foundation and piers are built under this two storey house, and the
ground floor is expanded by the addition of a summer kitchen, pantry, bathroom and veranda.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP899 - Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G.
Horsfield, Esq.

Title: Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G. Horsfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP899

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.G. Horsfield of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper,; 46 x
37 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. A new foundation and piers are built under this two storey house, and the
ground floor is expanded by the addition of a summer kitchen, pantry, bathroom and veranda.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP900 - Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G.
Horsfield, Esq.
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Title: Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G. Horsfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP900

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.G. Horsfield of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper,; 46 x
37 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. A new foundation and piers are built under this two storey house, and the
ground floor is expanded by the addition of a summer kitchen, pantry, bathroom and veranda.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP901 - Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G.
Horsfield, Esq.

Title: Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G. Horsfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP901

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.G. Horsfield of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper,; 46 x
37 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. A new foundation and piers are built under this two storey house, and the
ground floor is expanded by the addition of a summer kitchen, pantry, bathroom and veranda.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP902 - Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G.
Horsfield, Esq.

Title: Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G. Horsfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP902

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.G. Horsfield of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper,; 46 x
37 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. A new foundation and piers are built under this two storey house, and the
ground floor is expanded by the addition of a summer kitchen, pantry, bathroom and veranda.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP903 - Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G.
Horsfield, Esq.

Title: Additions to house at Mount Newton for A.G. Horsfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP903

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.G. Horsfield of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper,; 46 x
37 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. A new foundation and piers are built under this two storey house, and the
ground floor is expanded by the addition of a summer kitchen, pantry, bathroom and veranda.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP904 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP904

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP905 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP905

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP906 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP906

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
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room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP907 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP907

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP908 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP908

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP909 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP909

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP910 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP910

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
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later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP911 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP911

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP912 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP912

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP913 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP913

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP914 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP914

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
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later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP915 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP915

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP916 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP916

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP917 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP917

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP918 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP918

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
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later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP919 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP919

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP920 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP920

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP921 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP921

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP922 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP922

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
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later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP923 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP923

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP924 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP924

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP925 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP925

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP926 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP926

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
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later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP927 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP927

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP928 - House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: House for W.F. Huntting, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP928

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.F. Huntting of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper, 19 ink on linen; 74 x 73 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of the contract drawings (AP911-AP922, AP927), consultant's drawings (AP905-
AP910) and full-scale shop drawings. A block plan, building plans, elevations, section, details
and heating and electrical plans are included. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, bathroom, laundry, wood and coal bins, store room and wine
cellar. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, lavatory, drawing room, living room, dining
room kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and veranda. The second floor (called "first floor" on
the drawing) consists of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms, two box
rooms and a bathroom make up the attic. The two-bay garage has an unfinished attic. There is a
later plan for a greenhouse to be attached to the garage. The contract drawings are inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb [blank] 1912, Vancouver, B.C. [Signed]
Macpherson & Sinclair [per] J.M.S." The heating and electrical plans were prepared by Erwin L.
Weber, consulting domestic engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP929 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP929

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP930 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP930

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP931 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP931

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP932 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP932

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP933 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.
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Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP933

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP934 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP934

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP935 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP935

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP936 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP936

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP937 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP937

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP938 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP938

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP939 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP939

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP940 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP940

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP941 - Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: Alterations to Imperial Bank Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP941

Date: 1918-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for the Imperial Bank of Canada of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 2 ink on paper; 46
x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, sections and details. Expansion of the bank into the next premises by removal of the
dividing wall and its replacement with a supporting beam. The plans show a new vault and a
number of different proposals for new interior arrangements and windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP942 - Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay
Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving

Title: Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B.
Irving

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP942

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil & ink on paper, 1 pencil on paper; 54 x 85 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The drawings include plans of the existing house, preliminary designs (with pencilled changes)
and contract drawings (AP943, AP946). Plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations
to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure designed in 1910 for E.M. Tracksell
(see file 180). In the basement the chauffeur's room is enlarged, and a bathroom connected to it is
installed. Another servant's room and a water closet are framed in. The first floor is extended on
one side enlarging the dining room, living room and library. A large terrace is added on two sides
of the house. Other minor alterations to the hall and kitchen are also noted on the first floor. The
space over the first-floor extension is made into two balconies and a glassed-in sleeping porch on
the floor above. A new bathroom off the maid's room, a hall linen closet and a clothes closet in one
bedroom complete the second-floor alterations. A new two car garage is also planned. Drawing
AP946 is signed: "Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams; Dominion Plumbing [per]
William Bruce; Stapledon & Carter Ltd per E.J. Carter; McDowell & Mann per CJ McDowell as to
Hart Oil Burner".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP943 - Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay
Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving

Title: Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B.
Irving

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP943

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil & ink on paper, 1 pencil on paper; 54 x 85 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The drawings include plans of the existing house, preliminary designs (with pencilled changes)
and contract drawings (AP943, AP946). Plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations
to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure designed in 1910 for E.M. Tracksell
(see file 180). In the basement the chauffeur's room is enlarged, and a bathroom connected to it is
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installed. Another servant's room and a water closet are framed in. The first floor is extended on
one side enlarging the dining room, living room and library. A large terrace is added on two sides
of the house. Other minor alterations to the hall and kitchen are also noted on the first floor. The
space over the first-floor extension is made into two balconies and a glassed-in sleeping porch on
the floor above. A new bathroom off the maid's room, a hall linen closet and a clothes closet in one
bedroom complete the second-floor alterations. A new two car garage is also planned. Drawing
AP946 is signed: "Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams; Dominion Plumbing [per]
William Bruce; Stapledon & Carter Ltd per E.J. Carter; McDowell & Mann per CJ McDowell as to
Hart Oil Burner".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP944 - Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay
Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving

Title: Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B.
Irving

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP944

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil & ink on paper, 1 pencil on paper; 54 x 85 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The drawings include plans of the existing house, preliminary designs (with pencilled changes)
and contract drawings (AP943, AP946). Plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations
to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure designed in 1910 for E.M. Tracksell
(see file 180). In the basement the chauffeur's room is enlarged, and a bathroom connected to it is
installed. Another servant's room and a water closet are framed in. The first floor is extended on
one side enlarging the dining room, living room and library. A large terrace is added on two sides
of the house. Other minor alterations to the hall and kitchen are also noted on the first floor. The
space over the first-floor extension is made into two balconies and a glassed-in sleeping porch on
the floor above. A new bathroom off the maid's room, a hall linen closet and a clothes closet in one
bedroom complete the second-floor alterations. A new two car garage is also planned. Drawing
AP946 is signed: "Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams; Dominion Plumbing [per]
William Bruce; Stapledon & Carter Ltd per E.J. Carter; McDowell & Mann per CJ McDowell as to
Hart Oil Burner".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP945 - Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay
Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving

Title: Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B.
Irving

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP945

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil & ink on paper, 1 pencil on paper; 54 x 85 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The drawings include plans of the existing house, preliminary designs (with pencilled changes)
and contract drawings (AP943, AP946). Plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations
to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure designed in 1910 for E.M. Tracksell
(see file 180). In the basement the chauffeur's room is enlarged, and a bathroom connected to it is
installed. Another servant's room and a water closet are framed in. The first floor is extended on
one side enlarging the dining room, living room and library. A large terrace is added on two sides
of the house. Other minor alterations to the hall and kitchen are also noted on the first floor. The
space over the first-floor extension is made into two balconies and a glassed-in sleeping porch on
the floor above. A new bathroom off the maid's room, a hall linen closet and a clothes closet in one
bedroom complete the second-floor alterations. A new two car garage is also planned. Drawing
AP946 is signed: "Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams; Dominion Plumbing [per]
William Bruce; Stapledon & Carter Ltd per E.J. Carter; McDowell & Mann per CJ McDowell as to
Hart Oil Burner".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP946 - Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay
Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving

Title: Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B.
Irving

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP946

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil & ink on paper, 1 pencil on paper; 54 x 85 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The drawings include plans of the existing house, preliminary designs (with pencilled changes)
and contract drawings (AP943, AP946). Plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations
to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure designed in 1910 for E.M. Tracksell
(see file 180). In the basement the chauffeur's room is enlarged, and a bathroom connected to it is
installed. Another servant's room and a water closet are framed in. The first floor is extended on
one side enlarging the dining room, living room and library. A large terrace is added on two sides
of the house. Other minor alterations to the hall and kitchen are also noted on the first floor. The
space over the first-floor extension is made into two balconies and a glassed-in sleeping porch on
the floor above. A new bathroom off the maid's room, a hall linen closet and a clothes closet in one
bedroom complete the second-floor alterations. A new two car garage is also planned. Drawing
AP946 is signed: "Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams; Dominion Plumbing [per]
William Bruce; Stapledon & Carter Ltd per E.J. Carter; McDowell & Mann per CJ McDowell as to
Hart Oil Burner".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP947 - Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay
Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving

Title: Additions and alterations to residence in Foul Bay Rd., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. Lennox B.
Irving

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP947

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Lennox B. Irving of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 5 pencil & ink on paper, 1 pencil on paper; 54 x 85 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The drawings include plans of the existing house, preliminary designs (with pencilled changes)
and contract drawings (AP943, AP946). Plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations
to two-storey house with basement and attic which Maclure designed in 1910 for E.M. Tracksell
(see file 180). In the basement the chauffeur's room is enlarged, and a bathroom connected to it is
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installed. Another servant's room and a water closet are framed in. The first floor is extended on
one side enlarging the dining room, living room and library. A large terrace is added on two sides
of the house. Other minor alterations to the hall and kitchen are also noted on the first floor. The
space over the first-floor extension is made into two balconies and a glassed-in sleeping porch on
the floor above. A new bathroom off the maid's room, a hall linen closet and a clothes closet in one
bedroom complete the second-floor alterations. A new two car garage is also planned. Drawing
AP946 is signed: "Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams; Dominion Plumbing [per]
William Bruce; Stapledon & Carter Ltd per E.J. Carter; McDowell & Mann per CJ McDowell as to
Hart Oil Burner".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP948 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP948

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP949 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP949

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP950 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP950

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP951 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP951

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
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bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP952 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP952

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP953 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP953

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP954 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP954

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP955 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP955

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
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for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP956 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP956

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP957 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP957
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Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP958 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP958

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
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storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP959 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP959

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP960 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP960

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP961 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP961

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP962 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP962

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
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bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP963 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP963

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP964 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP964

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP965 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP965

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP966 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP966

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
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for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP967 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP967

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP968 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP968
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Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP969 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP969

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
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storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP970 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP970

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP971 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP971

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP972 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP972

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP973 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP973

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
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bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP974 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP974

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP975 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP975

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP976 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP976

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP977 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP977

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
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for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP978 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP978

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP979 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP979
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Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP980 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP980

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
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storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP981 - Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Title: Proposed addition to Jericho Country Club

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP981

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Jericho Golf and Country Club of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 21 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 4 ink on linen, 5
blueprints; 68 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections, details and heating. A detailed item list is available. Plans for a new
clubhouse call for a one-storey structure with attic and basement. The ground floor comprises a
lounge room, dining room, ladies' sitting room, smoking room, office, bar, kitchen, pantry, larder,
storeroom, maid's room, housekeeper's sitting room, men's and ladies' locker rooms, lavatories
and drying rooms. A large veranda extends across one side of the building on this level, and a
pergola across part of another side. The attic consists of eleven bedrooms, a box room and three
bathrooms. Part of this attic plan may have been cancelled. The file contains a sketch plan of
proposed additions by the architect R.P.S. Twizell (AP952, dated Dec. 1911). Maclure and Fox
prepared four plans (AP948-AP951) for a proposed addition which includes a dressing room,
smoking room, shop and toilets. It is not clear whether these latter plans preceded their plans
for a new clubhouse. The heating plans (AP958-AP960) were prepared by Francis H. Sprague,
consulting engineer.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP982 - House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP982

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.B. Jones of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 52 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a play room, furnace room and fuel bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. A large landing and five
bedrooms make up the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP983 - House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP983

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.B. Jones of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 52 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a play room, furnace room and fuel bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. A large landing and five
bedrooms make up the second floor.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP984 - House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP984

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.B. Jones of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 52 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a play room, furnace room and fuel bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. A large landing and five
bedrooms make up the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP985 - House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP985

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.B. Jones of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 52 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a play room, furnace room and fuel bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, living room,
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veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. A large landing and five
bedrooms make up the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP986 - House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP986

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.B. Jones of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 52 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a play room, furnace room and fuel bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. A large landing and five
bedrooms make up the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP987 - House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP987

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.B. Jones of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 52 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a play room, furnace room and fuel bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. A large landing and five
bedrooms make up the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP988 - House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP988

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.B. Jones of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 52 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a play room, furnace room and fuel bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. A large landing and five
bedrooms make up the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP989 - Alterations to the Dominion Hotel for Mr. Stephen
Jones, Victoria, B.C.: Palm Room for the Dominion Hotel

Title: Alterations to the Dominion Hotel for Mr. Stephen Jones, Victoria, B.C.: Palm Room for the
Dominion Hotel

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP989

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 drawing: ink on linen; 50 x 95 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations, sections and detail. A rectangular lattice structure with skylight and red quarry tile
floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP990 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP990

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP991 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP991

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP992 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP992

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
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form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP993 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP993

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP994 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP994

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP995 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP995

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
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plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP996 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP996

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP997 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP997

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP998 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP998

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP999 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP999

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1000 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1000

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1001 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1001

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1002 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1002

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1003 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1003

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1004.1 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1004.1

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1004 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1004

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1005 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1005

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1006 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1006

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1007 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1007

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1008 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1008

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
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and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1009 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1009

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1010 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1010

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1011 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1011

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1012 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1012

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1013 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1013

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1014 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1014

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1015 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1015

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1016 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1016

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1017 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1017

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
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and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1018 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1018

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1019 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1019

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1020 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1020

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1021 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1021

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1022 - House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock &
Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock & Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1022

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 48 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house at
621 Trutch Street (see file 104). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor contains a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two verandas.
The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet and
balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Wood-frame construction is
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finished in roughcast with shingles over hips and half timbering at the top of gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the
drawings referred to in our contract dated Aug 12/12. [Signed] Hardy & Nute [and] H.J. Knott."
Other signatures: "H.J.K. as to masonry contract, Knott & Jones, Oliver and Townsend, H.J. Knott
as to plastering contract".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1023 - House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock &
Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock & Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1023

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 48 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house at
621 Trutch Street (see file 104). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor contains a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two verandas.
The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet and
balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Wood-frame construction is
finished in roughcast with shingles over hips and half timbering at the top of gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the
drawings referred to in our contract dated Aug 12/12. [Signed] Hardy & Nute [and] H.J. Knott."
Other signatures: "H.J.K. as to masonry contract, Knott & Jones, Oliver and Townsend, H.J. Knott
as to plastering contract".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1024 - House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock &
Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock & Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1024

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 48 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house at
621 Trutch Street (see file 104). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor contains a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two verandas.
The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet and
balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Wood-frame construction is
finished in roughcast with shingles over hips and half timbering at the top of gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the
drawings referred to in our contract dated Aug 12/12. [Signed] Hardy & Nute [and] H.J. Knott."
Other signatures: "H.J.K. as to masonry contract, Knott & Jones, Oliver and Townsend, H.J. Knott
as to plastering contract".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1025 - House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock &
Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock & Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1025

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 48 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house at
621 Trutch Street (see file 104). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor contains a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two verandas.
The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet and
balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Wood-frame construction is
finished in roughcast with shingles over hips and half timbering at the top of gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the
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drawings referred to in our contract dated Aug 12/12. [Signed] Hardy & Nute [and] H.J. Knott."
Other signatures: "H.J.K. as to masonry contract, Knott & Jones, Oliver and Townsend, H.J. Knott
as to plastering contract".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1026 - House for E.F. Lang, Esq. on Hillside Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.F. Lang, Esq. on Hillside Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1026

Date: 1908 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.F. Lang of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 39 x 36 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a veranda,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor contains three bedrooms and
a bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished with shingles, and leaded glass windows are
specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1027 - House for E.F. Lang, Esq. on Hillside Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.F. Lang, Esq. on Hillside Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1027

Date: 1908 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.F. Lang of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 39 x 36 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a veranda,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor contains three bedrooms and
a bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished with shingles, and leaded glass windows are
specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1028 - Alterations & additions to the Victoria Hat Works,
View St., for M. Lasman, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to the Victoria Hat Works, View St., for M. Lasman, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1028

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M. Lasman of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 35 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and detail (main door). Two-storey addition to existing building. Two
stores comprise the ground floor, and four bedrooms and a lavatory make up the second floor. The
addition is built of brick with wooden interior framing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1029 - Alterations & additions to the Victoria Hat Works,
View St., for M. Lasman, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to the Victoria Hat Works, View St., for M. Lasman, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1029

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M. Lasman of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 35 x 66 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and detail (main door). Two-storey addition to existing building. Two
stores comprise the ground floor, and four bedrooms and a lavatory make up the second floor. The
addition is built of brick with wooden interior framing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1030 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1030

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1031 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1031

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1032 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1032

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1033 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1033

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1034 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1034

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
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consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1035 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1035

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1036 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1036

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1037 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1037

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1038 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1038
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Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1039 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1039

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1040 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1040

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1041 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1041

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
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which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1042 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1042

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1043 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1043
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Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1044 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1044

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
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Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1045 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1045

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1046 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1046

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1047 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1047

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1048 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1048

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1049 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1049

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1050 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1050

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1051 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1051

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1052 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1052

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1053 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1053

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1054 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1054

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1055 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1055

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1056 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1056

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1057 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1057

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1058 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1058

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1059 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1059

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1060 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1060

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1061 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1061

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1062 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1062

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1063 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1063

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1064 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1064

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1065 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1065

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1066 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1066

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1067 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1067

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1068 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1068

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1069 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1069

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1070 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1070

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1071 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1071

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1072 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1072

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1073 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1073

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1074 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1074

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1075 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1075

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1076 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1076

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
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hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1077 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1077

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1078 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1078

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1079 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1079

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1080 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1080

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
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floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1081 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1081

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1082 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1082

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1083 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1083

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1084 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1084

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1085 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1085

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1086 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1086

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1087 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1087

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
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breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1088 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1088

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1089 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1089

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1090 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1090

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1091 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1091

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
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floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1092 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1092

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1093 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.
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Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1093

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1094 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1094

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1095 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1095

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1096 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1096

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1097 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1097

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1098 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1098
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Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1099 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1099

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1100 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1100

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1101 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1101

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
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hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1102 - Plan of proposed alterations & additions to
bungalow at Shoal Bay, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Plan of proposed alterations & additions to bungalow at Shoal Bay, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs.
A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1102

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 43 x 47 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. The existing house consists of a living room, sun room, dining room, kitchen,
larder, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The alterations call for the enlargement of the smaller
bedroom and rearrangement of the adjacent bathroom. The sun room is divided to form an alcove
off the living room and a vestibule.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1103 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1103

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1104 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1104

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1105 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1105

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1106 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1106

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1107 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1107
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Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1108 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1108

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1109 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1109

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1110 - Sleeping balcony for Mrs Harold Lewis, Wilmot
Place, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sleeping balcony for Mrs Harold Lewis, Wilmot Place, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1110

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Harold Lewis of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: pencil & ink on paper; 29 x 39 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan and elevations. Addition of sleeping balcony and closet on second floor adjacent to three
bedrooms. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton Jr. (see file 145)
and prepared further alterations and additions in 1922-24 for Lawrence M. Earle (see file 48). The
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place. Signed by John E. Shenk.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1111 - Sleeping balcony for Mrs Harold Lewis, Wilmot
Place, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sleeping balcony for Mrs Harold Lewis, Wilmot Place, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1111

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Harold Lewis of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: pencil & ink on paper; 29 x 39 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan and elevations. Addition of sleeping balcony and closet on second floor adjacent to three
bedrooms. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton Jr. (see file 145)
and prepared further alterations and additions in 1922-24 for Lawrence M. Earle (see file 48). The
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place. Signed by John E. Shenk.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1112 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1112

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1113 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1113

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1114 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1114

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
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bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1115 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1115

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1116 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1116

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1117 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1117

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1118 - House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head,
Saanich, B.C.

Title: House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head, Saanich, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1118

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. McGaffey of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 30 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room and adjacent veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
bathroom and water closet. The second floor or attic contains two bedrooms. The wood framing is
covered with vertical bark slabs. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1119 - House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head,
Saanich, B.C.

Title: House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1119

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. McGaffey of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 30 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room and adjacent veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
bathroom and water closet. The second floor or attic contains two bedrooms. The wood framing is
covered with vertical bark slabs. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1120 - House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head,
Saanich, B.C.

Title: House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1120

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. McGaffey of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 30 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room and adjacent veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
bathroom and water closet. The second floor or attic contains two bedrooms. The wood framing is
covered with vertical bark slabs. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1121 - House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head,
Saanich, B.C.

Title: House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1121

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. McGaffey of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 30 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room and adjacent veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
bathroom and water closet. The second floor or attic contains two bedrooms. The wood framing is
covered with vertical bark slabs. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1122 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1122

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1123 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1123

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1124 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1124

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1125 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1125

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1126 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1126

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1127 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1127

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1128 - Plan of house at Oak Bay for S. Maclure

Title: Plan of house at Oak Bay for S. Maclure

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1128

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Samuel Maclure of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 43 x 56 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Split-level house consisting of a basement and first floor. The basement
contains a hall, kitchen, pantry and dining room. The first floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining
coat closet, hall, living room and adjacent veranda, three bedrooms, bathroom and water closet.
The wood frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering. Plan signed: "Geo Calder,
S. Maclure".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1129 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1129

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1130 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1130

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1131 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1131

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1132 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1132

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
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of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1133 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1133

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1134 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1134

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1135 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1135

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1136 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1136

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1137 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1137

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1138 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1138

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1139 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1139

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1140 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1140

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1141 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1141
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Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1142 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1142

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1143 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1143

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1144 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1144

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
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house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1145 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1145

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1146 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1146

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1147 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1147

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1148 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1148

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1149 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1149

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
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"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1150 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1150

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1151 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1151

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1152 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1152

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1153 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1153

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1154 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1154

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1155 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1155

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1156 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1156

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1158 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1158

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1159 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1159
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Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1160 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1160

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1161 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1161

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1162 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1162

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
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alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1163 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1163

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1164 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1164

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1165 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1165

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1166 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1166

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1167 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1167

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1168 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1168

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1169 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1169

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1170 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1170

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1171 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1171

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1172 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1172

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1173 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1173

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1174 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1174

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1175 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1175

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1176 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1176

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1177 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1177

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1178 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1178

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1179 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1179

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1180 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1180

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1181 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1181

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1182 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1182

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1183 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1183

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1184 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1184

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1185 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1185

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1186 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1186

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1187 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1187

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1188 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1188

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1189 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1189

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1190 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1190

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1191 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1191

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1192 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1192

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1193 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1193

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1194 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1194

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1195 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1195

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1196 - Plan of house for G. Michaelis, Esqre., Elliot [sic]
Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for G. Michaelis, Esqre., Elliot [sic] Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1196

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 64 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor (AP1197) comprises a
veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, parlour, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor
(erroneously designated "ground floor" on AP1196) contains four bedrooms, dressing room, a
bathroom and balcony. Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract
dated 21st March 1904. [Signed] W.A. Gleason, T. Ash [and] G. Michaelis".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1197 - Plan of house for G. Michaelis, Esqre., Elliot [sic]
Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for G. Michaelis, Esqre., Elliot [sic] Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1197

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 64 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor (AP1197) comprises a
veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, parlour, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor
(erroneously designated "ground floor" on AP1196) contains four bedrooms, dressing room, a
bathroom and balcony. Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract
dated 21st March 1904. [Signed] W.A. Gleason, T. Ash [and] G. Michaelis".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1198 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1198

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1199 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1199

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
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room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1200 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1200

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1201 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1201

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1202 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1202

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1203 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1203

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1204 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1204

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
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windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1205 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1205

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1206 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1206

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1207 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1207

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1208 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1208

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1209 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1209

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1210 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1210

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1211 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1211

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1212 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1212

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1215 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1215

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1216 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1216

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1217 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1217

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1218 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1218

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1219 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1219

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1220 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1220

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1221 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1221

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1222 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1222

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1223 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1223

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1224 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1224

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1225 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1225

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1226 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1226

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1227 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1227

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1228 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1228

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1229 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1229

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1230 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1230

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1231 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1231

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1232 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1232

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1233 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1233

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1234 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1234

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1235 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1235

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
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includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1236 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1236

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1237 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1237

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1238 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1238

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1239 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1239

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1240 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1240

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1241 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1241

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1242 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1242

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1243 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White

Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1243

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP987 - House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP987

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.B. Jones of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 52 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a play room, furnace room and fuel bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. A large landing and five
bedrooms make up the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP988 - House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for C.B. Jones, Esq., Mount Tolmie, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP988

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.B. Jones of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 52 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a play room, furnace room and fuel bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. A large landing and five
bedrooms make up the second floor.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP989 - Alterations to the Dominion Hotel for Mr. Stephen
Jones, Victoria, B.C.: Palm Room for the Dominion Hotel

Title: Alterations to the Dominion Hotel for Mr. Stephen Jones, Victoria, B.C.: Palm Room for the
Dominion Hotel

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP989

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: ink on linen; 50 x 95 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations, sections and detail. A rectangular lattice structure with skylight and red quarry tile
floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP990 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP990

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
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upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP991 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP991

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP992 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP992
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Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP993 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP993

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
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plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP994 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP994

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP995 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP995

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP996 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP996

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP997 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP997

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP998 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP998

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP999 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP999

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1000 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1000

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1001 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1001

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1002 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1002

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1003 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1003

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1004.1 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1004.1

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1004 - Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for
Stephen Jones, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Castlewood" for Stephen Jones, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1004

Date: 1910-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 10 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 69 x 76 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, working and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list
is available. Drawings of two separate addition and alteration projects and of a stone and wrought
iron wall. The elevations of an addition in 1910 do not make the nature of the changes clear. The
plans of a two-storey addition drawn in 1925, however, show a new laundry room, two bedrooms
and water closet on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a bathroom on the second. On the
upper floor of the adjacent part of the existing house a partition between two rooms is removed to
form a sitting room. The contract drawings for this latter addition are inscribed: "This is one of the
plans referred to in our agreement dated 6th Feb. 1926. [Signed] Hunter & Halket per E J Hunter
[and] Stephen Jones".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1005 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1005

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1006 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1006

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
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and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1007 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1007

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1008 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1008

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1009 - House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1009

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.H. Churchman Kirkbride of
Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The finished areas in the basement are a
laundry room and a servant's room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory
and coat closet, den, drawing room, living room, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder
and children's room. A terrace extends across the north and west sides of the house on this level
and part way across the south side. The second floor includes three bedrooms, a dressing room,
night nursery, two bathrooms and two balconies. The wood-frame construction on the first floor is
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faced with stone and shingles; the second floor is finished in shingles. Leaded glass windows are
specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1010 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1010

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1011 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1011

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1012 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1012

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1013 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1013

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1014 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1014

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1015 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1015

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1016 - House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.B. Kitto, Esq., Southgate Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1016

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Kitto of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 31 x 44 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement. A living room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry, three bedrooms and bathroom make up the ground floor arrangement. Drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated 14th April 1927. [Signed] T. Fairhurst per
Fairhurst Bro's [and] G B Kitto".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1017 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1017

Date: 1911 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1018 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1018

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1019 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1019

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1020 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1020

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
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verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1021 - House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Knott, Esq., Trutch St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1021

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house
at 1121 Woodstock Avenue (see file 105). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two
verandas. The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet
and balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Half timbering appears
at the top of gable ends. The finish over the wood-frame construction is not specified except for
shingles over hips. The plans call for leaded glass windows throughout. Drawings initialled: "K. &
J., S.E.M., O. & J., H.J.K."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1022 - House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock &
Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock & Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1022

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 48 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house at
621 Trutch Street (see file 104). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor contains a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two verandas.
The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet and
balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Wood-frame construction is
finished in roughcast with shingles over hips and half timbering at the top of gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the
drawings referred to in our contract dated Aug 12/12. [Signed] Hardy & Nute [and] H.J. Knott."
Other signatures: "H.J.K. as to masonry contract, Knott & Jones, Oliver and Townsend, H.J. Knott
as to plastering contract".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1023 - House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock &
Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock & Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1023

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 48 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house at
621 Trutch Street (see file 104). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor contains a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two verandas.
The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet and
balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Wood-frame construction is
finished in roughcast with shingles over hips and half timbering at the top of gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the
drawings referred to in our contract dated Aug 12/12. [Signed] Hardy & Nute [and] H.J. Knott."
Other signatures: "H.J.K. as to masonry contract, Knott & Jones, Oliver and Townsend, H.J. Knott
as to plastering contract".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1024 - House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock &
Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock & Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1024

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 48 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house at
621 Trutch Street (see file 104). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor contains a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two verandas.
The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet and
balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Wood-frame construction is
finished in roughcast with shingles over hips and half timbering at the top of gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the
drawings referred to in our contract dated Aug 12/12. [Signed] Hardy & Nute [and] H.J. Knott."
Other signatures: "H.J.K. as to masonry contract, Knott & Jones, Oliver and Townsend, H.J. Knott
as to plastering contract".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1025 - House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock &
Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.J. Knott, Esq., S.W. cor. Woodstock & Chester Avs., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1025

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.J. Knott of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 48 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. The design is nearly identical to the same client's house at
621 Trutch Street (see file 104). Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor contains a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry, water closet and two verandas.
The second floor includes a landing, two bedrooms, storeroom, bathroom, water closet and
balcony. Granite piers are placed at two corners of the ground floor. Wood-frame construction is
finished in roughcast with shingles over hips and half timbering at the top of gable ends. Leaded
glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the
drawings referred to in our contract dated Aug 12/12. [Signed] Hardy & Nute [and] H.J. Knott."
Other signatures: "H.J.K. as to masonry contract, Knott & Jones, Oliver and Townsend, H.J. Knott
as to plastering contract".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1026 - House for E.F. Lang, Esq. on Hillside Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for E.F. Lang, Esq. on Hillside Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1026

Date: 1908 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.F. Lang of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 39 x 36 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a veranda,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor contains three bedrooms and
a bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished with shingles, and leaded glass windows are
specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1027 - House for E.F. Lang, Esq. on Hillside Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for E.F. Lang, Esq. on Hillside Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1027

Date: 1908 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.F. Lang of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: blueprints; 39 x 36 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a veranda,
hall, living room, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor contains three bedrooms and
a bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished with shingles, and leaded glass windows are
specified for most windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1028 - Alterations & additions to the Victoria Hat Works,
View St., for M. Lasman, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to the Victoria Hat Works, View St., for M. Lasman, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1028

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M. Lasman of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 35 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and detail (main door). Two-storey addition to existing building. Two
stores comprise the ground floor, and four bedrooms and a lavatory make up the second floor. The
addition is built of brick with wooden interior framing.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1029 - Alterations & additions to the Victoria Hat Works,
View St., for M. Lasman, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to the Victoria Hat Works, View St., for M. Lasman, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1029

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M. Lasman of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 35 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation, section and detail (main door). Two-storey addition to existing building. Two
stores comprise the ground floor, and four bedrooms and a lavatory make up the second floor. The
addition is built of brick with wooden interior framing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1030 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1030

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1031 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1031

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1032 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1032

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
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comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1033 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1033

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1034 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1034

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1035 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1035

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1036 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1036

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1037 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1037

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1038 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1038

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1039 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1039

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
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comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1040 - House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive &
Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Laundy, Esq., cor. Beach Drive & Orchard Avenue, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1040

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Laundy of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: pencil on paper; 68 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, cross sections and details. Split-level house consisting of a basement, first
floor and attic. The lower floor or basement includes a porch, hall, kitchen, pantry, dining room,
bedroom, combination coat closet and water closet and a furnace room. The upper or first floor
comprises a hall, water closet, living room, library, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic
consists of one large bedroom. Wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and liberal use of
leaded glass windows is specified.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1041 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1041

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1042 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1042

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1043 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1043

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1044 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1044

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1045 - House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for J. Leeming, Esq., Esquimalt Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1045

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Leeming of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: ink on linen; 50 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The finished
rooms in the basement include a servant's room, water closet, laundry room, work room, fuel bins,
storeroom and billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coat room and water closet. A porte cochere and
porch adjoin the vestibule and library on this level. The second floor consists of a gallery above the
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, two bathrooms, water closet and balcony. The attic,
which has dormers, appears to be undeveloped. Stone facing and roughcast finish the wood-frame
construction on the ground floor, and roughcast and half timbering is specified for the second floor.
Leaded glass windows are called for throughout. Drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated [blank]. [Signed] R W Cummings".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1046 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1046

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1047 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1047

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1048 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1048

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1049 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1049

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1050 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1050

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1051 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1051

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1052 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1052

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1053 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1053

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1054 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1054

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1055 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1055

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1056 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1056

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1057 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1057

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1058 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1058

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1059 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1059

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1060 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1060

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1061 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1061

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1062 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1062

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1063 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1063

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1064 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1064

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1065 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1065

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1066 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1066

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1067 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1067

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1068 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1068

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
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laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1069 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1069

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
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1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1070 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1070

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1071 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1071

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1072 - House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver,
B.C.

Title: House for Mrs. Lefevre at Point Grey, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1072

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lily Alice Lefevre of Vancouver,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 27 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 14 ink on linen, 10
blueprints; 102 x 95 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details of the house and garage. Some blueprints have pencil additions. A
plan of the garden by T.H. Mawson and Sons is also present. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a servant's room, bathroom,
laundry room, storeroom and a room for the kitchen fuel. The ground floor comprises a vestibule
with adjoining coat room and watercloset, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder,
servant's room and two verandas. A porte cochere and a porch are connected to the building on
this level just outside the vestibule. The second floor consists of the upper hall and rear hall, five
bedrooms, boudoir, sewing room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
make up the attic. The basement wall above ground is faced with brick as is part of the first-floor
exterior walls. The rest of the first-floor and all of the second-floor walls are finished in roughcast.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings AP1046-AP1054, AP1056-AP1059
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 26th
1915. [Signed] Thos. L. Gray [and] L.A. Lefevre." See AP395 for a map of Mrs. Lefevre's property
and the adjoining property of E.P. Davis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1073 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1073

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
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contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1074 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1074

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1075 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1075

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1076 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1076

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1077 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1077

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
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floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1078 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1078

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1079 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1079

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1080 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1080

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1081 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1081

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1082 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1082

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1083 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1083

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1084 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1084

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
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breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1085 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1085

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1086 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1086

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1087 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1087

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1088 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1088

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
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floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1089 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1089

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1090 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1090

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1091 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1091

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1092 - House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Simon Leiser, Esqre., St. Charles St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1092

Date: 1910-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Simon Leiser of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen, 8 blueprints; 70 x 69 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Drawings on linen have many pencil additions. A block
plan (dated Aug. 1911) shows the layout of the property, including the location of the house,
drives and tennis court, and elevations and section of new wall and fence. A later drawing shows
plans and elevations of a garage. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement
contains a servant's room, laundry room and storeroom. The first floor includes a vestibule and
adjoining coat closet, hall, drawing room, den and attached veranda, living room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and water closet. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, eight bedrooms, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. The attic comprises
two bedrooms and a billiard room. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first
floor and half timbering on the second. The garage is a two-storey structure with a bedroom on the
second floor. Maclure designed alterations for Elliott Galt, a later owner, in 1925-1927 (see file
58). Drawings signed by Murry & McKinney and Simon Leiser.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1093 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1093

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1094 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1094

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1095 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1095

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1096 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1096
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Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1097 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1097

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1098 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1098

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1099 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1099

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
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hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1100 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1100

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1101 - House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria,
B.C.

Title: House for W.M. LePage, Esq., Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1101

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.M. LePage of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two different designs showing plans and elevations. One-storey house with basement and attic.
The first design (dated 1927) shows a ground floor consisting of a porch and adjoining terrace,
hall, drawing room, sun room, dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
lavatory and bathroom. The attic includes a hall, three bedrooms (two unfinished), box room and
bathroom. The second design (dated 1928) shows a ground floor with a veranda, porch, hall, living
room, den, sun room, dining room, breakfast nook, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms, lavatory and
bathroom. The exterior finish is not specified, but leaded glass windows are called for throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1102 - Plan of proposed alterations & additions to
bungalow at Shoal Bay, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Plan of proposed alterations & additions to bungalow at Shoal Bay, Victoria, B.C., for Mrs.
A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1102

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 43 x 47 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. The existing house consists of a living room, sun room, dining room, kitchen,
larder, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The alterations call for the enlargement of the smaller
bedroom and rearrangement of the adjacent bathroom. The sun room is divided to form an alcove
off the living room and a vestibule.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1103 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis
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Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1103

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1104 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1104

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1105 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1105

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1106 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1106

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1107 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1107

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1108 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1108

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1109 - Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Title: Bungalow in Crescent Road for Mrs. A.D. Lewis

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1109

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.D. Lewis of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 32 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and wiring diagram. One-storey house containing a living room, kitchen,
pantry, dining nook, two bedrooms and bathroom. The drawings originally called for a board
and batten exterior, but this was changed to stucco. One drawing indicates a part basement as an
alternative arrangement. Contract drawings signed by Horace Leggett and Adrien Emile Girardeau
(contractors) and Emily Madison Lewis.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1110 - Sleeping balcony for Mrs Harold Lewis, Wilmot
Place, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sleeping balcony for Mrs Harold Lewis, Wilmot Place, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1110

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Harold Lewis of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: pencil & ink on paper; 29 x 39 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan and elevations. Addition of sleeping balcony and closet on second floor adjacent to three
bedrooms. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton Jr. (see file 145)
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and prepared further alterations and additions in 1922-24 for Lawrence M. Earle (see file 48). The
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place. Signed by John E. Shenk.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1111 - Sleeping balcony for Mrs Harold Lewis, Wilmot
Place, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sleeping balcony for Mrs Harold Lewis, Wilmot Place, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1111

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. Harold Lewis of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: pencil & ink on paper; 29 x 39 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan and elevations. Addition of sleeping balcony and closet on second floor adjacent to three
bedrooms. Maclure originally designed the house in 1911 for J.D. Pemberton Jr. (see file 145)
and prepared further alterations and additions in 1922-24 for Lawrence M. Earle (see file 48). The
original address was 1652 Wilmot Place. Signed by John E. Shenk.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1112 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1112

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1113 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1113

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1114 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1114

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1115 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1115

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1116 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1116

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1117 - Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W.
Lyon, Esq.

Title: Additions to Bellevue Court, Oak Bay, for B.W. Lyon, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1117

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Burt W. Lyon of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper; 44 x
47 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail. Two-storey addition with part basement. The basement includes a
storeroom. The ground and floors each contain two apartments, each with a sitting room, kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles on the first floor and
half timbering on the second. Contract drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
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our contract dated 9th Dec. 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
Burt W. Lyon".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1118 - House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head,
Saanich, B.C.

Title: House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1118

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. McGaffey of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 30 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room and adjacent veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
bathroom and water closet. The second floor or attic contains two bedrooms. The wood framing is
covered with vertical bark slabs. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1119 - House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head,
Saanich, B.C.

Title: House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1119

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. McGaffey of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 30 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room and adjacent veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
bathroom and water closet. The second floor or attic contains two bedrooms. The wood framing is
covered with vertical bark slabs. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1120 - House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head,
Saanich, B.C.

Title: House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1120

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. McGaffey of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 30 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room and adjacent veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
bathroom and water closet. The second floor or attic contains two bedrooms. The wood framing is
covered with vertical bark slabs. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1121 - House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head,
Saanich, B.C.

Title: House for E. McGaffey, Esq. at Gordon Head, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1121

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. McGaffey of Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 30 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room and adjacent veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms,
bathroom and water closet. The second floor or attic contains two bedrooms. The wood framing is
covered with vertical bark slabs. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1122 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1122

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1123 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1123

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1124 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1124

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1125 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1125
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Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1126 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1126

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1127 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1127

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1128 - Plan of house at Oak Bay for S. Maclure

Title: Plan of house at Oak Bay for S. Maclure

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1128

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Samuel Maclure of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 43 x 56 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Split-level house consisting of a basement and first floor. The basement
contains a hall, kitchen, pantry and dining room. The first floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining
coat closet, hall, living room and adjacent veranda, three bedrooms, bathroom and water closet.
The wood frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering. Plan signed: "Geo Calder,
S. Maclure".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1129 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1129

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1130 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1130

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
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of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1131 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1131

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1132 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1132

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1133 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1133

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1134 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1134

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1135 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1135

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1136 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1136

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1137 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1137

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1138 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1138

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1139 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1139

Date: 1927 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1140 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1140

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1141 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1141

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1142 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1142

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
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house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1143 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1143

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1144 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1144

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1145 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1145

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1146 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1146

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1147 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1147

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
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"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1148 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1148

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1149 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1149

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1150 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1150

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1151 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1151

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1152 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1152

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1153 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1153

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1154 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1154

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1155 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1155

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1156 - House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Title: House for Mrs. M. Marsh, Currie Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1156
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Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Margaret F. Marsh of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 59 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1138-AP1139, AP1141-AP1142, AP1156) of the house and garage show
plans, elevations and section. Miscellaneous other drawings show details of the house. One-storey
house with attic. The ground floor comprises a porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen,
dining nook, attached woodshed, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The attic contains one bedroom.
The wood-frame construction is finished with boards and battens. Contract drawings inscribed:
"This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement dated Sept.26th 1927. [Signed] Eli Hume
[and] Margaret F. Marsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1158 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1158

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1159 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1159

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1160 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1160

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1161 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1161

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1162 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1162

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1163 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1163

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1164 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1164

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1165 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1165

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1166 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1166

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1167 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1167

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1168 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1168

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1169 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1169

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1170 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1170

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1171 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1171

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1172 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1172

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1173 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1173

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1174 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1174

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1175 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1175

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1176 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1176

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1177 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1177

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1178 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1178

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1179 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1179

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1180 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1180

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1181 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1181

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1182 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1182

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1183 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1183

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1184 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1184

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1185 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1185

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1186 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1186

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1187 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1187

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1188 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1188

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1189 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1189

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1190 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1190

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1191 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1191

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1192 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1192

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1193 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1193

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1194 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1194

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1195 - Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria,
B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Title: Alterations to house in Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for G.E. Merrill, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1195

Date: 1907-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 38 drawings: 29 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink on paper, 4
blueprints; 40 x 56 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary sketches, proposals, working drawings, plumbing and heating diagrams. It is not
clear whether these drawings show more than one alteration project, nor can the sequence of the
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drawings within a project be easily determined. A detailed item list is available. Additions and
alterations to two-storey house with basement originally designed by Maclure in 1907 for J.J.
Shallcross (see file 169).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1196 - Plan of house for G. Michaelis, Esqre., Elliot [sic]
Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for G. Michaelis, Esqre., Elliot [sic] Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1196

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 64 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor (AP1197) comprises a
veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, parlour, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor
(erroneously designated "ground floor" on AP1196) contains four bedrooms, dressing room, a
bathroom and balcony. Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract
dated 21st March 1904. [Signed] W.A. Gleason, T. Ash [and] G. Michaelis".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1197 - Plan of house for G. Michaelis, Esqre., Elliot [sic]
Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for G. Michaelis, Esqre., Elliot [sic] Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1197

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 64 cm

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor (AP1197) comprises a
veranda, vestibule, hall, living room, parlour, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor
(erroneously designated "ground floor" on AP1196) contains four bedrooms, dressing room, a
bathroom and balcony. Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract
dated 21st March 1904. [Signed] W.A. Gleason, T. Ash [and] G. Michaelis".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1198 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1198

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1199 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1199

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1200 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1200

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1201 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1201

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1202 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1202

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
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windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1203 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1203

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1204 - House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Title: House for G. Michaelis, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1204

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G. Michaelis.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 50 x 65 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule and adjoining cloak room and toilet, hall, drawing room, den, sun
room, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and two verandas. The second floor as altered
in pencil contains six bedrooms, two bathrooms, water closet and two balconies. There are no
plans for the basement or attic. The basement walls are faced with battered brick. The first floor
is finished in either shingles or clapboard and the second floor in half timbering. Leaded glass
windows are liberally specified. Notes on the backs of some blueprints indicate that the house was
designed to be erected in Seattle.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1205 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1205

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1206 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1206

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1207 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1207

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1208 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1208

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1209 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1209

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1210 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1210

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1211 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1211

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1212 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1212

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1215 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1215

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1216 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1216

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1217 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1217

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1218 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1218

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1219 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1219

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1220 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1220

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1221 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1221

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1222 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1222

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1223 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1223

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1224 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1224

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1225 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1225

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1226 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1226

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1227 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1227

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1228 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1228

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1229 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1229

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1230 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1230

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1231 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1231

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1232 - House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak
Bay

Title: House for G.B. Mitchell, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1232

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.B. Mitchell of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 9 ink on paper, 6
blueprints; 85 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Site plan, plans, elevations, section and details. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house
with basement. The basement includes a servant's room, water closet, shower, storeroom, garage,
furnace room and laundry. The ground floor comprises a porch, vestibule, lavatory, hall, living
room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor consists of a hall, four
bedrooms, two bathrooms, linen room and a balcony. The basement walls and part of the first-
floor walls are faced in stone. The exterior finish of the remainder of the first floor and all of
second floor is not specified but appears to be roughcast. The contract drawings (AP1206, AP1208,
AP1210-AP1211) are signed: "Thomson Lambie, Andrew B Kidd, Robert W Hurst, CWW,
McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1233 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1233

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1234 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1234

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1235 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1235

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1236 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1236

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1237 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1237

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1238 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1238

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1239 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1239

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1240 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1240

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1241 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1241

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
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includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1242 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1242

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1243 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White

Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1243

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail of house; plans and elevations of a cottage and a combination garage
and water tower. Two-storey house. On both levels the hall is at a 45 angle to the rest of the house.
The ground floor contains a vestibule and adjoining coat closet and lavatory, hall, library, dining
room, kitchen, scullery, larder and pantry. The second floor consists of a hall, three bedrooms,
two dressing rooms, two bathrooms, water closet and linen closet. The house appears to be of log
construction. The drawing of the cottage (which has the word "cottage" struck out and replaced
by "garage") shows a two-storey house. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room and
kitchen, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms and a bathroom. The water tower building
consists of a garage on the ground level, a servant's room on the second level of the tower portion
and a 1000-gallon water tank on the top level.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1244 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White

Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1244

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail of house; plans and elevations of a cottage and a combination garage
and water tower. Two-storey house. On both levels the hall is at a 45 angle to the rest of the house.
The ground floor contains a vestibule and adjoining coat closet and lavatory, hall, library, dining
room, kitchen, scullery, larder and pantry. The second floor consists of a hall, three bedrooms,
two dressing rooms, two bathrooms, water closet and linen closet. The house appears to be of log
construction. The drawing of the cottage (which has the word "cottage" struck out and replaced
by "garage") shows a two-storey house. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room and
kitchen, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms and a bathroom. The water tower building
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consists of a garage on the ground level, a servant's room on the second level of the tower portion
and a 1000-gallon water tank on the top level.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1245 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White

Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1245

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail of house; plans and elevations of a cottage and a combination garage
and water tower. Two-storey house. On both levels the hall is at a 45 angle to the rest of the house.
The ground floor contains a vestibule and adjoining coat closet and lavatory, hall, library, dining
room, kitchen, scullery, larder and pantry. The second floor consists of a hall, three bedrooms,
two dressing rooms, two bathrooms, water closet and linen closet. The house appears to be of log
construction. The drawing of the cottage (which has the word "cottage" struck out and replaced
by "garage") shows a two-storey house. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room and
kitchen, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms and a bathroom. The water tower building
consists of a garage on the ground level, a servant's room on the second level of the tower portion
and a 1000-gallon water tank on the top level.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1246 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White

Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1246

Date: 1915 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail of house; plans and elevations of a cottage and a combination garage
and water tower. Two-storey house. On both levels the hall is at a 45 angle to the rest of the house.
The ground floor contains a vestibule and adjoining coat closet and lavatory, hall, library, dining
room, kitchen, scullery, larder and pantry. The second floor consists of a hall, three bedrooms,
two dressing rooms, two bathrooms, water closet and linen closet. The house appears to be of log
construction. The drawing of the cottage (which has the word "cottage" struck out and replaced
by "garage") shows a two-storey house. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room and
kitchen, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms and a bathroom. The water tower building
consists of a garage on the ground level, a servant's room on the second level of the tower portion
and a 1000-gallon water tank on the top level.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1247 - House for R. Musgrave, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R. Musgrave, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1247

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Musgrave of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 46 x 72 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The only finished space in the
basement is a storeroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder, day nursery and water closet. The second floor consists of a hall,
bedroom, nursery, nurse's room, spare room, two bathrooms and a water closet. The exterior is
finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1248 - House for R. Musgrave, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for R. Musgrave, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1248

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Musgrave of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 46 x 72 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with basement. The only finished space in the
basement is a storeroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, larder, day nursery and water closet. The second floor consists of a hall,
bedroom, nursery, nurse's room, spare room, two bathrooms and a water closet. The exterior is
finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are specified throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1249 - Bungalow for R. Musgrave, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for R. Musgrave, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1249

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Musgrave of North Cowichan,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 50 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor consists of a vestibule, hall, living hall, dining room, kitchen, larder, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms and a box room. The
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wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast with brick veneer on the above-ground portion of
the basement wall. The drawings call for leaded glass windows throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1250 - Bungalow for R. Musgrave, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for R. Musgrave, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1250

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Musgrave of North Cowichan,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 50 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor consists of a vestibule, hall, living hall, dining room, kitchen, larder, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms and a box room. The
wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast with brick veneer on the above-ground portion of
the basement wall. The drawings call for leaded glass windows throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1251.1 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1251.1

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1251.2 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1251.2

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
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second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1251.3 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1251.3

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1251.4 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1251.4

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1251 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1251

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1252 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1252

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
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drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1253 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1253

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1254 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1254

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1255 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1255

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1256 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1256

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
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and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1257 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1257

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1258 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1258

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1259 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1259
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Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1260 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1260

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1261 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1261

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
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housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1262 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1262

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1263 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1263

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1264.1 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1264.1

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1264 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1264

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
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Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1265 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1265

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1266 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1266

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1267 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1267

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1268 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1268

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
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drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1269 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1269

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1270 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1270

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1271 - House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for F. Nation, Esq., Rockland Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1271

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Frederick Nation of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 25 drawings: 20 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 177 x 107 cm
or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Four blueprints showing locations of radiators are the only plans of the house. All the rest of the
drawings are details. An item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The
basement includes a servant's room, two storerooms, two fuel rooms, furnace room, laundry room
and bathroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall,
drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and servant's room. A porte cochere
joins the porch outside the vestibule. A terrace extends from the porch around the library, in front
of the drawing room and ends at the veranda attached to the drawing room and dining room. The
second floor contains the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, sewing room, two bathrooms
and three balconies. A hall, three bedrooms, a bathroom and billiard room make up the attic.
Maclure prepared drawings of alterations in 1920-21 for John Galt, a later owner (see file 60).
Drawings AP1251-AP1251.3 are the property of the Archives of the City of Victoria and are being
housed by the Art History Dept of UVic" They are each signed: "Colbert P& H Co per EO Colbert
[and] F. Nation, V.C., per EAC".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1272 - House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak
Bay

Title: House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1272

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.R. Neild of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement contains
a furnace room, coal bin and laundry room. The ground floor consists of a hall, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, breakfast nook, two bedrooms, bathroom and cedar closet. A
veranda adjoins the kitchen, and a terrace extends across the front porch and living room.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1273 - House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak
Bay

Title: House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1273

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.R. Neild of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement contains
a furnace room, coal bin and laundry room. The ground floor consists of a hall, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, breakfast nook, two bedrooms, bathroom and cedar closet. A
veranda adjoins the kitchen, and a terrace extends across the front porch and living room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1274 - House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak
Bay

Title: House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1274

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.R. Neild of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement contains
a furnace room, coal bin and laundry room. The ground floor consists of a hall, living room, sun
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room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, breakfast nook, two bedrooms, bathroom and cedar closet. A
veranda adjoins the kitchen, and a terrace extends across the front porch and living room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1275 - House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak
Bay

Title: House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1275

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.R. Neild of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement contains
a furnace room, coal bin and laundry room. The ground floor consists of a hall, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, breakfast nook, two bedrooms, bathroom and cedar closet. A
veranda adjoins the kitchen, and a terrace extends across the front porch and living room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1276 - House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak
Bay

Title: House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1276

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.R. Neild of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement contains
a furnace room, coal bin and laundry room. The ground floor consists of a hall, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, breakfast nook, two bedrooms, bathroom and cedar closet. A
veranda adjoins the kitchen, and a terrace extends across the front porch and living room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1277 - House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak
Bay

Title: House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1277

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.R. Neild of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement contains
a furnace room, coal bin and laundry room. The ground floor consists of a hall, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, breakfast nook, two bedrooms, bathroom and cedar closet. A
veranda adjoins the kitchen, and a terrace extends across the front porch and living room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1278 - House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak
Bay

Title: House for R.R. Neild, Esq., Prospect Place, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1278

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.R. Neild of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper; 54 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement contains
a furnace room, coal bin and laundry room. The ground floor consists of a hall, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, breakfast nook, two bedrooms, bathroom and cedar closet. A
veranda adjoins the kitchen, and a terrace extends across the front porch and living room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1279 - House at Oak Bay for Dr. H. Rundle Nelson

Title: House at Oak Bay for Dr. H. Rundle Nelson

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1279

Date: 1909 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Dr. H. Rundle Nelson of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 49 x 42 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans. Changes indicated in pencil. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes a
servant's room and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory,
consulting room, hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor
consists of the gallery or upper hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1280 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol

Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1280

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1281 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol

Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1281

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1282 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol

Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1282
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Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1283 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol

Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1283

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1284 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol
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Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1284

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1285 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol

Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1285

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1286 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol

Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1286

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1287 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol

Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1287

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1288 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol

Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1288

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1289 - Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch
for W.C. Nichol

Title: Garden alterations, retaining wall and motor porch for W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1289

Date: 1926-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 58 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and garden plans. Rearrangement of garden beds and drives and construction of
retaining walls. A new porte cochere is attached to the house. Drawings AP1288-AP1289 signed:
"Knott & Jones".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1290 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1290

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1291 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol
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Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1291

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1292 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1292

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1293 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1293

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
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dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1294 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1294

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
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garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1295 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1295

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1296 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1296

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1297 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1297

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1298 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1298

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1299 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1299

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
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room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1300 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1300

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1301 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1301

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1302 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol
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Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1302

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1303 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1303

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1304 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1304

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
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dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1305 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1305

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
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garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1306 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1306

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1307 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1307

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1308 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1308

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1309 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1309

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1310 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1310

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
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room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1311 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1311

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1312 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1312

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1313 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol
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Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1313

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1314 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1314

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1315 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1315

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
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dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1316 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1316

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
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garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1317 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1317

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1318 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1318

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1319 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1319

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1320 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1320

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1321 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1321

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
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room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1322 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1322

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1323 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1323

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1324 - Alterations and additions to house in Saanich,
B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol
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Title: Alterations and additions to house in Saanich, B.C., for the Hon. W.C. Nichol

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1324

Date: 1924-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Hon. Walter C. Nichol of Sidney,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 35 drawings: 28 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 69 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains proposals, contract drawings and extensive detail drawings. The proposal and
contract drawings show plans and elevations. A detailed item list is available. The proposal dated
Dec. 1924 (AP1290-AP1291) shows a two-storey house. The ground floor comprises a porch,
vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking room, lavatory,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A terrace extends two-thirds of the way
across the back of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, eight bedrooms, four
bathrooms and a linen room. The alterations and additions to the Copeland farm house produce
a two-storey house with basement. The lower floor consists of a smoking room or library, dining
room, kitchen, pantry, storeroom, two porches off the kitchen, cook's room, three bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two verandas. The upper floor comprises a hall, drawing room, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms, three balconies and a veranda. A porch adjoins the hall and veranda and is connected
to the porte cochere. The wooden framing is covered with unbarked wood slabs. The file also
contains sketches or drawings for a summer house, gardner's cottage, dance pavilion, garages,
garden paths and a terrace. The contract drawings (AP1294, AP1296-AP1298, AP1305, AP1315
and AP1318) refer to contracts dated May 1, May 8 and Oct. 29, 1925. All are signed: "Hunter &
Halket, per E.J. Hunter [and] W.C. Nichol".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1325 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1325

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1326 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1326

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1327 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1327
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Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1328.1 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.
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Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1328.1

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1328.1-1330 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich,
B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1328.1-1330

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1328 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1328

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
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inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1329 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1329

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
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closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1330 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1330

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
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storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1331 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1331

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
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bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1331-1333 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1331-1333

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
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and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1332 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1332

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
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level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1333 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1333

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
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coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1334 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1334

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
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room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1335 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1335

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
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a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1336 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1336

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
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room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1337 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1337

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
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contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1338 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1338

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
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washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1339 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1339

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
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December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1340 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1340

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1341 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1341

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1342 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1342

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1343 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1343
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Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1344 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.
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Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1344

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1345 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1345

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1346 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1346

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1347 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1347

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
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inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1348 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1348

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
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closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1349 - Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Title: Residence for Capt. F.B. Noble, Saanich, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1349

Date: 1920-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. F.B. Noble of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 26 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper; 40 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawing sets for three different houses. All contain plans, elevations and various sections and
details. One set (AP1331-AP1341) comprises the contract drawings. A detailed item list is
available. All three sets are for a two-storey house with basement and attic. First set, dated
December 1920: The basement contains two bedrooms, a bathroom, two fuel bins, boiler
room, two storerooms, laundry room, drying room, cellar (probably for wine), school room and
washroom. The ground floor consists of a hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, drawing
room, dining room, smoking room, kitchen, storeroom, pantry, larder and dairy. The second floor
contains the upper hall, six bedrooms, a dressing room, two nurseries, shower, two bathrooms,
two water closets, a washroom and two balconies. The attic comprises two bedrooms, a play
room and two undesignated rooms. One elevation shows a Renaissance revival exterior with
stone facing on the ground floor and half timbering on the second. The other elevations show
a more severe classical exterior with roughcast finishing. Second set, dated January 1921: This
is the contract set and is amended by small signed drawings. The basement includes a servant's
room, bathroom, water closet, boiler room, two fuel bins, storeroom, hall, laundry room, drying
room, cellar, boys' room and workroom. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining
coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, library, school room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
storeroom, larder and dairy. A large veranda extends across the south side of the house on this
level. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, two nurseries,
two bathrooms, shower room, washroom and three balconies. The attic includes a hall, trunk room
and three spare rooms. The hollow tile exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Third set, dated
March-April 1921: The basement contains a hall, servant's room, bathroom, boiler room, two fuel
bins, cellar, storeroom, boys' room, laundry room and drying room. The ground floor contains a
hall with adjoining coat room and lavatory, library, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry,
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storeroom, larder and dairy. A flagstone terrace joins the south side of the house on this level. The
second floor comprises the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms, two water
closets and two balconies. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a bathroom, play room and school
room. Roughcast covers the wood-frame construction. The contract drawings are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated April 28, 1921. [Signed]
Co-operative Co Lt. [per] W M Askew [and] F.B. Noble".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1350 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1350

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1351 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1351

Date: 1928 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1352 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1352

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1353 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1353

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1354 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1354

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1355 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1355

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1356 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1356

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1357 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1357

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
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is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1358 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1358

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1359 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1359

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1360 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1360

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1361 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1361

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1362 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1362

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
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kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1363 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1363

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1364 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1364

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1365 - House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Title: House for G.E. Noll, Esq., Cadboro Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1365

Date: 1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.E. Noll of Cadboro Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 16 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 ink on paper, 8 blueprints; 48 x 54 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two blueprints of a proposal for the house (AP1350-AP1351, dated Jan. 24, 1928) show a site plan
and plans of two floors. The working drawings show plans, elevations and a section. Blueprints
taken from the working drawings show the location of electrical and plumbing outlets. One-
storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor consists of a living room, dining room,
kitchen, bedroom, maid's room and two bathrooms. A terrace extends across the side of the house
facing the sea and part of the around the two adjoining sides. A screened porch with laundry trays
is attached on this level outside the kitchen and maid's room. Two bedrooms and a bathroom
comprise the attic. The wooden framing is covered with vertical rough sawn fir boards.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1366 - Sketch of proposed 2 suite apartment, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: Sketch of proposed 2 suite apartment, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1366

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Nancy M. Beveridge of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 33 x 24 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of the second floor of a grocery store building showing the creation or alteration of two
suites. Each consists of a living room, kitchenette with dining ingle, bedroom and bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1367 - Sketch of proposed 2 suite apartment, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: Sketch of proposed 2 suite apartment, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1367

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Nancy M. Beveridge of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 33 x 24 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of the second floor of a grocery store building showing the creation or alteration of two
suites. Each consists of a living room, kitchenette with dining ingle, bedroom and bathroom.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1368 - Sketch of proposed 2 suite apartment, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: Sketch of proposed 2 suite apartment, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1368

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Nancy M. Beveridge of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 33 x 24 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of the second floor of a grocery store building showing the creation or alteration of two
suites. Each consists of a living room, kitchenette with dining ingle, bedroom and bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1369 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1369

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
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The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1370 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1370

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1371 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1371

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1372 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1372

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1373 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1373

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
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floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1374 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1374

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1375 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1375

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1376 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1376

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1377 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1377

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
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floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1378 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1378

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1379 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1379

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1380 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1380
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Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1381 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1381

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
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storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1382 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1382

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1383 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1383

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1384 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1384

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1385 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1385

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
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carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1386 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1386

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1387 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1387

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1388 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1388

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1389 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1389

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
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a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1390 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1390

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1391 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1391

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1392 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1392

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1393 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1393

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
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a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1394 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1394

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1395 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1395

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1396 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1396

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1397 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1397

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
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a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1398 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1398

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1399 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1399

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1400 - Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk
Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Norfolk Lodge", Elk Lake, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1400

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 21 drawings: 4 pencil on paper, 13 ink on linen, 4 blueprints; 35 x 63 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file consists of a perspective view of the east side of the house (AP1380), contract drawings
for the house (AP1381-AP1389, AP1391-AP1393), drawings of a gas house, detail of the veranda
and wiring diagrams. Notations and changes are sketched in pencil on the contract drawings. Two-
storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a lavatory, storeroom and laundry
area. The ground floor comprises a hall, library, two undesignated rooms, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. A veranda fronts the hall, and a terrace extends across the front or east side and
carries on around the north side. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and three or four undesignated rooms. Pencil sketches on the contract drawings show
a glassed-in room (larger than a cupola) rising from the attic. The wood-frame construction is
covered with roughcast, and plans call for liberal use of leaded glass windows. Contract drawings
stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 15th
1914. [Signed] JE Shenk [and] JH Oldfield." Drawings for earlier additions and alterations were
prepared for H.C. Oldfield (see file 138).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1401 - Alterations and additions to no. 852 Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to no. 852 Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1401

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 60 x 77 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Drawing AP1401 shows a large, ornate conservatory attached to the house on
the ground level. Drawing AP1402 shows the addition of a small conservatory on the ground floor
and a bedroom, linen closet and sleeping balcony on the second. This latter drawing also includes
plans for a small garage. Drawing AP1402 signed "J. Smethurst".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1402 - Alterations and additions to no. 852 Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to no. 852 Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.H. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1402

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.H. Oldfield of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 60 x 77 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Drawing AP1401 shows a large, ornate conservatory attached to the house on
the ground level. Drawing AP1402 shows the addition of a small conservatory on the ground floor
and a bedroom, linen closet and sleeping balcony on the second. This latter drawing also includes
plans for a small garage. Drawing AP1402 signed "J. Smethurst".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1403 - Outline of unidentified house, garage and sunken
garden

Title: Outline of unidentified house, garage and sunken garden

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1403

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 23 x 46 cm

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1404 - Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson,
Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson, Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1404

Date: 1919-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Campbell Paterson of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 54 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file consists of proposal sketches, contract and shop drawings for the garage/stable house and
a proposal drawing of a separate garage. The proposals for the main structure (AP1404 AP1405)
show plans and elevations. The contract drawings (AP1406-AP1407) show plans, elevations,
sections and details. The shop drawings detail fireplaces, mantels, kitchen fitments, various doors
and windows. One-storey building comprising a veranda, kitchen, two bedrooms, storeroom,
garage, stable and cattle enclosure. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in contract dated Nov. 21st 1919.
[Signed] Walter Houghton [and] Campbell Paterson by his atty in fact Lindley Crease".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1405 - Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson,
Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson, Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1405

Date: 1919-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Campbell Paterson of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 54 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file consists of proposal sketches, contract and shop drawings for the garage/stable house and
a proposal drawing of a separate garage. The proposals for the main structure (AP1404 AP1405)
show plans and elevations. The contract drawings (AP1406-AP1407) show plans, elevations,
sections and details. The shop drawings detail fireplaces, mantels, kitchen fitments, various doors
and windows. One-storey building comprising a veranda, kitchen, two bedrooms, storeroom,
garage, stable and cattle enclosure. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract
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drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in contract dated Nov. 21st 1919.
[Signed] Walter Houghton [and] Campbell Paterson by his atty in fact Lindley Crease".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1406 - Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson,
Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson, Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1406

Date: 1919-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Campbell Paterson of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 54 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file consists of proposal sketches, contract and shop drawings for the garage/stable house and
a proposal drawing of a separate garage. The proposals for the main structure (AP1404 AP1405)
show plans and elevations. The contract drawings (AP1406-AP1407) show plans, elevations,
sections and details. The shop drawings detail fireplaces, mantels, kitchen fitments, various doors
and windows. One-storey building comprising a veranda, kitchen, two bedrooms, storeroom,
garage, stable and cattle enclosure. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in contract dated Nov. 21st 1919.
[Signed] Walter Houghton [and] Campbell Paterson by his atty in fact Lindley Crease".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1407 - Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson,
Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson, Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1407

Date: 1919-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Campbell Paterson of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 54 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file consists of proposal sketches, contract and shop drawings for the garage/stable house and
a proposal drawing of a separate garage. The proposals for the main structure (AP1404 AP1405)
show plans and elevations. The contract drawings (AP1406-AP1407) show plans, elevations,
sections and details. The shop drawings detail fireplaces, mantels, kitchen fitments, various doors
and windows. One-storey building comprising a veranda, kitchen, two bedrooms, storeroom,
garage, stable and cattle enclosure. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in contract dated Nov. 21st 1919.
[Signed] Walter Houghton [and] Campbell Paterson by his atty in fact Lindley Crease".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1408 - Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson,
Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson, Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1408

Date: 1919-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Campbell Paterson of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 54 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file consists of proposal sketches, contract and shop drawings for the garage/stable house and
a proposal drawing of a separate garage. The proposals for the main structure (AP1404 AP1405)
show plans and elevations. The contract drawings (AP1406-AP1407) show plans, elevations,
sections and details. The shop drawings detail fireplaces, mantels, kitchen fitments, various doors
and windows. One-storey building comprising a veranda, kitchen, two bedrooms, storeroom,
garage, stable and cattle enclosure. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in contract dated Nov. 21st 1919.
[Signed] Walter Houghton [and] Campbell Paterson by his atty in fact Lindley Crease".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1409 - Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson,
Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson, Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1409

Date: 1919-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Campbell Paterson of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 54 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file consists of proposal sketches, contract and shop drawings for the garage/stable house and
a proposal drawing of a separate garage. The proposals for the main structure (AP1404 AP1405)
show plans and elevations. The contract drawings (AP1406-AP1407) show plans, elevations,
sections and details. The shop drawings detail fireplaces, mantels, kitchen fitments, various doors
and windows. One-storey building comprising a veranda, kitchen, two bedrooms, storeroom,
garage, stable and cattle enclosure. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in contract dated Nov. 21st 1919.
[Signed] Walter Houghton [and] Campbell Paterson by his atty in fact Lindley Crease".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1410 - Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson,
Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson, Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1410

Date: 1919-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Campbell Paterson of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 54 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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This file consists of proposal sketches, contract and shop drawings for the garage/stable house and
a proposal drawing of a separate garage. The proposals for the main structure (AP1404 AP1405)
show plans and elevations. The contract drawings (AP1406-AP1407) show plans, elevations,
sections and details. The shop drawings detail fireplaces, mantels, kitchen fitments, various doors
and windows. One-storey building comprising a veranda, kitchen, two bedrooms, storeroom,
garage, stable and cattle enclosure. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in contract dated Nov. 21st 1919.
[Signed] Walter Houghton [and] Campbell Paterson by his atty in fact Lindley Crease".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1411 - Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson,
Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Title: Plan of garage and stable house for C. Paterson, Esq. at Gordon Head, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1411

Date: 1919-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Campbell Paterson of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 54 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file consists of proposal sketches, contract and shop drawings for the garage/stable house and
a proposal drawing of a separate garage. The proposals for the main structure (AP1404 AP1405)
show plans and elevations. The contract drawings (AP1406-AP1407) show plans, elevations,
sections and details. The shop drawings detail fireplaces, mantels, kitchen fitments, various doors
and windows. One-storey building comprising a veranda, kitchen, two bedrooms, storeroom,
garage, stable and cattle enclosure. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract
drawings inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in contract dated Nov. 21st 1919.
[Signed] Walter Houghton [and] Campbell Paterson by his atty in fact Lindley Crease".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1412 - Alterations & additions to "The Hamsterley
Lakeside" for A.H. Pease

Title: Alterations & additions to "The Hamsterley Lakeside" for A.H. Pease

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1412

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.H. Pease of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 30 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan and elevation. Facade of tea room and connecting fence and trellis shielding open-air dance
pavilion.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1413 - Plan of house on Work Street, Victoria, B.C., for
William Peden, Esq.

Title: Plan of house on Work Street, Victoria, B.C., for William Peden, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1413

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for William Peden of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 48 x 51 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and water closet. The
second floor contains four bedrooms and a bathroom. The wood-frame construction of the first
floor is finished in either clapboard or shingles and the second floor in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1414 - Plan of house on Work Street, Victoria, B.C., for
William Peden, Esq.

Title: Plan of house on Work Street, Victoria, B.C., for William Peden, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1414

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for William Peden of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 48 x 51 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and detail. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and water closet. The
second floor contains four bedrooms and a bathroom. The wood-frame construction of the first
floor is finished in either clapboard or shingles and the second floor in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1415 - House on North Hampshire Road, Victoria, B.C.,
for J.D. Pemberton, Esq.

Title: House on North Hampshire Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.D. Pemberton, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1415

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.D. Pemberton, Jr. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 46 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Shows plans, elevations and sections. The floor plans show pencil notations of wiring and
outlets. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement includes a servant's room, laundry
room, water closet and fuel bin. The ground floor consists of a veranda, vestibule, den, living
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and children's room. The second floor comprises four
bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and water closet. Maclure prepared plans for alterations and
additions to this house for Mrs. Harold Lewis in 1917 (see file 115) and for Lawrence M. Earle in
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1922-24 (see file 48). The original address was 1652 Wilmot Place. The drawings are signed by
Thos. Ashe and J.D. Pemberton.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1416 - House on North Hampshire Road, Victoria, B.C.,
for J.D. Pemberton, Esq.

Title: House on North Hampshire Road, Victoria, B.C., for J.D. Pemberton, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1416

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.D. Pemberton, Jr. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 46 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Shows plans, elevations and sections. The floor plans show pencil notations of wiring and
outlets. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement includes a servant's room, laundry
room, water closet and fuel bin. The ground floor consists of a veranda, vestibule, den, living
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and children's room. The second floor comprises four
bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and water closet. Maclure prepared plans for alterations and
additions to this house for Mrs. Harold Lewis in 1917 (see file 115) and for Lawrence M. Earle in
1922-24 (see file 48). The original address was 1652 Wilmot Place. The drawings are signed by
Thos. Ashe and J.D. Pemberton.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1417 - Plan of "Gonzales," property of the Pemberton
Estate, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of "Gonzales," property of the Pemberton Estate, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1417

Date: 1918 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 39 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of the house, presumably as it stood in 1918. No alterations are indicated. Two storey house
with an attic and possibly a basement. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room,
conservatory, study, storeroom, laundry, two kitchens, three pantries, strong room, billiard room,
two undesignated rooms and a semidetached woodshed. The second floor contains a hall, eight
bedrooms, a dressing room, sitting room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a hall, studio,
darkroom and tower.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1418 - Plan of "Gonzales," property of the Pemberton
Estate, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of "Gonzales," property of the Pemberton Estate, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1418

Date: 1918 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 39 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of the house, presumably as it stood in 1918. No alterations are indicated. Two storey house
with an attic and possibly a basement. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room,
conservatory, study, storeroom, laundry, two kitchens, three pantries, strong room, billiard room,
two undesignated rooms and a semidetached woodshed. The second floor contains a hall, eight
bedrooms, a dressing room, sitting room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a hall, studio,
darkroom and tower.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1419 - Plan of "Gonzales," property of the Pemberton
Estate, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of "Gonzales," property of the Pemberton Estate, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1419

Date: 1918 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 39 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of the house, presumably as it stood in 1918. No alterations are indicated. Two storey house
with an attic and possibly a basement. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room,
conservatory, study, storeroom, laundry, two kitchens, three pantries, strong room, billiard room,
two undesignated rooms and a semidetached woodshed. The second floor contains a hall, eight
bedrooms, a dressing room, sitting room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a hall, studio,
darkroom and tower.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1420 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1420

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
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basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1421 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1421

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1422 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1422

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1423 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1423

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1424 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1424

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
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glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1425 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1425

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1426 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1426
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Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1427 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1427

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
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comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1428 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1428

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1429 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1429

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1430 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1430

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1431 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1431

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
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glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1432 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1432

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1433 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1433
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Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1434 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1434

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
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comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1435 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1435

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1436 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1436

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1437 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1437

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1438 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1438

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
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glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1439 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1439

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1440 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1440
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Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.1 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.1

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
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comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.2 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.2

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.3 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.3

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.4 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.4

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.5 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.5

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
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glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.6 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.6

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.7 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.7
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Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.8 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.8

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
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comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.9 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.9

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.10 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul
Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.10

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.11 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul
Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.11

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.12 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul
Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.12

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
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glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.13 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul
Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.13

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.14 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul
Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441.14
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Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1441 - Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for W.P.D. Pemberton, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1441

Date: 1928-1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.P.D. Pemberton of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 36 drawings: 23 pencil on paper, 9 ink on paper, 3 blueprints, 1 watercolour;
66 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings (AP1420-AP1427) show plans, elevations and section. Wiring and outlets are
added to blueprints of the floor plans. The remainder of the plans are drawings of room details and
shop drawings for woodwork, mantels, etc. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with
basement. The basement contains a furnace room, fuel bin and a laundry area. The ground floor
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comprises a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and water closet, hall, library, living room, sun
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, garage and veranda. The second floor includes four
bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and two balconies. The ground floor exterior walls are
finished in roughcast and the second floor in half timbering. Plans call for liberal use of leaded
glass windows. Contract drawings are signed: "William, Trerise & Williams per Ed Williams [and]
W P D Pemberton. McDowell & Mann per C J McDowell as to plg & htg".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1442 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1442

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1443 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1443

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1444 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1444

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1445 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1445

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1446 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1446

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1447 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1447

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1448 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1448

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
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The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1449 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1449

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1450 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1450

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1451 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1451

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
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conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1452 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1452

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1453 - House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic],
Somenos, B.C.

Title: House for Capt. Clive Phillips-Wolley [sic], Somenos, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1453

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Clive Phillipps-Wolley of
North Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 50 x 76 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The contract drawings (AP1442-AP1449, AP1452) and other drawings show plans, elevations,
sections and details of the house and a gate lodge. Two-storey house with part basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, water closet, storeroom and furnace room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, living hall, library, boudoir, dining room,
conservatory, kitchen, pantry, larder and two verandas. The second floor consists of the upper
hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The basement wall is faced
in stone. The outer walls on the first storey are finished in half timber and possibly roughcast. The
second floor is entirely finished in half timbering. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout.
The first contract drawing (AP1442) is inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in the
contract." All contract drawings are signed: "James Bryson [stamped] The Westholme Lumber
Co., Ltd. [and signed] C Phillipps Wolley".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1454 - House for Albert Pike, Esq., Lot 33, Cambridge
Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Albert Pike, Esq., Lot 33, Cambridge Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1454

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Albert Pike of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, den, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor contains two bedrooms,
box room and bathroom. The basement wall is covered with a brick veneer above ground and
the rest of the exterior is finished in roughcast. The drawings specify leaded glass windows
throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1455 - House for Albert Pike, Esq., Lot 33, Cambridge
Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Albert Pike, Esq., Lot 33, Cambridge Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1455

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Albert Pike of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, den, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor contains two bedrooms,
box room and bathroom. The basement wall is covered with a brick veneer above ground and
the rest of the exterior is finished in roughcast. The drawings specify leaded glass windows
throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1456 - House for Albert Pike, Esq., Lot 33, Cambridge
Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Albert Pike, Esq., Lot 33, Cambridge Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1456

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Albert Pike of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, den, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor contains two bedrooms,
box room and bathroom. The basement wall is covered with a brick veneer above ground and
the rest of the exterior is finished in roughcast. The drawings specify leaded glass windows
throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1457 - House for Albert Pike, Esq., Lot 33, Cambridge
Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Albert Pike, Esq., Lot 33, Cambridge Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1457

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Albert Pike of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 49 x 63 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, den, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor contains two bedrooms,
box room and bathroom. The basement wall is covered with a brick veneer above ground and
the rest of the exterior is finished in roughcast. The drawings specify leaded glass windows
throughout.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1458 - Interior details: house for S.J. Pitts, Esq., Rockland
Avenue: detail of hall and staircase

Title: Interior details: house for S.J. Pitts, Esq., Rockland Avenue: detail of hall and staircase
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1458

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for S.J. Pitts of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 59 x 49 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Elevation.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1459 - House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Title: House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1459

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.A. Pomeroy of Sandwick,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. One-storey house. One drawing shows an alternative plan
with part basement. The ground floor consists of a veranda, vestibule, living room, dining room,
kitchen, back porch, two bedrooms and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in
shingles with half timbering in the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1460 - House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Title: House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1460

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.A. Pomeroy of Sandwick,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. One-storey house. One drawing shows an alternative plan
with part basement. The ground floor consists of a veranda, vestibule, living room, dining room,
kitchen, back porch, two bedrooms and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in
shingles with half timbering in the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1461 - House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Title: House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1461

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.A. Pomeroy of Sandwick,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. One-storey house. One drawing shows an alternative plan
with part basement. The ground floor consists of a veranda, vestibule, living room, dining room,
kitchen, back porch, two bedrooms and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in
shingles with half timbering in the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1462 - House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Title: House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1462
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Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.A. Pomeroy of Sandwick,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. One-storey house. One drawing shows an alternative plan
with part basement. The ground floor consists of a veranda, vestibule, living room, dining room,
kitchen, back porch, two bedrooms and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in
shingles with half timbering in the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1463 - House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Title: House for W.A. Pomeroy, Esq. at Sandwick, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1463

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.A. Pomeroy of Sandwick,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and detail. One-storey house. One drawing shows an alternative plan
with part basement. The ground floor consists of a veranda, vestibule, living room, dining room,
kitchen, back porch, two bedrooms and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is finished in
shingles with half timbering in the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1464 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan
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Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1464

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1465 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan

Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1465

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1466 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan
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Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1466

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1467 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan

Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1467

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1468 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan
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Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1468

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1469 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan

Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1469

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1470 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan
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Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1470

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1471 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan

Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1471

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1472 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan
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Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1472

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1473 - Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining
room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina, Saskatchewan

Title: Alterations to vestibule, hall, living room, dining room and pantry for E. Poole, Regina,
Saskatchewan

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1473

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Poole of Regina, Sask.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 62 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details, including interior elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1474 - Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1474
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Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. John E.B. Radcliffe of
Sooke, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 57 x 77 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains a plan and elevation dated 1927 for a new dormer in the attic to add a bedroom.
The other plans, dated 1928, for a "bungalow" appear to prescribe major alterations to an existing
structure. These latter drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. A blueprint has
hand-drawn additions to indicate wiring and heating. A drawing for the entrance gates is also
included. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room
and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, library, combination cloak room
and lavatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. A porte cochere
and porch join the house on this level at the front door, and a veranda projects from the living room
at the back. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a linen closet, bathroom and a deck over the porte
cochere. Drawing AP1475 is signed: "John E.B. Radcliffe, 9/5/28 [and] W G Leith".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1475 - Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1475

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. John E.B. Radcliffe of
Sooke, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 57 x 77 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains a plan and elevation dated 1927 for a new dormer in the attic to add a bedroom.
The other plans, dated 1928, for a "bungalow" appear to prescribe major alterations to an existing
structure. These latter drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. A blueprint has
hand-drawn additions to indicate wiring and heating. A drawing for the entrance gates is also
included. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room
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and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, library, combination cloak room
and lavatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. A porte cochere
and porch join the house on this level at the front door, and a veranda projects from the living room
at the back. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a linen closet, bathroom and a deck over the porte
cochere. Drawing AP1475 is signed: "John E.B. Radcliffe, 9/5/28 [and] W G Leith".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1476 - Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1476

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. John E.B. Radcliffe of
Sooke, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 57 x 77 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains a plan and elevation dated 1927 for a new dormer in the attic to add a bedroom.
The other plans, dated 1928, for a "bungalow" appear to prescribe major alterations to an existing
structure. These latter drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. A blueprint has
hand-drawn additions to indicate wiring and heating. A drawing for the entrance gates is also
included. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room
and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, library, combination cloak room
and lavatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. A porte cochere
and porch join the house on this level at the front door, and a veranda projects from the living room
at the back. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a linen closet, bathroom and a deck over the porte
cochere. Drawing AP1475 is signed: "John E.B. Radcliffe, 9/5/28 [and] W G Leith".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1477 - Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1477

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. John E.B. Radcliffe of
Sooke, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 57 x 77 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains a plan and elevation dated 1927 for a new dormer in the attic to add a bedroom.
The other plans, dated 1928, for a "bungalow" appear to prescribe major alterations to an existing
structure. These latter drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. A blueprint has
hand-drawn additions to indicate wiring and heating. A drawing for the entrance gates is also
included. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room
and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, library, combination cloak room
and lavatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. A porte cochere
and porch join the house on this level at the front door, and a veranda projects from the living room
at the back. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a linen closet, bathroom and a deck over the porte
cochere. Drawing AP1475 is signed: "John E.B. Radcliffe, 9/5/28 [and] W G Leith".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1478 - Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for Capt. J.E. Radcliffe, Sooke, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1478

Date: 1927-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Capt. John E.B. Radcliffe of
Sooke, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 2 blueprints; 57 x 77 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains a plan and elevation dated 1927 for a new dormer in the attic to add a bedroom.
The other plans, dated 1928, for a "bungalow" appear to prescribe major alterations to an existing
structure. These latter drawings show plans, elevations, sections and details. A blueprint has
hand-drawn additions to indicate wiring and heating. A drawing for the entrance gates is also
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included. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room
and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, library, combination cloak room
and lavatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. A porte cochere
and porch join the house on this level at the front door, and a veranda projects from the living room
at the back. The attic consists of two bedrooms, a linen closet, bathroom and a deck over the porte
cochere. Drawing AP1475 is signed: "John E.B. Radcliffe, 9/5/28 [and] W G Leith".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1479 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1479

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1480 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur
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Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1480

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1481 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1481

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
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house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1482 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1482

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1483 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1483

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1484 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1484

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1485 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1485

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1486 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1486

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1487 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1487

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1488 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1488

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1489 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1489

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1490 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1490

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1491 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1491

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
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hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1492 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1492

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1493 - Proposed alterations & additions to house on
Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Title: Proposed alterations & additions to house on Stanley Ave., Victoria, B.C., for Mrs. J.L. Raymur

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1493

Date: 1921 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. J.L. Raymur of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: pencil on paper; 40 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains three different sets of proposal drawings. The first set consists of plans only; the
second shows plans, elevation and section; and the third contains plans, elevations and details of
kitchen fitments. There is also a drawing showing the first and second floor plans of the original
house. An Elizabeth Raymur lived at 1315 Stanley Avenue in the 1920s, but this address does not
now exist. No building similar in age or design to anything in this set exists at or near 1315 Stanley
Avenue. The existing house shown in drawing AP1493 (Aug. 1921) has two storeys, but it is not
clear whether there is a basement. The first floor includes a porch, hall, drawing room (mislabelled
dining room), a dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and water closet. The second floor has a
hall, four bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. The first two proposals appear to transform the
house into a boarding house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1494 - House for Miss Reid

Title: House for Miss Reid

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1494

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Jane Reid of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 35 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including sketches), elevations (2 hand-coloured) and details. Three-storey rooming house.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room, smoking room, sitting room, kitchen,
pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A veranda adjoins the living and smoking rooms, and a terrace
gives off the veranda. The second floor contains ten bedrooms, a trunk room, bathroom and water
closet. The third floor consists of eight bedrooms, trunk room, bathroom and water closet. Each
bedroom on the second and third floors is fitted with a sink.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1495 - House for Miss Reid

Title: House for Miss Reid

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1495

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Jane Reid of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 35 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including sketches), elevations (2 hand-coloured) and details. Three-storey rooming house.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room, smoking room, sitting room, kitchen,
pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A veranda adjoins the living and smoking rooms, and a terrace
gives off the veranda. The second floor contains ten bedrooms, a trunk room, bathroom and water
closet. The third floor consists of eight bedrooms, trunk room, bathroom and water closet. Each
bedroom on the second and third floors is fitted with a sink.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1496 - House for Miss Reid

Title: House for Miss Reid

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1496

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Jane Reid of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 35 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including sketches), elevations (2 hand-coloured) and details. Three-storey rooming house.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room, smoking room, sitting room, kitchen,
pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A veranda adjoins the living and smoking rooms, and a terrace
gives off the veranda. The second floor contains ten bedrooms, a trunk room, bathroom and water
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closet. The third floor consists of eight bedrooms, trunk room, bathroom and water closet. Each
bedroom on the second and third floors is fitted with a sink.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1497 - House for Miss Reid

Title: House for Miss Reid

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1497

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Jane Reid of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 35 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including sketches), elevations (2 hand-coloured) and details. Three-storey rooming house.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room, smoking room, sitting room, kitchen,
pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A veranda adjoins the living and smoking rooms, and a terrace
gives off the veranda. The second floor contains ten bedrooms, a trunk room, bathroom and water
closet. The third floor consists of eight bedrooms, trunk room, bathroom and water closet. Each
bedroom on the second and third floors is fitted with a sink.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1498 - Proposed tea room for [blank] Richards, Esq., Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed tea room for [blank] Richards, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1498

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Richards of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 62 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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The file contains drawings of the tea garden entrance (plan and elevation), the tea room addition to
Richards's house (plan) and a plot plan of the site including wo elevations of the tea room. The tea
room addition comprises one large room, pantry and balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1499 - Proposed tea room for [blank] Richards, Esq., Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed tea room for [blank] Richards, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1499

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Richards of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 62 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The file contains drawings of the tea garden entrance (plan and elevation), the tea room addition to
Richards's house (plan) and a plot plan of the site including wo elevations of the tea room. The tea
room addition comprises one large room, pantry and balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1500 - Proposed tea room for [blank] Richards, Esq., Oak
Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed tea room for [blank] Richards, Esq., Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1500

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E. Richards of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 62 x 91 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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The file contains drawings of the tea garden entrance (plan and elevation), the tea room addition to
Richards's house (plan) and a plot plan of the site including wo elevations of the tea room. The tea
room addition comprises one large room, pantry and balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1501 - House for G.A. Richardson, Esq., Moss St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.A. Richardson, Esq., Moss St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1501

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.A. Richardson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 36 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a water closet and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor contains the upper hall, three
bedrooms, servant's room, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch. The exterior walls of the
ground floor and part of the second floor are finished in shingles and the rest of the second floor
in half timbering. Leaded lights are extensively specified for the windows. Stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 25th, 12. [Signed] Murry &
[illegible and] G.A. Richardson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1502 - House for G.A. Richardson, Esq., Moss St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.A. Richardson, Esq., Moss St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1502

Date: 1912 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.A. Richardson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 36 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a water closet and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor contains the upper hall, three
bedrooms, servant's room, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch. The exterior walls of the
ground floor and part of the second floor are finished in shingles and the rest of the second floor
in half timbering. Leaded lights are extensively specified for the windows. Stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 25th, 12. [Signed] Murry &
[illegible and] G.A. Richardson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1503 - House for G.A. Richardson, Esq., Moss St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.A. Richardson, Esq., Moss St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1503

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.A. Richardson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 36 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a water closet and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor contains the upper hall, three
bedrooms, servant's room, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch. The exterior walls of the
ground floor and part of the second floor are finished in shingles and the rest of the second floor
in half timbering. Leaded lights are extensively specified for the windows. Stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 25th, 12. [Signed] Murry &
[illegible and] G.A. Richardson".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1504 - House for G.A. Richardson, Esq., Moss St.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.A. Richardson, Esq., Moss St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1504

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.A. Richardson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 42 x 36 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The basement includes
a water closet and laundry room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room,
den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. The second floor contains the upper hall, three
bedrooms, servant's room, bathroom, water closet and sleeping porch. The exterior walls of the
ground floor and part of the second floor are finished in shingles and the rest of the second floor
in half timbering. Leaded lights are extensively specified for the windows. Stamped and inscribed:
"This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 25th, 12. [Signed] Murry &
[illegible and] G.A. Richardson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1505 - Plan of house for Alexr. Robinson, Esqre., Linden
Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Alexr. Robinson, Esqre., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1505

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alexander Robinson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: blueprints; 42 x 52 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. The drawing of plans and elevations has extensive pencil annotations.
Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry and scullery. The second floor contains five bedrooms, bathroom and water
closet. The exterior is finished in shingles. Drawing AP1505 is inscribed: "This is one of the plans
referred to in our agreement dated 22nd Feb. 1904. [Signed] Calder & Mason [and] Alexander
Robinson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1506 - Plan of house for Alexr. Robinson, Esqre., Linden
Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Alexr. Robinson, Esqre., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1506

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alexander Robinson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: blueprints; 42 x 52 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. The drawing of plans and elevations has extensive pencil annotations.
Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry and scullery. The second floor contains five bedrooms, bathroom and water
closet. The exterior is finished in shingles. Drawing AP1505 is inscribed: "This is one of the plans
referred to in our agreement dated 22nd Feb. 1904. [Signed] Calder & Mason [and] Alexander
Robinson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1507 - Plan of house for Alexr. Robinson, Esqre., Linden
Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Alexr. Robinson, Esqre., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1507

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alexander Robinson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: blueprints; 42 x 52 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. The drawing of plans and elevations has extensive pencil annotations.
Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, den, dining
room, kitchen, pantry and scullery. The second floor contains five bedrooms, bathroom and water
closet. The exterior is finished in shingles. Drawing AP1505 is inscribed: "This is one of the plans
referred to in our agreement dated 22nd Feb. 1904. [Signed] Calder & Mason [and] Alexander
Robinson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1508 - Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime
Co., Esquimalt, B.C.

Title: Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime Co., Esquimalt, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1508

Date: 1924-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Rosebank Lime Company of
Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 38 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. One-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, living room, kitchen, breakfast nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1509 - Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime
Co., Esquimalt, B.C.
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Title: Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime Co., Esquimalt, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1509

Date: 1924-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Rosebank Lime Company of
Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 38 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. One-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, living room, kitchen, breakfast nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1510 - Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime
Co., Esquimalt, B.C.

Title: Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime Co., Esquimalt, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1510

Date: 1924-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Rosebank Lime Company of
Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 38 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. One-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, living room, kitchen, breakfast nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1511 - Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime
Co., Esquimalt, B.C.

Title: Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime Co., Esquimalt, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1511

Date: 1924-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Rosebank Lime Company of
Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 38 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. One-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, living room, kitchen, breakfast nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1512 - Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime
Co., Esquimalt, B.C.

Title: Plan of house at Rosebank for the Rosebank Lime Co., Esquimalt, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1512

Date: 1924-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Rosebank Lime Company of
Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 38 x 73 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. One-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, living room, kitchen, breakfast nook, two bedrooms and a bathroom. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1513 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1513

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1514 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1514

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1515 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1515

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
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bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1516 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1516

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1517 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1517
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Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1518 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1518

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
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with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1519 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1519

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1520 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1520

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1521 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1521

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
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57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1522 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1522

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1523 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1523

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1524 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1524

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1525 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1525

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
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construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1526 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1526

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1527 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1527

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1528 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1528

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
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closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1529 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1529

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1530 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1530

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1531 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1531

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
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57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1532 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1532

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1533 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1533

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1534 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1534

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1535 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1535

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
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construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1536 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1536

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1537 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1537

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1538 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1538

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
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closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1539 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1539

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1540 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1540

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1541 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1541

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
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57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1542 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1542

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1543 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1543

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1544 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1544

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1545 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1545

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
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construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1546 - House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.A. Ross, Esq., Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1546

Date: 1915-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Ross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 34 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 8 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on paper, 11
ink on linen;
57 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Working drawings have numerous pencil changes and
notations. A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement. The basement
contains the main entry hall, garage, two servants' rooms, fuel bin, storeroom, larder and water
closet. The porte cochere adjoins the entry hall on this level. The ground floor comprises a hall
with adjoining lavatory, living room, office, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom,
bathroom and two balconies. The second floor consists of the upper hall, three bedrooms,
dressing room, morning room, linen closet, two bathrooms and sleeping porch. The wood-frame
construction is finished in roughcast. Later plans call for the addition of a sitting room off the
bedroom and bathroom on the ground floor. Drawings AP1514-AP1521, AP1529-AP1531 and
AP1534 signed or initialled by Wm. Gregson and H.A. Ross.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1547 - Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1547

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.S. Rothwell of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 43 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor contains a hall, den, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing
room, bathroom, water closet and two verandas. The attic (called second floor on the plan)
comprises two bedrooms. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Leaded glass windows
are shown throughout. Drawings AP1547 and AP1549-AP1553 are stamped and inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 21.12. [Signed . illegible. and] G.S.
Rothwell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1548 - Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1548

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.S. Rothwell of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 43 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor contains a hall, den, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing
room, bathroom, water closet and two verandas. The attic (called second floor on the plan)
comprises two bedrooms. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Leaded glass windows
are shown throughout. Drawings AP1547 and AP1549-AP1553 are stamped and inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 21.12. [Signed . illegible. and] G.S.
Rothwell".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1549 - Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1549

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.S. Rothwell of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 43 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor contains a hall, den, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing
room, bathroom, water closet and two verandas. The attic (called second floor on the plan)
comprises two bedrooms. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Leaded glass windows
are shown throughout. Drawings AP1547 and AP1549-AP1553 are stamped and inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 21.12. [Signed . illegible. and] G.S.
Rothwell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1551 - Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1551

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.S. Rothwell of North
Cowichan, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 43 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor contains a hall, den, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing
room, bathroom, water closet and two verandas. The attic (called second floor on the plan)
comprises two bedrooms. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Leaded glass windows
are shown throughout. Drawings AP1547 and AP1549-AP1553 are stamped and inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 21.12. [Signed . illegible. and] G.S.
Rothwell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1552 - Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1552

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.S. Rothwell of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 43 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor contains a hall, den, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing
room, bathroom, water closet and two verandas. The attic (called second floor on the plan)
comprises two bedrooms. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Leaded glass windows
are shown throughout. Drawings AP1547 and AP1549-AP1553 are stamped and inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 21.12. [Signed . illegible. and] G.S.
Rothwell".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1553 - Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1553

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.S. Rothwell of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 43 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor contains a hall, den, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing
room, bathroom, water closet and two verandas. The attic (called second floor on the plan)
comprises two bedrooms. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Leaded glass windows
are shown throughout. Drawings AP1547 and AP1549-AP1553 are stamped and inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 21.12. [Signed . illegible. and] G.S.
Rothwell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1554 - Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1554

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.S. Rothwell of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 43 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor contains a hall, den, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing
room, bathroom, water closet and two verandas. The attic (called second floor on the plan)
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comprises two bedrooms. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Leaded glass windows
are shown throughout. Drawings AP1547 and AP1549-AP1553 are stamped and inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 21.12. [Signed . illegible. and] G.S.
Rothwell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1555 - Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan
Lake, B.C.

Title: Bungalow for G.S. Rothwell, Esq., Quamichan Lake, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1555

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for G.S. Rothwell of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 7 ink on linen; 43 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with part basement and attic. The ground
floor contains a hall, den, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing
room, bathroom, water closet and two verandas. The attic (called second floor on the plan)
comprises two bedrooms. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast. Leaded glass windows
are shown throughout. Drawings AP1547 and AP1549-AP1553 are stamped and inscribed: "This
is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated June 21.12. [Signed . illegible. and] G.S.
Rothwell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1556 - Alterations and additions to Royal Trust Co office

Title: Alterations and additions to Royal Trust Co office

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1556

Date: 1920-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Royal Trust Co. of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 55 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Alterations to corner suite on ground floor of the Belmont Building,
Government and Humboldt Streets, Victoria.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1557 - Alterations and additions to Royal Trust Co office

Title: Alterations and additions to Royal Trust Co office

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1557

Date: 1920-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Royal Trust Co. of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 55 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Alterations to corner suite on ground floor of the Belmont Building,
Government and Humboldt Streets, Victoria.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1558.1 - Alterations and additions to Royal Trust Co
office

Title: Alterations and additions to Royal Trust Co office

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1558.1

Date: 1920-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Royal Trust Co. of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 55 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Alterations to corner suite on ground floor of the Belmont Building,
Government and Humboldt Streets, Victoria.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1558 - Alterations and additions to Royal Trust Co office

Title: Alterations and additions to Royal Trust Co office

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1558

Date: 1920-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Royal Trust Co. of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 55 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Alterations to corner suite on ground floor of the Belmont Building,
Government and Humboldt Streets, Victoria.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1559 - Residence for the Royal Trust Co., Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for the Royal Trust Co., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1559

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Royal Trust Co. of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 32 x 53 cm

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement includes a
servant's room, storeroom and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, maid's room, and two bathrooms. The second floor contains four
bedrooms and a bathroom. Roughcast finishes the wood-frame construction on both floors.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1560 - Residence for the Royal Trust Co., Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for the Royal Trust Co., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1560

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Royal Trust Co. of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 32 x 53 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement includes a
servant's room, storeroom and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, maid's room, and two bathrooms. The second floor contains four
bedrooms and a bathroom. Roughcast finishes the wood-frame construction on both floors.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1561 - Residence for the Royal Trust Co., Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for the Royal Trust Co., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1561

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Royal Trust Co. of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 32 x 53 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement includes a
servant's room, storeroom and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, maid's room, and two bathrooms. The second floor contains four
bedrooms and a bathroom. Roughcast finishes the wood-frame construction on both floors.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1562 - Residence for the Royal Trust Co., Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for the Royal Trust Co., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1562

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Royal Trust Co. of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 32 x 53 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement includes a
servant's room, storeroom and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, maid's room, and two bathrooms. The second floor contains four
bedrooms and a bathroom. Roughcast finishes the wood-frame construction on both floors.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1563-1564 - House for W. Upton Runnells, Esq., Linden
Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W. Upton Runnells, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1563-1564

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W. Upton Runnells of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 28 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Maclure revised these plans in June-July 1911, and Capt. William
Grant had it built at 71 Linden Avenue, Victoria, as a wedding gift for his son H.G. Grant (see file
68).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1565-1566 - House for W. Upton Runnells, Esq., Linden
Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W. Upton Runnells, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1565-1566

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W. Upton Runnells of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 28 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Maclure revised these plans in June-July 1911, and Capt. William
Grant had it built at 71 Linden Avenue, Victoria, as a wedding gift for his son H.G. Grant (see file
68).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1567-1568 - House for W. Upton Runnells, Esq., Linden
Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W. Upton Runnells, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1567-1568
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Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W. Upton Runnells of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 28 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Maclure revised these plans in June-July 1911, and Capt. William
Grant had it built at 71 Linden Avenue, Victoria, as a wedding gift for his son H.G. Grant (see file
68).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1569 - House for W. Upton Runnells, Esq., Linden
Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for W. Upton Runnells, Esq., Linden Avenue, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1569

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W. Upton Runnells of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 28 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Maclure revised these plans in June-July 1911, and Capt. William
Grant had it built at 71 Linden Avenue, Victoria, as a wedding gift for his son H.G. Grant (see file
68).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1570 - Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane
Schetky
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Title: Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane Schetky

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1570

Date: 1912-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 152 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and full-size details.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1571 - Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane
Schetky

Title: Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane Schetky

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1571

Date: 1912-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 152 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and full-size details.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1572 - Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane
Schetky

Title: Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane Schetky

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1572

Date: 1912-1914 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 152 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and full-size details.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1573 - Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane
Schetky

Title: Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane Schetky

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1573

Date: 1912-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 152 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and full-size details.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1574 - Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane
Schetky

Title: Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane Schetky

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1574

Date: 1912-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox.
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Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 152 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and full-size details.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1575 - Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane
Schetky

Title: Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane Schetky

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1575

Date: 1912-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 152 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and full-size details.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1576 - Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane
Schetky

Title: Proposed altar to the memory of Mary Jane Schetky

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1576

Date: 1912-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 152 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Elevations and full-size details.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1577 - Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C.,
for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Title: Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C., for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1577

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.D. Schreiber of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living room, sun room, dining room,
kitchen, breakfast ingle, pantry and maid's room. The second floor contains a hall, alcove, two
bedrooms and a bathroom. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast with shingles or clapboard
in the tops of the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1578 - Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C.,
for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Title: Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C., for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1578

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.D. Schreiber of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Block plan, plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living room, sun room, dining room,
kitchen, breakfast ingle, pantry and maid's room. The second floor contains a hall, alcove, two
bedrooms and a bathroom. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast with shingles or clapboard
in the tops of the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1579 - Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C.,
for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Title: Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C., for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1579

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.D. Schreiber of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living room, sun room, dining room,
kitchen, breakfast ingle, pantry and maid's room. The second floor contains a hall, alcove, two
bedrooms and a bathroom. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast with shingles or clapboard
in the tops of the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1580 - Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C.,
for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Title: Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C., for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1580

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.D. Schreiber of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living room, sun room, dining room,
kitchen, breakfast ingle, pantry and maid's room. The second floor contains a hall, alcove, two
bedrooms and a bathroom. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast with shingles or clapboard
in the tops of the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1581 - Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C.,
for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Title: Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C., for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1581

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.D. Schreiber of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living room, sun room, dining room,
kitchen, breakfast ingle, pantry and maid's room. The second floor contains a hall, alcove, two
bedrooms and a bathroom. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast with shingles or clapboard
in the tops of the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1582 - Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C.,
for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Title: Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C., for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1582

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.D. Schreiber of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living room, sun room, dining room,
kitchen, breakfast ingle, pantry and maid's room. The second floor contains a hall, alcove, two
bedrooms and a bathroom. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast with shingles or clapboard
in the tops of the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1583 - Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C.,
for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Title: Plan of residence on Gonzales Hill, Victoria, B.C., for Lt. Col. C.D. Schreiber

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1583

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for C.D. Schreiber of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 80 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Block plan, plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, living room, sun room, dining room,
kitchen, breakfast ingle, pantry and maid's room. The second floor contains a hall, alcove, two
bedrooms and a bathroom. The exterior walls are finished in roughcast with shingles or clapboard
in the tops of the gable ends.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1584-1585 - Alterations and additions to house for Dr.
Scott-Moncrieff, Richardson St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to house for Dr. Scott-Moncrieff, Richardson St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1584-1585

Date: 1918-1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.E. Scott-Moncrieff of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Four different proposals for enlargement and additions of bedrooms, dressing
room and sleeping porch.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1586-1587 - Alterations and additions to house for Dr.
Scott-Moncrieff, Richardson St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to house for Dr. Scott-Moncrieff, Richardson St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1586-1587

Date: 1918-1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.E. Scott-Moncrieff of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 44 x 43 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Four different proposals for enlargement and additions of bedrooms, dressing
room and sleeping porch.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1588-1589 - Plan of stores & apartment block for T.V.
Scudamore, Esq., Yew Street, Kitsilano

Title: Plan of stores & apartment block for T.V. Scudamore, Esq., Yew Street, Kitsilano

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1588-1589

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Thomas V. Scudamore of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 38 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevation and section. Two-storey building. The ground floor
contains four stores and one apartment (kitchen, living room, bedroom and bathroom). The second
floor (called first floor on the plan) consists of four apartments (each comprising a living room,
dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom). Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans
referred to in our agreement dated Vancouver, B.C., April 16th 1910. [Signed] B. Davidson [and]
Thos. V. Scudamore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1590-1591 - Plan of stores & apartment block for T.V.
Scudamore, Esq., Yew Street, Kitsilano

Title: Plan of stores & apartment block for T.V. Scudamore, Esq., Yew Street, Kitsilano

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1590-1591

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Thomas V. Scudamore of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 38 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevation and section. Two-storey building. The ground floor
contains four stores and one apartment (kitchen, living room, bedroom and bathroom). The second
floor (called first floor on the plan) consists of four apartments (each comprising a living room,
dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom). Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans
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referred to in our agreement dated Vancouver, B.C., April 16th 1910. [Signed] B. Davidson [and]
Thos. V. Scudamore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1592-1593 - Plan of stores & apartment block for T.V.
Scudamore, Esq., Yew Street, Kitsilano

Title: Plan of stores & apartment block for T.V. Scudamore, Esq., Yew Street, Kitsilano

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1592-1593

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure & Fox prepared for Thomas V. Scudamore of
Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on linen; 43 x 38 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Contract drawings showing plans, elevation and section. Two-storey building. The ground floor
contains four stores and one apartment (kitchen, living room, bedroom and bathroom). The second
floor (called first floor on the plan) consists of four apartments (each comprising a living room,
dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom). Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans
referred to in our agreement dated Vancouver, B.C., April 16th 1910. [Signed] B. Davidson [and]
Thos. V. Scudamore".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1594-1595 - Plan of house for J.J. Shallcross, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road

Title: Plan of house for J.J. Shallcross, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1594-1595

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.J. Shallcross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: blueprints; 38 x 45 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Some plans show amendments or dimensions added in pencil. Two-storey
house with basement. The basement includes a workroom and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule with adjoining cloak room and lavatory, living room, smoking room,
boudoir, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, shed and veranda. The second floor consists of a
gallery around the upper part of the living room, three bedrooms, dressing room, alcove, linen
closet, bathroom and water closet. The exterior walls of the basement and part of the ground floor
are faced with stone. Horizontal rough weather boarding completes the ground floor cladding and
is carried to parts of the second floor. Vertical rough boards and battens complete the second floor
exterior. Originals from which these blueprints were made inscribed: "This is one of the plans
referred to in our contract dated 30th April 1907. [Signed] Thomas Ashe [and] J J Shallcross." For
plans of alterations Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill see file 122.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1596-1597 - Plan of house for J.J. Shallcross, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road

Title: Plan of house for J.J. Shallcross, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1596-1597

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.J. Shallcross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: blueprints; 38 x 45 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Some plans show amendments or dimensions added in pencil. Two-storey
house with basement. The basement includes a workroom and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule with adjoining cloak room and lavatory, living room, smoking room,
boudoir, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, shed and veranda. The second floor consists of a
gallery around the upper part of the living room, three bedrooms, dressing room, alcove, linen
closet, bathroom and water closet. The exterior walls of the basement and part of the ground floor
are faced with stone. Horizontal rough weather boarding completes the ground floor cladding and
is carried to parts of the second floor. Vertical rough boards and battens complete the second floor
exterior. Originals from which these blueprints were made inscribed: "This is one of the plans
referred to in our contract dated 30th April 1907. [Signed] Thomas Ashe [and] J J Shallcross." For
plans of alterations Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill see file 122.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1598-1599 - Plan of house for J.J. Shallcross, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road

Title: Plan of house for J.J. Shallcross, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1598-1599

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.J. Shallcross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: blueprints; 38 x 45 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Some plans show amendments or dimensions added in pencil. Two-storey
house with basement. The basement includes a workroom and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule with adjoining cloak room and lavatory, living room, smoking room,
boudoir, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, shed and veranda. The second floor consists of a
gallery around the upper part of the living room, three bedrooms, dressing room, alcove, linen
closet, bathroom and water closet. The exterior walls of the basement and part of the ground floor
are faced with stone. Horizontal rough weather boarding completes the ground floor cladding and
is carried to parts of the second floor. Vertical rough boards and battens complete the second floor
exterior. Originals from which these blueprints were made inscribed: "This is one of the plans
referred to in our contract dated 30th April 1907. [Signed] Thomas Ashe [and] J J Shallcross." For
plans of alterations Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill see file 122.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1600-1601 - Plan of house for J.J. Shallcross, Esq., Fowl
[sic] Bay Road

Title: Plan of house for J.J. Shallcross, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1600-1601

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.J. Shallcross of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: blueprints; 38 x 45 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. Some plans show amendments or dimensions added in pencil. Two-storey
house with basement. The basement includes a workroom and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a porch, vestibule with adjoining cloak room and lavatory, living room, smoking room,
boudoir, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, shed and veranda. The second floor consists of a
gallery around the upper part of the living room, three bedrooms, dressing room, alcove, linen
closet, bathroom and water closet. The exterior walls of the basement and part of the ground floor
are faced with stone. Horizontal rough weather boarding completes the ground floor cladding and
is carried to parts of the second floor. Vertical rough boards and battens complete the second floor
exterior. Originals from which these blueprints were made inscribed: "This is one of the plans
referred to in our contract dated 30th April 1907. [Signed] Thomas Ashe [and] J J Shallcross." For
plans of alterations Maclure prepared for G.E. Merrill see file 122.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1602 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1602

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1603 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1603

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1604 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1604

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1605 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1605

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1606 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1606

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1607 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1607

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1608 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1608

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1609 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1609

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1610 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1610

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1611 - House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H.T. Shaw, Esq., Fowl [sic] Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1611

Date: 1913-1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Harry T. Shaw of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 8 ink on linen; 40 x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement includes a laundry, storeroom, servant's room, lavatory and coal bin. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule, hall, drawing room, library, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom,
dressing room and bathroom. The second floor contains three bedrooms, linen closet and
bathroom. The file also contains drawings for a garage, servant's house and a later addition to
extend the drawing room. Most of the drawings stamped: "This is one of the drawings referred
to in our contract". The plans for the original house are dated Jan. 29, 1913 and signed by A.H.
Mitchell and Harry T. Shaw. The garage plan dated Mar. 6, 1913 and signed by A.H. Mitchell.
The drawing of the servant's house is signed Nov. 19, 1913 and signed by H.H. Foster. The plan
of alterations is inscribed: "This is the drawing referred to in our tender of April 23rd. [Signed]
Hunter & Halket. [Dated in another hand] April 26th 1921".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1612 - House for T.H. Slater, Esq., Lampson St.,
Esquimalt, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Slater, Esq., Lampson St., Esquimalt, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1612

Date: 1909 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Slater of Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two drawings have pencil and pen notations. Two-storey house with
basement and attic (no plans of the latter are present). The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. A porte cochere and
porch join the house on this level at the vestibule. A large veranda wraps around the west, south
and east sides of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing
room, box room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Porches and verandas are faced in stone, and the
rest of the first floor is finished in shingles. Second-floor gable ends and one of the attic gable ends
have a half timbering treatment. The other attic gable end is finished in shingles. Plans specify the
liberal use of leaded glass windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1613 - House for T.H. Slater, Esq., Lampson St.,
Esquimalt, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Slater, Esq., Lampson St., Esquimalt, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1613

Date: 1909 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Slater of Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. Two drawings have pencil and pen notations. Two-storey house with
basement and attic (no plans of the latter are present). The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. A porte cochere and
porch join the house on this level at the vestibule. A large veranda wraps around the west, south
and east sides of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing
room, box room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Porches and verandas are faced in stone, and the
rest of the first floor is finished in shingles. Second-floor gable ends and one of the attic gable ends
have a half timbering treatment. The other attic gable end is finished in shingles. Plans specify the
liberal use of leaded glass windows.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1614 - House for T.H. Slater, Esq., Lampson St.,
Esquimalt, B.C.

Title: House for T.H. Slater, Esq., Lampson St., Esquimalt, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1614

Date: 1909 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for T.H. Slater of Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: blueprints; 46 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two drawings have pencil and pen notations. Two-storey house with
basement and attic (no plans of the latter are present). The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. A porte cochere and
porch join the house on this level at the vestibule. A large veranda wraps around the west, south
and east sides of the house. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing
room, box room, two bathrooms and a balcony. Porches and verandas are faced in stone, and the
rest of the first floor is finished in shingles. Second-floor gable ends and one of the attic gable ends
have a half timbering treatment. The other attic gable end is finished in shingles. Plans specify the
liberal use of leaded glass windows.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1616 - Sketch of proposed residence, Toronto, Ontario,
for F.M. Sloan, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed residence, Toronto, Ontario, for F.M. Sloan, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1616

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.M. Sloan of Toronto, Ont.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: blueprints; 37 x 30 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a boiler
room, fuel room, storeroom, work room, laundry room and lavatory. The ground floor comprises a
vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, sun room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry and larder. A terrace extends across part of the south side of the
house on this level. The second floor contains a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room, nursery,
sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. Another arrangement for the second floor
shows a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and second
balcony. The attic consists of three bedrooms, box room, bathroom and balcony. All of the ground
floor and part of the second floor is finished in roughcast, and the remainder of the second floor is
finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1618 - Sketch of proposed residence, Toronto, Ontario,
for F.M. Sloan, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed residence, Toronto, Ontario, for F.M. Sloan, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1618

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.M. Sloan of Toronto, Ont.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: blueprints; 37 x 30 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a boiler
room, fuel room, storeroom, work room, laundry room and lavatory. The ground floor comprises a
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vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, sun room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry and larder. A terrace extends across part of the south side of the
house on this level. The second floor contains a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room, nursery,
sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. Another arrangement for the second floor
shows a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and second
balcony. The attic consists of three bedrooms, box room, bathroom and balcony. All of the ground
floor and part of the second floor is finished in roughcast, and the remainder of the second floor is
finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1620 - Sketch of proposed residence, Toronto, Ontario,
for F.M. Sloan, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed residence, Toronto, Ontario, for F.M. Sloan, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1620

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.M. Sloan of Toronto, Ont.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: blueprints; 37 x 30 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a boiler
room, fuel room, storeroom, work room, laundry room and lavatory. The ground floor comprises a
vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, sun room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry and larder. A terrace extends across part of the south side of the
house on this level. The second floor contains a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room, nursery,
sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. Another arrangement for the second floor
shows a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and second
balcony. The attic consists of three bedrooms, box room, bathroom and balcony. All of the ground
floor and part of the second floor is finished in roughcast, and the remainder of the second floor is
finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1621-1622 - Sketch of proposed residence, Toronto,
Ontario, for F.M. Sloan, Esq.

Title: Sketch of proposed residence, Toronto, Ontario, for F.M. Sloan, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1621-1622

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.M. Sloan of Toronto, Ont.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: blueprints; 37 x 30 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement includes a boiler
room, fuel room, storeroom, work room, laundry room and lavatory. The ground floor comprises a
vestibule and adjoining coat room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, den, sun room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry and larder. A terrace extends across part of the south side of the
house on this level. The second floor contains a hall, three bedrooms, dressing room, nursery,
sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and another balcony. Another arrangement for the second floor
shows a hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, nursery, sleeping balcony, two bathrooms and second
balcony. The attic consists of three bedrooms, box room, bathroom and balcony. All of the ground
floor and part of the second floor is finished in roughcast, and the remainder of the second floor is
finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1623-1624 - House for Alexr. Stewart, Esqre., Leighton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Alexr. Stewart, Esqre., Leighton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1623-1624

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alexander Stewart of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings; ink on paper; 46 x 45 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans and elevations. One-storey house with part basement. The ground floor consists of a hall,
living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is
finished in either clapboard or shingles. Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated 5th May 1925. [Signed] W. Long [and] A. Stewart".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1625-1626 - House for Alexr. Stewart, Esqre., Leighton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Alexr. Stewart, Esqre., Leighton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1625-1626

Date: 1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alexander Stewart of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings; ink on paper; 46 x 45 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey house with part basement. The ground floor consists of a hall,
living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The wood-frame construction is
finished in either clapboard or shingles. Drawings inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated 5th May 1925. [Signed] W. Long [and] A. Stewart".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1627 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1627

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1628-1929 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1628-1929

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
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major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1630-1631 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1630-1631

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
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alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1632-1633 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1632-1633

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1634-1635 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1634-1635

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1636 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1636

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1637-1638 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1637-1638

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
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major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1639 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1639

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
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alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1640 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1640

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1641 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1641

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1642 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1642

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1643 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1643

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
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major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1644 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1644

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
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alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1645-1646 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1645-1646

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1647 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1647

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1648 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1648

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1649 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1649

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
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major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1650 - Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de
Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations to residence of Comte Jean de Suzannet, Dennison [sic] Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1650

Date: 1925-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Comte Jean de Suzannet of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 24 drawings: 14 pencil on paper, 10 pencil & ink on paper; 49 x 66 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This house was originally designed
by D.C. Frame for George Ogilvie Leask and erected in 1910-11. Maclure prepared plans for
major additions and alterations to the house. The house as altered by the first project consists
of a basement and two floors. The basement includes a laundry, water closet and storeroom.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule and adjoining cloak room and lavatory, stair hall, hall,
drawing room, sun room, dining room, kitchen, butler's pantry and two bedrooms. A large veranda
extends across the front of the house. The second floor contains five bedrooms, linen room, two
bathrooms and a water closet. The alteration plans proposed in 1928 call for the construction of
a flower room, play room and storeroom in the basement. The sun room on the ground floor is
reconstructed and transformed into a drawing room, and the bedroom adjacent to it is converted
into a den. The enlarged space on the second floor above the new drawing room becomes two
bedrooms, and the two bathrooms and linen room are relocated. The contract drawings for the first
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alteration (AP1628-AP1635) are stamped and inscribed: "This one of the drawings referred to in
our agreement dated Nov. 12th 1925. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and][ J de
Suzannet".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1651-1652 - Plan of house at Keating for Alexr. Taylor
Esq.

Title: Plan of house at Keating for Alexr. Taylor Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1651-1652

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alexander Taylor of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 37 x 59 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement includes a
laundry room, water closet and dairy or milk room. The ground floor consists of a living room, sun
room, kitchen, three bedrooms and bathroom. A terrace extends across the front of the house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1653 - Plan of house at Keating for Alexr. Taylor Esq.

Title: Plan of house at Keating for Alexr. Taylor Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1653

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alexander Taylor of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 37 x 59 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement includes a
laundry room, water closet and dairy or milk room. The ground floor consists of a living room, sun
room, kitchen, three bedrooms and bathroom. A terrace extends across the front of the house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1654 - Plan of house at Keating for Alexr. Taylor Esq.

Title: Plan of house at Keating for Alexr. Taylor Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1654

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Alexander Taylor of Central
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 ink on paper; 37 x 59 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. One-storey house with basement. The basement includes a
laundry room, water closet and dairy or milk room. The ground floor consists of a living room, sun
room, kitchen, three bedrooms and bathroom. A terrace extends across the front of the house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1655 - Alterations and additions to house in St. James
Street for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in St. James Street for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1655

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on paper; 55 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. This house was originally built in 1912 to a design prepared by James &
James for Herbert S. Lott. The file consists of a plan for the client's garden and for additions
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to the ground floor of the house. The additions comprise a veranda and conservatory along the
full length of the left side of the house. A second veranda is added on the front, and a new porte
cochere adjoins it on the right side. House renovation drawings (AP1656-AP1658) are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept 14th 1915. [Signed]
Wm G Mitchell [and] W S Terry".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1656 - Alterations and additions to house in St. James
Street for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in St. James Street for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1656

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on paper; 55 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. This house was originally built in 1912 to a design prepared by James &
James for Herbert S. Lott. The file consists of a plan for the client's garden and for additions
to the ground floor of the house. The additions comprise a veranda and conservatory along the
full length of the left side of the house. A second veranda is added on the front, and a new porte
cochere adjoins it on the right side. House renovation drawings (AP1656-AP1658) are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept 14th 1915. [Signed]
Wm G Mitchell [and] W S Terry".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1657 - Alterations and additions to house in St. James
Street for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in St. James Street for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1657

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on paper; 55 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. This house was originally built in 1912 to a design prepared by James &
James for Herbert S. Lott. The file consists of a plan for the client's garden and for additions
to the ground floor of the house. The additions comprise a veranda and conservatory along the
full length of the left side of the house. A second veranda is added on the front, and a new porte
cochere adjoins it on the right side. House renovation drawings (AP1656-AP1658) are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept 14th 1915. [Signed]
Wm G Mitchell [and] W S Terry".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1658 - Alterations and additions to house in St. James
Street for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house in St. James Street for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1658

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on paper; 55 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. This house was originally built in 1912 to a design prepared by James &
James for Herbert S. Lott. The file consists of a plan for the client's garden and for additions
to the ground floor of the house. The additions comprise a veranda and conservatory along the
full length of the left side of the house. A second veranda is added on the front, and a new porte
cochere adjoins it on the right side. House renovation drawings (AP1656-AP1658) are stamped and
inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Sept 14th 1915. [Signed]
Wm G Mitchell [and] W S Terry".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1659 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.
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Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1659

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1660 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1660

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1661 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1661

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1662 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1662

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1663 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1663

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1664 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1664

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1665 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1665

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1666 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.
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Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1666

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1667 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1667

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1668 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1668

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1669 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1669

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1670 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1670

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1671 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1671

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1672 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1672

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1673 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.
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Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1673

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1674 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1674

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1675 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1675

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1676 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1676

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1677 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1677

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1678 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1678

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1679 - Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas
and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to "Terry's", Douglas and Fort Streets, Victoria, B.C., for W.S. Terry,
Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1679

Date: 1916-1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for W.S. Terry of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 29 drawings: 18 pencil on paper, 4 ink on linen, 7 blueprints; 64 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Various interior renovations for
Terry's Drug Store, especially for the cafe portion. Drawings AP1662-AP1666 drawn by Percy
Fox. Drawings AP1659-AP1661 inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our agreement
dated Ap. 25th 1916. [Signed] Andrew H. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1697 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1697

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1698 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1698

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
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basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1699 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1699

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1700 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1700

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1701 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1701

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1702 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1702

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
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bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1703 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1703

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1704 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1704

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1705 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1705

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1706 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1706

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
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bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1707 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1707

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1709 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1709

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1710 - House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Title: House at Oak Bay, B.C., for E.D. Todd, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1710

Date: 1912-1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.D. Todd of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 19 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 1 ink on paper, 7
ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 47 x 78 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains contract drawings and tracings showing plans, elevations, sections and details.
New two-storey house (1912) with later additions and alterations (1919). Finished rooms in the
basement include a garage, laundry room, servant's room and water closet. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder.
A large veranda extends across the entire front (east) side and part of the way around the north
and south sides. The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, two
bathrooms and a balcony. The wood-frame construction is finished in shingles and half timbering.
Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Later drawings call for the addition of a new
dining room on the north side of the house. The former dining room is converted to a smoking
room, and the den becomes a breakfast room. The front veranda is enclosed and converted to
two sun rooms. The part of veranda on the south side is enclosed, and the entrance and lavatory
are altered. Drawings AP1691-AP1697 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of the drawings
referred to in our contract dated Victoria, B.C., Aug. 19th 1912. [Signed] Nelson Benneck & Sons
[and] E.D. Todd".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1711 - House for E.M. Tracksell, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay
Road.

Title: House for E.M. Tracksell, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay Road.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1711

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.M. Tracksell of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: blueprints; 36 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (basement and second floor only) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, vegetable storeroom and laundry area. The first floor (as
read from drawing AP946 in the Irving file) comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat room and
lavatory, hall, library, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. The second floor
consists of four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and three balconies. The ground floor is
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finished in shingles, and the second floor in half timbering. Maclure prepared plans for alterations
for a later owner Mrs. Lennox B. Irving in 1928 or
1929 (see file 97).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1712 - House for E.M. Tracksell, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay
Road.

Title: House for E.M. Tracksell, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay Road.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1712

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.M. Tracksell of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: blueprints; 36 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (basement and second floor only) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, vegetable storeroom and laundry area. The first floor (as
read from drawing AP946 in the Irving file) comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat room and
lavatory, hall, library, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. The second floor
consists of four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and three balconies. The ground floor is
finished in shingles, and the second floor in half timbering. Maclure prepared plans for alterations
for a later owner Mrs. Lennox B. Irving in 1928 or
1929 (see file 97).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1713 - House for E.M. Tracksell, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay
Road.

Title: House for E.M. Tracksell, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay Road.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1713

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.M. Tracksell of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: blueprints; 36 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (basement and second floor only) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, vegetable storeroom and laundry area. The first floor (as
read from drawing AP946 in the Irving file) comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat room and
lavatory, hall, library, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. The second floor
consists of four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and three balconies. The ground floor is
finished in shingles, and the second floor in half timbering. Maclure prepared plans for alterations
for a later owner Mrs. Lennox B. Irving in 1928 or
1929 (see file 97).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1714 - House for E.M. Tracksell, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay
Road.

Title: House for E.M. Tracksell, Esqre., Fowl [sic] Bay Road.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1714

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.M. Tracksell of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: blueprints; 36 x 68 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (basement and second floor only) and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The
basement includes a servant's room, vegetable storeroom and laundry area. The first floor (as
read from drawing AP946 in the Irving file) comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat room and
lavatory, hall, library, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and larder. The second floor
consists of four bedrooms, dressing room, two bathrooms and three balconies. The ground floor is
finished in shingles, and the second floor in half timbering. Maclure prepared plans for alterations
for a later owner Mrs. Lennox B. Irving in 1928 or
1929 (see file 97).

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1715 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1715

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1716 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1716

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1717 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1717

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1718 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1718

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1719 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1719

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1720 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1720

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
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includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1721 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1721

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1722 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1722

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1723 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1723

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
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sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1724.1 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1724.1

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1724 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1724

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1725 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1725

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1726 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1726

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
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drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1727 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1727

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1728 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1728

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1729 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1729

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1730 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1730

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
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laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1731 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1731

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1732 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1732

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1733 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1733
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Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1734 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1734

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1735 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1735

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
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and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1736 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1736

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1737 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.
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Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1737

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1738 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1738

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1739 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1739

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
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billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1740 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1740

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1741 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1741

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1742 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1742

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1743 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1743

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
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drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1744 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1744

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1745 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1745

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1746 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1746

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1747 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1747

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
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laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1748 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1748

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1749 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1749

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1750 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1750
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Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1751.2 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy
Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1751.2

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1751 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1751

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
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and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1752 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1752

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1753 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.
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Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1753

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1754 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1754

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1755 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1755

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
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billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1756 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1756

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1757 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1757

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1758 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1758

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1759 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1759

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
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drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1760 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1760

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1761 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1761

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1762 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1762

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1763 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1763

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
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laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1764 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1764

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1765 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1765

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1766 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1766
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Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1767 - Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Residence for AE Tulk, Esq., Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1767

Date: 1912-1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for A.E. Tulk of Vancouver, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 49 drawings: 7 pencil on paper, 15 pencil & ink on paper, 14 ink on linen,
11 blueprints,
2 autopositives; 92 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Some drawings show changes and annotations in pencil.
A detailed item list is available. Two-storey house with basement and attic joining an older and
smaller existing building. The basement includes a heating chamber (furnace room?), fuel bins,
laundry room, drying room, servant's room, wine store and two other storerooms. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory and cloak room, hall, drawing room, library,
dining room, breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder, servant's hall and lavatory. A veranda off the
drawing room leads out onto a large terrace which extends the full length of the south and west
sides of the house. A porte cochere joins east side of the new house to the existing building and
the ground level. he second floor is carried over the porte cochere making it a covered passage.
The second floor consists of the upper hall, four bedrooms, boudoir, three bathrooms, linen closet,
billiard room and two balconies. The attic contains four bedrooms, nursery, box room, linen closet
and bathroom. The exterior walls are finished with stone and half timbering. Outbuildings include
greenhouses, a stable, chicken house and a summer house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1768 - House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1768

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Horace Tyzack of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 43 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchenette, larder, bedroom, bathroom and water
closet. The second floor or attic contains a bedroom, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The wood-
frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb. 2, 1922. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [and]
Horace Tyzack".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1769 - House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1769

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Horace Tyzack of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 43 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchenette, larder, bedroom, bathroom and water
closet. The second floor or attic contains a bedroom, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The wood-
frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb. 2, 1922. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [and]
Horace Tyzack".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1770 - House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1770

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Horace Tyzack of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 43 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchenette, larder, bedroom, bathroom and water
closet. The second floor or attic contains a bedroom, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The wood-
frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb. 2, 1922. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [and]
Horace Tyzack".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1771 - House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1771

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Horace Tyzack of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 43 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchenette, larder, bedroom, bathroom and water
closet. The second floor or attic contains a bedroom, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The wood-
frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb. 2, 1922. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [and]
Horace Tyzack".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1772 - House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1772

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Horace Tyzack of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 43 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchenette, larder, bedroom, bathroom and water
closet. The second floor or attic contains a bedroom, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The wood-
frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one
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of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb. 2, 1922. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [and]
Horace Tyzack".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1773 - House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1773

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Horace Tyzack of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 43 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchenette, larder, bedroom, bathroom and water
closet. The second floor or attic contains a bedroom, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The wood-
frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb. 2, 1922. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [and]
Horace Tyzack".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1774 - House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1774

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Horace Tyzack of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 43 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchenette, larder, bedroom, bathroom and water
closet. The second floor or attic contains a bedroom, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The wood-
frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb. 2, 1922. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [and]
Horace Tyzack".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1775 - House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay,
B.C.

Title: House for H. Tyzack, Esq., Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1775

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Horace Tyzack of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 5 ink on paper; 43 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists
of a vestibule, hall, living room, dining room, kitchenette, larder, bedroom, bathroom and water
closet. The second floor or attic contains a bedroom, bathroom and sleeping balcony. The wood-
frame construction is finished in shingles. Contract drawings stamped and inscribed: "This is one
of the drawings referred to in our contract dated Feb. 2, 1922. [Signed] Hunter & Halket [and]
Horace Tyzack".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1776 - Addition of office and extension of warehouse and
wharf for the Vancouver Milling and Grain Company.

Title: Addition of office and extension of warehouse and wharf for the Vancouver Milling and Grain
Company.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1776

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Vancouver Milling and Grain
Company

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen; 71 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1777 - Addition of office and extension of warehouse and
wharf for the Vancouver Milling and Grain Company.

Title: Addition of office and extension of warehouse and wharf for the Vancouver Milling and Grain
Company.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1777

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Vancouver Milling and Grain
Company

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen; 71 x 92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1778 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1778

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1779 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1779

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1780 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1780

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1781 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1781

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1782 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1782

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1783 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1783

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1784 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1784

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1785 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1785

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
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floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1786 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1786

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1787 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1787

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1788 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1788

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1789 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1789

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.
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Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1790 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1790

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1791 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1791

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1792 - Bungalow at Duncan, B.C., for Capt. Verner.

Title: Bungalow at Duncan, B.C., for Capt. Verner.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1792

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain H.C. Verner of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen; 42 x 42 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground
floor comprises a drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing room,
bathroom and water closet. The attic contains two bedrooms. Wood-frame construction is finished
in half timbering. Drawings AP1792-AP1793 signed by H.C. Verner and J.G. Somerville.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1793 - Bungalow at Duncan, B.C., for Capt. Verner.
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Title: Bungalow at Duncan, B.C., for Capt. Verner.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1793

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain H.C. Verner of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen; 42 x 42 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground
floor comprises a drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing room,
bathroom and water closet. The attic contains two bedrooms. Wood-frame construction is finished
in half timbering. Drawings AP1792-AP1793 signed by H.C. Verner and J.G. Somerville.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1794 - Bungalow at Duncan, B.C., for Capt. Verner.

Title: Bungalow at Duncan, B.C., for Capt. Verner.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1794

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain H.C. Verner of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen; 42 x 42 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground
floor comprises a drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing room,
bathroom and water closet. The attic contains two bedrooms. Wood-frame construction is finished
in half timbering. Drawings AP1792-AP1793 signed by H.C. Verner and J.G. Somerville.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1795 - Bungalow at Duncan, B.C., for Capt. Verner.

Title: Bungalow at Duncan, B.C., for Capt. Verner.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1795

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain H.C. Verner of North
Cowichan, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 ink on paper, 2 ink on linen; 42 x 42 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground
floor comprises a drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, bedroom, dressing room,
bathroom and water closet. The attic contains two bedrooms. Wood-frame construction is finished
in half timbering. Drawings AP1792-AP1793 signed by H.C. Verner and J.G. Somerville.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1796 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1796

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
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The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1797 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1797

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1798 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1798

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1799 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1799

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1800 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1800

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1801 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1801

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1802 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1802

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1803 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1803

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
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dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1804 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1804

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1805 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1805

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1806 - Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Title: Residence of A.W. Vowell, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1806

Date: 1911-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A.W. Vowell.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 8 ink on linen, 3 blueprints; 36 x 54 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file contains drawings for three different houses. William Ridgway Wilson prepared plans and
an elevation for alterations to a house (AP1796-AP1797, dated June 6, 1911). Maclure drew plans
for basement alterations of what appears to be a different house in Nov. 1912 (AP1798 AP1799)
and in Oct. 1913 prepared an as-found drawing of the ground floor of this second house (AP1800).
He also prepared a set showing a plan, elevations and details for a third house (AP1801-AP1806).
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The house altered by Ridgway Wilson consists of a basement, ground floor and attic. The ground
floor comprises a hall, drawing room, dining room, kitchen, servery, larder (called a pantry on the
plan) two bedrooms, morning room, bathroom and water closet. The attic contains three bedrooms.
The as-found drawing shows the ground floor containing a hall, living room, conservatory, library,
dining room, kitchen, pantry, woodshed and man's room. The third house had two storeys and a
basement. The basement and ground floor plans are missing, but the second floor consisted of a
landing, three bedrooms, box room, sleeping balcony and bathroom. The exterior was finished in
roughcast, except for the basement and porches, which were faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1807 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1807

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1808 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.
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Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1808

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1809 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1809

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
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and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1810 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1810

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1811 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1811

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1812 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1812

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1813 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1813

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1814 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1814

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1815 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1815

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1817 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1817

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1818 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1818

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1819 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1819

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1820 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.
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Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1820

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1821 - Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for
Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Title: Plan of house on Beach Drive, Oak Bay, B.C., for Mrs. A.R. Walsh.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1821

Date: 1921-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Lilian S. Walsh (Mrs. A.R.
Walsh) of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 23 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 8 ink on paper, 12 blueprints; 54 x 83 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Preliminary and contract tracings and blueprints taken from each set. All types include plans,
elevations, sections, details and block and drainage plans. A detailed item list is available. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a workshop, water closet, laundry room,
furnace room and coal bin. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen
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and pantry. The second floor consists of three bedrooms and a bathroom. Contract drawings
(AP1813-AP1817) inscribed: "This is one of the drawings referred to in our agreement dated 18th
March 1922. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] Lilian S. Walsh".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1834 - Sketch plans of proposed building for Weiler Bro's.
Limited on N.E. cor. of Douglas & Broughton Streets, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sketch plans of proposed building for Weiler Bro's. Limited on N.E. cor. of Douglas &
Broughton Streets, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1834

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Weiler Brothers Limited of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: pencil on paper; 64 x 65 cm + cover leaf

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Ten-storey building with basement to serve as factory, warehouse and retail
sales outlet for furniture and household goods. Not built. Drawing AP1837 is a hand-coloured
elevation, perhaps serving as an architect's rendering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1835 - Sketch plans of proposed building for Weiler Bro's.
Limited on N.E. cor. of Douglas & Broughton Streets, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sketch plans of proposed building for Weiler Bro's. Limited on N.E. cor. of Douglas &
Broughton Streets, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1835

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Weiler Brothers Limited of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: pencil on paper; 64 x 65 cm + cover leaf

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Ten-storey building with basement to serve as factory, warehouse and retail
sales outlet for furniture and household goods. Not built. Drawing AP1837 is a hand-coloured
elevation, perhaps serving as an architect's rendering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1836 - Messrs. Beatty and Terry: alterations to Weiler
Building, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Messrs. Beatty and Terry: alterations to Weiler Building, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1836

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James H. Beatty and W.S. Terry
of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 50 x 46 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Floor plan. Ground floor showing drug store with lunch counter and adjoining dance floor with
soda fountains and booths.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1837 - Sketch plans of proposed building for Weiler Bro's.
Limited on N.E. cor. of Douglas & Broughton Streets, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sketch plans of proposed building for Weiler Bro's. Limited on N.E. cor. of Douglas &
Broughton Streets, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1837

Date: 1912 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Weiler Brothers Limited of
Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: pencil on paper; 64 x 65 cm + cover leaf

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Ten-storey building with basement to serve as factory, warehouse and retail
sales outlet for furniture and household goods. Not built. Drawing AP1837 is a hand-coloured
elevation, perhaps serving as an architect's rendering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1839 - Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor
Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1839

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.M. Whitney of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 ink on paper, 6 ink on linen; 72 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a furnace room, fuel room and cellar or laundry area. The ground floor comprises an
entrance hall, drawing room, library, coat room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior walls are
finished in lap siding. Drawings AP1839-AP1845 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated Oct 21/12. [Signed] Lockley & Foster [and] J M
Whitney".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1840 - Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor
Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1840

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.M. Whitney of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 ink on paper, 6 ink on linen; 72 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a furnace room, fuel room and cellar or laundry area. The ground floor comprises an
entrance hall, drawing room, library, coat room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior walls are
finished in lap siding. Drawings AP1839-AP1845 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated Oct 21/12. [Signed] Lockley & Foster [and] J M
Whitney".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1841 - Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor
Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1841

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.M. Whitney of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 ink on paper, 6 ink on linen; 72 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a furnace room, fuel room and cellar or laundry area. The ground floor comprises an
entrance hall, drawing room, library, coat room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior walls are
finished in lap siding. Drawings AP1839-AP1845 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
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the drawings referred to in our contract dated Oct 21/12. [Signed] Lockley & Foster [and] J M
Whitney".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1842 - Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor
Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1842

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.M. Whitney of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 ink on paper, 6 ink on linen; 72 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a furnace room, fuel room and cellar or laundry area. The ground floor comprises an
entrance hall, drawing room, library, coat room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior walls are
finished in lap siding. Drawings AP1839-AP1845 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated Oct 21/12. [Signed] Lockley & Foster [and] J M
Whitney".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1843 - Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor
Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1843

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.M. Whitney of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 ink on paper, 6 ink on linen; 72 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a furnace room, fuel room and cellar or laundry area. The ground floor comprises an
entrance hall, drawing room, library, coat room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior walls are
finished in lap siding. Drawings AP1839-AP1845 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated Oct 21/12. [Signed] Lockley & Foster [and] J M
Whitney".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1844 - Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor
Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1844

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.M. Whitney of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 ink on paper, 6 ink on linen; 72 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a furnace room, fuel room and cellar or laundry area. The ground floor comprises an
entrance hall, drawing room, library, coat room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior walls are
finished in lap siding. Drawings AP1839-AP1845 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated Oct 21/12. [Signed] Lockley & Foster [and] J M
Whitney".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1845 - Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor
Heights, Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1845

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.M. Whitney of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 ink on paper, 6 ink on linen; 72 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a furnace room, fuel room and cellar or laundry area. The ground floor comprises an
entrance hall, drawing room, library, coat room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior walls are
finished in lap siding. Drawings AP1839-AP1845 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated Oct 21/12. [Signed] Lockley & Foster [and] J M
Whitney".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1846 - Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor
Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1846

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.M. Whitney of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 ink on paper, 6 ink on linen; 72 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a furnace room, fuel room and cellar or laundry area. The ground floor comprises an
entrance hall, drawing room, library, coat room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior walls are
finished in lap siding. Drawings AP1839-AP1845 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated Oct 21/12. [Signed] Lockley & Foster [and] J M
Whitney".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1847 - Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor
Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for J.M. Whitney Esq., McGregor Heights, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1847

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.M. Whitney of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 ink on paper, 6 ink on linen; 72 x 57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a furnace room, fuel room and cellar or laundry area. The ground floor comprises an
entrance hall, drawing room, library, coat room, lavatory, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The
second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms and bathroom. The exterior walls are
finished in lap siding. Drawings AP1839-AP1845 are stamped and inscribed: "This is one of
the drawings referred to in our contract dated Oct 21/12. [Signed] Lockley & Foster [and] J M
Whitney".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1848 - House for Gerald Willoughby, Esq, Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Gerald Willoughby, Esq, Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1848

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gerald Willoughby of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and sections. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and lavatory. A porte cochere
and porch join the vestibule on this level. A hall, four bedrooms, office, bathroom and balcony
comprise the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1849 - House for Gerald Willoughby, Esq, Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Gerald Willoughby, Esq, Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1849

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gerald Willoughby of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and lavatory. A porte cochere
and porch join the vestibule on this level. A hall, four bedrooms, office, bathroom and balcony
comprise the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1850 - House for Gerald Willoughby, Esq, Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Gerald Willoughby, Esq, Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1850

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gerald Willoughby of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and lavatory. A porte cochere
and porch join the vestibule on this level. A hall, four bedrooms, office, bathroom and balcony
comprise the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1851 - House for Gerald Willoughby, Esq, Pemberton
Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Gerald Willoughby, Esq, Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1851

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Gerald Willoughby of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: ink on linen; 38 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor consists of a
vestibule, hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen, pantry and lavatory. A porte cochere
and porch join the vestibule on this level. A hall, four bedrooms, office, bathroom and balcony
comprise the second floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1852 - Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson,
Esq.

Title: Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson, Esq.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1852

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Biggerstaff Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Some drawings are annotated in pencil. Two-storey house with
part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room, fuel bin, servant's room, laundry
room and water closet. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with an adjacent cloak room, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, lavatory, conservatory, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry and
larder. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony.
The exterior walls of the ground floor are faced with stone and sheathed in shingles. The second
floor is finished in half timbering. Drawings AP1852-AP1858 are signed by G. Calder and B.
Wilson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1853 - Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson,
Esq.

Title: Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1853

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Biggerstaff Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Some drawings are annotated in pencil. Two-storey house with
part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room, fuel bin, servant's room, laundry
room and water closet. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with an adjacent cloak room, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, lavatory, conservatory, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry and
larder. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony.
The exterior walls of the ground floor are faced with stone and sheathed in shingles. The second
floor is finished in half timbering. Drawings AP1852-AP1858 are signed by G. Calder and B.
Wilson.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1854 - Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson,
Esq.

Title: Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1854

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Biggerstaff Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Some drawings are annotated in pencil. Two-storey house with
part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room, fuel bin, servant's room, laundry
room and water closet. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with an adjacent cloak room, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, lavatory, conservatory, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry and
larder. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony.
The exterior walls of the ground floor are faced with stone and sheathed in shingles. The second
floor is finished in half timbering. Drawings AP1852-AP1858 are signed by G. Calder and B.
Wilson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1855 - Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson,
Esq.

Title: Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1855

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Biggerstaff Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. Some drawings are annotated in pencil. Two-storey house with
part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room, fuel bin, servant's room, laundry
room and water closet. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with an adjacent cloak room, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, lavatory, conservatory, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry and
larder. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony.
The exterior walls of the ground floor are faced with stone and sheathed in shingles. The second
floor is finished in half timbering. Drawings AP1852-AP1858 are signed by G. Calder and B.
Wilson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1856 - Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson,
Esq.

Title: Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1856

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Biggerstaff Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Some drawings are annotated in pencil. Two-storey house with
part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room, fuel bin, servant's room, laundry
room and water closet. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with an adjacent cloak room, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, lavatory, conservatory, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry and
larder. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony.
The exterior walls of the ground floor are faced with stone and sheathed in shingles. The second
floor is finished in half timbering. Drawings AP1852-AP1858 are signed by G. Calder and B.
Wilson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1857 - Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson,
Esq.
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Title: Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1857

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Biggerstaff Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Some drawings are annotated in pencil. Two-storey house with
part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room, fuel bin, servant's room, laundry
room and water closet. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with an adjacent cloak room, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, lavatory, conservatory, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry and
larder. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony.
The exterior walls of the ground floor are faced with stone and sheathed in shingles. The second
floor is finished in half timbering. Drawings AP1852-AP1858 are signed by G. Calder and B.
Wilson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1858 - Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson,
Esq.

Title: Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1858

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Biggerstaff Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Some drawings are annotated in pencil. Two-storey house with
part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room, fuel bin, servant's room, laundry
room and water closet. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with an adjacent cloak room, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, lavatory, conservatory, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry and
larder. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony.
The exterior walls of the ground floor are faced with stone and sheathed in shingles. The second
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floor is finished in half timbering. Drawings AP1852-AP1858 are signed by G. Calder and B.
Wilson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1859 - Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson,
Esq.

Title: Plan of house on Rockland Avenue for B. Wilson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1859

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Biggerstaff Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: ink on linen; 47 x 75 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Some drawings are annotated in pencil. Two-storey house with
part basement and attic. The basement includes a furnace room, fuel bin, servant's room, laundry
room and water closet. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with an adjacent cloak room, hall,
drawing room, sitting room, lavatory, conservatory, veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry and
larder. The second floor consists of the upper hall, five bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony.
The exterior walls of the ground floor are faced with stone and sheathed in shingles. The second
floor is finished in half timbering. Drawings AP1852-AP1858 are signed by G. Calder and B.
Wilson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1860 - House at Mt. Tolmie for D. Wilson, Esq.

Title: House at Mt. Tolmie for D. Wilson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1860

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for David Wilson of Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on paper; 52 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Floor plans are annotated to show electrical outlets. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a servant's room. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. Two bedrooms, a
bathroom and water closet make up the second floor. The exterior is finished in boards and battens
or half timbering. Signed by Michael Lawless and David Wilson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1861 - House at Mt. Tolmie for D. Wilson, Esq.

Title: House at Mt. Tolmie for D. Wilson, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1861

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for David Wilson of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on paper; 52 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Floor plans are annotated to show electrical outlets. Two-
storey house with part basement. The basement includes a servant's room. The ground floor
comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and veranda. Two bedrooms, a
bathroom and water closet make up the second floor. The exterior is finished in boards and battens
or half timbering. Signed by Michael Lawless and David Wilson.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1862 - House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1862

Date: 1927 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Harold Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 54 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule,
living room, dining room, sun room, kitchen, pantry, lavatory and veranda. The second floor
consists of three bedrooms, sleeping porch and two bathrooms. Signed: "Thos Ashe [and] J.H.
Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1863 - House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1863

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Harold Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 54 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule,
living room, dining room, sun room, kitchen, pantry, lavatory and veranda. The second floor
consists of three bedrooms, sleeping porch and two bathrooms. Signed: "Thos Ashe [and] J.H.
Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1864 - House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.
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Title: House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1864

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Harold Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 54 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule,
living room, dining room, sun room, kitchen, pantry, lavatory and veranda. The second floor
consists of three bedrooms, sleeping porch and two bathrooms. Signed: "Thos Ashe [and] J.H.
Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1865 - House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1865

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Harold Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 54 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule,
living room, dining room, sun room, kitchen, pantry, lavatory and veranda. The second floor
consists of three bedrooms, sleeping porch and two bathrooms. Signed: "Thos Ashe [and] J.H.
Wilson".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1866 - House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1866

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Harold Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 54 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule,
living room, dining room, sun room, kitchen, pantry, lavatory and veranda. The second floor
consists of three bedrooms, sleeping porch and two bathrooms. Signed: "Thos Ashe [and] J.H.
Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1867 - House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for Harold Wilson, Esq., Pemberton Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1867

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Harold Wilson of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 54 x 55 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a vestibule,
living room, dining room, sun room, kitchen, pantry, lavatory and veranda. The second floor
consists of three bedrooms, sleeping porch and two bathrooms. Signed: "Thos Ashe [and] J.H.
Wilson".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1868 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1868

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1869 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1869

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1870 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1870

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1871 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1871

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1872 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1872

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
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floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1873 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1873

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1874 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1874

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1875 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1875

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
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new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1876 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1876

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1877 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1877

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1878 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1878

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1879 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1879

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1880 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1880

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1881 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1881

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1882 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1882

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1883 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1883

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
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floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1884 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1884

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1885 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1885

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1886 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1886

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
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new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1887 - Alterations and additions to residence of J.E.
Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations and additions to residence of J.E. Wilson, Esq., St. Charles Street, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1887

Date: 1925-1926 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.E. Wilson of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 13 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 59 x 84 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. This file documents the following
additions and alterations to Wilson's two-storey house with basement and attic: On the ground
floor a new porte cochere and porch are built on to the house at the vestibule; a bay window is
added to the dining room; the drawing room is extended forward; and a sun room is added off the
living room. On the second floor a passage between two bedrooms is closed, and a new bathroom
joins one of the bedrooms. New partitions in the attic partially divide the play room and create a
new bathroom. Drawings AP1874-AP1878 are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in
our agreement dated [blank] July 1926. [Signed] Williams, Trerise & Williams [and] J.E. Wilson".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1895 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1895

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1896 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1896

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1897 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1897

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1898 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1898

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1899 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1899

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1900 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1900

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1901 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1901

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
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53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1902 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1902

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1903 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1903

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1904 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1904

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1905 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1905

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1906 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1906

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1907 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1907

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1908 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1908

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1909 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1909

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1910 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1910

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1911 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1911

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1912 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1912

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1913 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1913

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1914 - Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch,
Esq.

Title: Plans of bungalow at Lytton, B.C., for R.V. Winch, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1914

Date: 1912-1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.V. Winch of Lytton, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 20 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 5 pencil & ink on paper, 11 ink on linen, 2
photocopies;
53 x 60 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and working drawings showing plans, elevations and section. A detailed item
list is available. Four different designs are represented in this file. The final working drawings
show a one storey bungalow with basement and attic with the following room arrangement: The
basement contains a billiard room. The ground floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining coat
closet and lavatory, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, laundry, bedroom and
bathroom. A veranda extends across the east side of the building adjoining the living room and
dining room. The attic consists of four bedrooms, three sleeping balconies and a bathroom. The
wood-frame construction is finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1915 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1915

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1916 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1916

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1917 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1917

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1918 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1918

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1919 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1919

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1920 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1920

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
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pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1921 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1921

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1922 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1922

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1923 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1923

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1924 - House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak
Bay

Title: House for F.C. Winkler, Esq., Oakland Road, Oak Bay

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1924

Date: 1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for F.C. Winkler of Oak Bay, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 10 drawings: 5 ink on linen, 5 blueprints; 39 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor
consists of a hall with adjoining coat closet and lavatory, living room, den, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and bedroom. The second floor contains two bedrooms, bathroom, balcony and an
unfinished room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1925 - Brentwood College: Yarrow Challenge Shield for
Scholastic and Athletic Attainments.

Title: Brentwood College: Yarrow Challenge Shield for Scholastic and Athletic Attainments.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1925

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Brentwood
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 65 x 46 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Sketch of a shield (trophy).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1926 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1926

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1927 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1927

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1928 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1928

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1929 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1929

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1930 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1930

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1931 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1931

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1932 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1932

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1933 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1933

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1934 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1934

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1935 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1935

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1936 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1936

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1937 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1937

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1938 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1938

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1939 - Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman
A. Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Bungalow at Fish Bay, Saanich, B.C., for Norman A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1939

Date: 1923-1924 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 14 drawings: 5 pencil on paper, 4 pencil & ink on paper, 5 ink on paper; 46
x 71 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Although one of the proposals shows a two-storey structure,
the final drawings call for a one-storey bungalow comprising a living room, kitchen, dining nook,
larder, two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet. A terrace extends along the south and west sides.
The wooden framing is covered in boards and battens. The file also contains plans for a servant's
sleeping room (detached building) and a water tower. The contract drawings (AP1926, AP1928,
AP1930-AP1931, AP1933-AP1934 and AP1937) are inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred
to in our contract dated 7th March 1924. [Signed] Horace Leggett, Adrien Emile Girardeau [and]
N.A. Yarrow".

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1940 - Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A.
Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A. Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1940

Date: 1922-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 45 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and plan. This house was originally designed in 1910 by H.S. Griffith for Alexis Martin
(see file 225). Drawing AP1940 (dated May 1922) shows proposals for half timbering of gable
ends. The rest of the file (dated 1928) shows two proposals for a veranda supported on stone piers
and faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1941 - Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A.
Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A. Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1941

Date: 1922-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 45 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and plan. This house was originally designed in 1910 by H.S. Griffith for Alexis Martin
(see file 225). Drawing AP1940 (dated May 1922) shows proposals for half timbering of gable
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ends. The rest of the file (dated 1928) shows two proposals for a veranda supported on stone piers
and faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1942 - Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A.
Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A. Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1942

Date: 1922-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 45 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and plan. This house was originally designed in 1910 by H.S. Griffith for Alexis Martin
(see file 225). Drawing AP1940 (dated May 1922) shows proposals for half timbering of gable
ends. The rest of the file (dated 1928) shows two proposals for a veranda supported on stone piers
and faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1943 - Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A.
Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A. Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1943

Date: 1922-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 45 x 53 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and plan. This house was originally designed in 1910 by H.S. Griffith for Alexis Martin
(see file 225). Drawing AP1940 (dated May 1922) shows proposals for half timbering of gable
ends. The rest of the file (dated 1928) shows two proposals for a veranda supported on stone piers
and faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1944 - Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A.
Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Proposed alterations to residence of Norman A. Yarrow, Esq., Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1944

Date: 1922-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 5 drawings: pencil on paper; 45 x 53 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations and plan. This house was originally designed in 1910 by H.S. Griffith for Alexis Martin
(see file 225). Drawing AP1940 (dated May 1922) shows proposals for half timbering of gable
ends. The rest of the file (dated 1928) shows two proposals for a veranda supported on stone piers
and faced with stone.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1945 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1945

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1946 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1946

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1947 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1947

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1948 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1948

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
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existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1949 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1949

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1950 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1950

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1951 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1951

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1952 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1952
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Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1953 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1953

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1954 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1954

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1955 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1955

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
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existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1956 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1956

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1957 - Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A.
Yarrow, Esq.

Title: Additions to house in Old Esquimalt Road for N.A. Yarrow, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1957

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Norman A. Yarrow of Esquimalt,
B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: pencil on paper; 48 x 40 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketches, proposals and contract drawings showing plans, elevations and sections. Additions to the
first and second storeys of existing house. On the ground floor a new larder and bedroom are added
on. Above the latter is a sleeping balcony open on four sides. In another area of the second floor an
existing bedroom is extended, and a new fireplace is built in. Two plans (AP1954 and AP1957) are
signed by John E. Shenk and N.A. Yarrow.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1958 - Proposed office building at Esquimalt, B.C., for
Yarrows Ltd.

Title: Proposed office building at Esquimalt, B.C., for Yarrows Ltd.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1958

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Yarrows Ltd. Of Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 38 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevation. One-storey building with basement. The basement includes a lavatory, locker
room, furnace room and first aid room. The main floor comprises a public space, waiting room,
general office, six other offices, strong room and drafting office.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1959 - Proposed office building at Esquimalt, B.C., for
Yarrows Ltd.

Title: Proposed office building at Esquimalt, B.C., for Yarrows Ltd.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1959

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Yarrows Ltd. Of Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 38 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevation. One-storey building with basement. The basement includes a lavatory, locker
room, furnace room and first aid room. The main floor comprises a public space, waiting room,
general office, six other offices, strong room and drafting office.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1960 - Proposed office building at Esquimalt, B.C., for
Yarrows Ltd.

Title: Proposed office building at Esquimalt, B.C., for Yarrows Ltd.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1960

Date: 1917 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Yarrows Ltd. Of Esquimalt, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: pencil on paper; 38 x 67 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevation. One-storey building with basement. The basement includes a lavatory, locker
room, furnace room and first aid room. The main floor comprises a public space, waiting room,
general office, six other offices, strong room and drafting office.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1961 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1961

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1962 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1962

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
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upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1963 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1963

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1964 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1964

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1965 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1965

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1966 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1966

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
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inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1967 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1967

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1968 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.
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Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1968

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1969-1970 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C.,
for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1969-1970

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1971 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1971

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1972 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1972

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1973 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1973

Date: 1920 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1974 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1974

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
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breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1975 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1975

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1976 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1976

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1977 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1977

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1978 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1978

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
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inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1979 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1979

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1980 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.
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Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1980

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1981 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1981

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1982 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1982

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1983 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1983

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1984 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1984

Date: 1920 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1985 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1985

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
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breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1986 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1986

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1987.1 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1987.1

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1987 - Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for
M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Title: Plan of proposed house at Parksville, B.C., for M.P. Beattie, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1987

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for M.P. Beattie of Parksville, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 28 drawings: 9 pencil on paper, 6 pencil & ink on paper, 13 blueprints; 57 x
92 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Proposal, contract and other drawings showing plans, elevations, sections and details. A detailed
item list is available. In July and August 1920 Maclure prepared proposal drawings for a two-
storey house with part basement and attic (AP1961-AP1968). The final design prepared in August
1920 (AP1969 AP1979) calls for a two-storey house with part basement only. The basement
includes a servant's room, lavatory, laundry, storeroom and furnace and fuel room. The ground
floor comprises a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, library, drawing room, dining room,
breakfast room, kitchen, pantry, larder and veranda. The second floor consists of a gallery in the
upper hall, four bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and balcony. The exterior walls
are covered with cedar boards and battens and shingles. Contract drawings (AP1974-AP1979)
inscribed: "This is one of the plans referred to in our contract dated Sept. 10th 1920. [Signed]
M. Vansittart [and] M P Beattie". Two floor plans of an unidentified house (file 206: AP2004-
AP2005) bear some resemblance to AP1970-AP1971, AP1975-AP1976.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1988 - House on Terrace Avenue for H.A. Munn, Esqre.

Title: House on Terrace Avenue for H.A. Munn, Esqre.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1988

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.A. Munn of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 38 x 58 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations. Two-storey house with basement. Maclure prepared drawings for alterations to this
house for Miss Sarah Finlayson in 1911-1912 (see file 52).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1989 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1989

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1990 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1990

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1991 - House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave.,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for G.W. Mitchell, Runnymede Ave., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1991

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for George W. Mitchell of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 13 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 10 ink on linen; 52 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Two-storey house with part basement and attic. The
basement contains a laundry room and water closet. The ground floor consists of a vestibule, hall,
lavatory, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, veranda and conservatory. The second floor
includes three bedrooms, a child's room and two bathrooms. The attic comprises a storeroom and
sewing room. The wood-frame construction is finished in roughcast, and leaded glass windows are
specified throughout. The contract drawings (AP1234-AP1239) are signed: "Rod. McLennan [and]
George W. Mitchell".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1992 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1992

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.
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Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1993 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1993

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1994 - Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole,
Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Alterations & additions to house for R. Marpole, Esq. at Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1994

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R. Marpole of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 1 pencil & ink on paper, 8 ink on linen; 46 x
57 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Drawings for house alterations and new garage showing plans, elevations, details and section.
Two-storey house with part basement. As altered the basement contains a servant's room and
water closet. The ground floor comprises a hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen and pantry. A
veranda and new concrete steps are attached to the house on this level. The second floor consists
of four bedrooms, two bathrooms and a balcony. The exterior is finished in roughcast on the first
floor and half timbering on the second.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1995 - Unidentified two-storey residence, rooming house
or inn.

Title: Unidentified two-storey residence, rooming house or inn.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1995

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1996 - Unidentified two-storey residence, rooming house
or inn.

Title: Unidentified two-storey residence, rooming house or inn.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1996

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1997 - Unidentified two-storey residence, rooming house
or inn.

Title: Unidentified two-storey residence, rooming house or inn.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1997

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1998 - Unidentified two-storey house.

Title: Unidentified two-storey house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1998

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Incomplete plans of the first and second floors.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1999 - Unidentified two-storey house.

Title: Unidentified two-storey house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1999

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Incomplete plans of the first and second floors.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2000 - Unidentified two-storey house with semi-detached
garage.

Title: Unidentified two-storey house with semi-detached garage.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2000
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2001 - Unidentified two-storey house with semi-detached
garage.

Title: Unidentified two-storey house with semi-detached garage.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2001

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2002 - Unidentified two-storey house.

Title: Unidentified two-storey house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2002

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Two incomplete floor plans, presumably a ground floor and second floor. No dimensions or space
designations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2003 - Unidentified two-storey house.

Title: Unidentified two-storey house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2003

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two incomplete floor plans, presumably a ground floor and second floor. No dimensions or space
designations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2004 - Unidentified two-storey house.

Title: Unidentified two-storey house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2004

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Two incomplete plans of a ground floor and second floor. Some spaces have no designations. The
floor plans bear some resemblance to the house designed for M.P. Beattie (cf. file 204: AP1970
AP1971, AP1975-AP1976).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2005 - Unidentified two-storey house.

Title: Unidentified two-storey house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2005

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Two incomplete plans of a ground floor and second floor. Some spaces have no designations. The
floor plans bear some resemblance to the house designed for M.P. Beattie (cf. file 204: AP1970
AP1971, AP1975-AP1976).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2006 - Second floor plan.

Title: Second floor plan.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2006

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Second floor plan.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2007 - Second floor plan.

Title: Second floor plan.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2007

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Possible alteration of a second floor or attic.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2008 - Second floor plan.

Title: Second floor plan.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2008

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Second floor plan. Incomplete.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2010 - Basement plan.

Title: Basement plan.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2010

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan "measured & drawn by W.I.D."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2011 - Amended plan for basement.

Title: Amended plan for basement.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2011

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Amended plan for basement.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2012 - Ground floor.

Title: Ground floor.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2012

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Ground floor. Plan, possibly a measured drawing in anticipation of designing alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2013 - Ground floor of an unidentified house.

Title: Ground floor of an unidentified house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2013

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Ground floor of an unidentified house. Measured sketch plan of part of the ground floor of a house,
possibly preparatory to making drawings of alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2014 - Ground floor plan: alterations.

Title: Ground floor plan: alterations.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2014
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Ground floor plan: alterations. Sketch plans.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2015 - Ground floor plan: alterations.

Title: Ground floor plan: alterations.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2015

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Ground floor plan: alterations. Sketch plans.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2016 - Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Title: Vancouver Tennis Club: new premises.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2016

Date: 1913-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Maclure 7 Fox prepared for the Vancouver Lawn Tennis Club.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 8 pencil on paper, 7 pencil & ink on paper; 63 x 68 cm or
smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Sketches and proposal drawings showing plans, sections and details. Two very similar proposals
called "scheme 2" and "scheme 3" show a ground floor with a tea room, kitchen, pantry, store
room, lavatory, ladies' locker room and office. There is a large veranda on two sides of the ground
floor. The second floor contains the men's locker room, kitchen, sitting room, bedroom, bathroom
and lavatory.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2017 - House for Miss Reid

Title: House for Miss Reid

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2017

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Jane Reid of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 35 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including sketches), elevations (2 hand-coloured) and details. Three-storey rooming house.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room, smoking room, sitting room, kitchen,
pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A veranda adjoins the living and smoking rooms, and a terrace
gives off the veranda. The second floor contains ten bedrooms, a trunk room, bathroom and water
closet. The third floor consists of eight bedrooms, trunk room, bathroom and water closet. Each
bedroom on the second and third floors is fitted with a sink.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2018 - House for Miss Reid

Title: House for Miss Reid

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2018

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Jane Reid of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 35 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including sketches), elevations (2 hand-coloured) and details. Three-storey rooming house.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room, smoking room, sitting room, kitchen,
pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A veranda adjoins the living and smoking rooms, and a terrace
gives off the veranda. The second floor contains ten bedrooms, a trunk room, bathroom and water
closet. The third floor consists of eight bedrooms, trunk room, bathroom and water closet. Each
bedroom on the second and third floors is fitted with a sink.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2019 - Second floor plan.

Title: Second floor plan.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2019

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketch plan.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2020 - Ground floor plan.

Title: Ground floor plan.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2020

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.
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Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Sketch plan, possibly preparatory to making drawings of alterations.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2022 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White

Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2022

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail of house; plans and elevations of a cottage and a combination garage
and water tower. Two-storey house. On both levels the hall is at a 45 angle to the rest of the house.
The ground floor contains a vestibule and adjoining coat closet and lavatory, hall, library, dining
room, kitchen, scullery, larder and pantry. The second floor consists of a hall, three bedrooms,
two dressing rooms, two bathrooms, water closet and linen closet. The house appears to be of log
construction. The drawing of the cottage (which has the word "cottage" struck out and replaced
by "garage") shows a two-storey house. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room and
kitchen, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms and a bathroom. The water tower building
consists of a garage on the ground level, a servant's room on the second level of the tower portion
and a 1000-gallon water tank on the top level.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2023 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White
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Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2023

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail of house; plans and elevations of a cottage and a combination garage
and water tower. Two-storey house. On both levels the hall is at a 45 angle to the rest of the house.
The ground floor contains a vestibule and adjoining coat closet and lavatory, hall, library, dining
room, kitchen, scullery, larder and pantry. The second floor consists of a hall, three bedrooms,
two dressing rooms, two bathrooms, water closet and linen closet. The house appears to be of log
construction. The drawing of the cottage (which has the word "cottage" struck out and replaced
by "garage") shows a two-storey house. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room and
kitchen, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms and a bathroom. The water tower building
consists of a garage on the ground level, a servant's room on the second level of the tower portion
and a 1000-gallon water tank on the top level.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2024 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White

Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2024

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail of house; plans and elevations of a cottage and a combination garage
and water tower. Two-storey house. On both levels the hall is at a 45 angle to the rest of the house.
The ground floor contains a vestibule and adjoining coat closet and lavatory, hall, library, dining
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room, kitchen, scullery, larder and pantry. The second floor consists of a hall, three bedrooms,
two dressing rooms, two bathrooms, water closet and linen closet. The house appears to be of log
construction. The drawing of the cottage (which has the word "cottage" struck out and replaced
by "garage") shows a two-storey house. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room and
kitchen, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms and a bathroom. The water tower building
consists of a garage on the ground level, a servant's room on the second level of the tower portion
and a 1000-gallon water tank on the top level.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2025 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White

Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2025

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail of house; plans and elevations of a cottage and a combination garage
and water tower. Two-storey house. On both levels the hall is at a 45 angle to the rest of the house.
The ground floor contains a vestibule and adjoining coat closet and lavatory, hall, library, dining
room, kitchen, scullery, larder and pantry. The second floor consists of a hall, three bedrooms,
two dressing rooms, two bathrooms, water closet and linen closet. The house appears to be of log
construction. The drawing of the cottage (which has the word "cottage" struck out and replaced
by "garage") shows a two-storey house. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room and
kitchen, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms and a bathroom. The water tower building
consists of a garage on the ground level, a servant's room on the second level of the tower portion
and a 1000-gallon water tank on the top level.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2026 - House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby
White

Title: House, garage and water tower for A. Moresby White

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2026

Date: 1915 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for A. Moresby White of North
Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 6 pencil on paper, 2 blueprints; 45 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and detail of house; plans and elevations of a cottage and a combination garage
and water tower. Two-storey house. On both levels the hall is at a 45 angle to the rest of the house.
The ground floor contains a vestibule and adjoining coat closet and lavatory, hall, library, dining
room, kitchen, scullery, larder and pantry. The second floor consists of a hall, three bedrooms,
two dressing rooms, two bathrooms, water closet and linen closet. The house appears to be of log
construction. The drawing of the cottage (which has the word "cottage" struck out and replaced
by "garage") shows a two-storey house. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room and
kitchen, and the second floor comprises three bedrooms and a bathroom. The water tower building
consists of a garage on the ground level, a servant's room on the second level of the tower portion
and a 1000-gallon water tank on the top level.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2027 - Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for
R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Title: Alterations and additions to house at Tod Inlet for R.P. Butchart, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2027

Date: 1911-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for R.P. Butchart of Central Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 74 drawings: 43 pencil on paper, 7 ink on paper, 24 ink on linen; 184 x 162
cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. A detailed item list is available. Several additions, detached structures
and alterations to a country house. Additions to the existing house include an indoor swimming
pool, sun room and garage. Among the separate structures are an aviary, servant's house, seed
house, duck house, boat house, tea house, garden house and trellises.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2028 - Alterations & additions to house on St. David
Street, Oak Bay, for J. Ashworth, Esq.

Title: Alterations & additions to house on St. David Street, Oak Bay, for J. Ashworth, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2028

Date: 1920 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J. Ashworth, Esq. of Oak Bay,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: pencil on paper; 30 x 46 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and detail. Alterations to the ground floor of a house. Three different proposals
show conversion of the kitchen and pantry into a new dining room, a bedroom into a new kitchen
and the existing dining room into a living room.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2029 - Front elevation.

Title: Front elevation.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2029

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.
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Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Front elevation. Small bungalow finished in roughcast.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2030 - Sketch plan of proposed house in Uplands,
Victoria, B.C.

Title: Sketch plan of proposed house in Uplands, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2030

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Front elevation.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2031 - Two-storey house with basement.

Title: Two-storey house with basement.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2031

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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East end elevation.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2032 - Dormer in attic of two storey house.

Title: Dormer in attic of two storey house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2032

Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

South west elevation showing new dormer.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2033 - Unfinished plan and front elevation of a two-bay
garage.

Title: Unfinished plan and front elevation of a two-bay garage.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2033

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This is either a two-bay garage with two rooms at the rear of the auto accommodation and an attic
above or a conversion of a garage, possibly into living quarters.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2034 - Section of a house showing stair pattern and
possible addition.

Title: Section of a house showing stair pattern and possible addition.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2034

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Section.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2035 - Sketch showing porch cut down: alternate porch.

Title: Sketch showing porch cut down: alternate porch.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2035

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevation.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2036 - House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont &
Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Title: House for H. Harkness, Esq., corner of Belmont & Pandora Avenues, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2036

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H. Harkness of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 6 ink on linen; 43 x 32 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Also includes a blasting plan for the basement and a survey plan of lots in
the area (AP2036). Two-storey house with part basement. The ground floor contains a hall, den,
drawing room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom, bathroom and water closet. A veranda
extends across the front of the house and curves around the drawing room on the right side. The
second floor includes a hall, three bedrooms, a box room and two balconies. On the first floor
shingles cover wood-frame construction, and the gable ends are finished in half timbering.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2037 - Plan of south wall.

Title: Plan of south wall.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2037

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Evidently part of a larger drawing to which this piece was taped.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2038 - South side of library.

Title: South side of library.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2038

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevation. Shows wall with built-in book cases, cupboards, fireplace, mantel and panelling.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2039 - Wooden door with carved lintel flanked by small
leaded-glass windows.

Title: Wooden door with carved lintel flanked by small leaded-glass windows.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2039

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevation.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2040 - Ceiling rib, dining r.

Title: Ceiling rib, dining r.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2040
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Evidently full-scale drawing.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2041 - Hall w. [i.e. window] in plain glass.

Title: Hall w. [i.e. window] in plain glass.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2041

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Hall w. [i.e. window] in plain glass.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2042 - F.S. details of plaster cornices, etc.

Title: F.S. details of plaster cornices, etc.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2042

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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F.S. details of plaster cornices, etc.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2043 - Cornice and mouldings.

Title: Cornice and mouldings.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2043

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Full-scale detail.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2044 - Detail of carving (mantel?).

Title: Detail of carving (mantel?).

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2044

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Detail of carving (mantel?).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2045 - Elevation and details of mantel.

Title: Elevation and details of mantel.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2045

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Elevation and details of mantel.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2046 - Stained-glass window.

Title: Stained-glass window.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2046

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Evidently full scale.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2047 - Fireplace and wall panelling.

Title: Fireplace and wall panelling.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2047

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevation and section.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2048 - Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria
West, B.C.

Title: Additions and alterations to "Clovelly", Victoria West, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2048

Date: 1912-1928 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Sir Frank Barnard of Victoria
West, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 15 drawings: 12 pencil on paper, 3 ink on paper; 71 x 87 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

This file includes sketches, presentation drawings, working drawings and a property plan.
Drawings show plans, elevations and detail. Additions and alterations to house (at least two floors)
and plans for a garden house. On the ground floor a sun room, terrace, vestibule, porch and porte
cochere are added. The drawing room is extended by removing the wall separating it from the
conservatory. The ceiling of the conservatory is given the same plaster cornice and rib treatment as
the drawing room. Plans specify flagstone paving on the terrace and tile paving on the porch and
vestibule. Two proposals for a garden house or pavilion are present, and the evidently successful
version is for a rustic one-storey structure of wood-frame construction covered with vertical
unbarked fir slabs. Includes "Agreement and general conditions of contract." (13 p.) signed by Ed
Williams for Williams, Trerise & Williams, contractors, and F.S. Barnard (AP208).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2049 - Portico.
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Title: Portico.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2049

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations and detail of column.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2050 - Residence at Shaughnessy Heights: drawings for
ceilings.

Title: Residence at Shaughnessy Heights: drawings for ceilings.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2050

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of dining room and drawing room ceilings showing decoration.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2051 - Residence at Shaughnessy Heights: drawings for
ceilings.

Title: Residence at Shaughnessy Heights: drawings for ceilings.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2051

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of dining room and drawing room ceilings showing decoration.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2052 - Diagram of steel casements & frames for residence
at Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Diagram of steel casements & frames for residence at Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2052

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Diagram of steel casements & frames for residence at Shaughnessy Heights, Vancouver, B.C.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2053 - Plan showing standing timber and stumps.

Title: Plan showing standing timber and stumps.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2053

Date: 1927 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure.

Physical description: 1 of 45 unidentified drawings: 37 pencil on paper, 2 pencil & ink on paper, 3 ink
on paper, 3 ink on linen; 68 x 93 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

Plan showing standing timber and stumps.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2054 - T in. scale plaster ceiling in Mrs. Tulk's house.

Title: T in. scale plaster ceiling in Mrs. Tulk's house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2054

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by George P. Bankart prepared for Mrs. Tulk.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: pencil and ink; 44 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans showing decoration. Designer's Drawing nos. 3742-3743.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2055 - T in. scale plaster ceiling in Mrs. Tulk's house.

Title: T in. scale plaster ceiling in Mrs. Tulk's house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2055

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by George P. Bankart prepared for Mrs. Tulk.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: pencil and ink; 44 x 65 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans showing decoration. Designer's Drawing nos. 3742-3743.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2056 - Miss Ethel Ballard: cottage on Lot 13, King George
Terrace, Oak Bay.

Title: Miss Ethel Ballard: cottage on Lot 13, King George Terrace, Oak Bay.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2056

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Ethel Ballard of Oak Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 51 x 85 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations and site plan. One-storey house raised on posts. The plan consists of a living room,
kitchen, bedroom and bathroom. Exterior walls are finished in stucco.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2057 - Harold A. Beckwith, Esqre.: new house, Oliver St.,
Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Harold A. Beckwith, Esqre.: new house, Oliver St., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2057

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harold A. Beckwith of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen; 78 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and site plan. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a garage and laundry room. The ground floor consists of a hall, living room, den, dining
room, kitchen and bathroom. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, bathroom and water
closet. Exterior walls are finished in stucco. Drawing AP2057 signed: "Parker Construction [per]
F.E. Parker".

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2058 - Harold A. Beckwith, Esqre.: new house, Oliver St.,
Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Harold A. Beckwith, Esqre.: new house, Oliver St., Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2058

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harold A. Beckwith of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 1 ink on linen; 78 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and site plan. Two-storey house with part basement. The basement
includes a garage and laundry room. The ground floor consists of a hall, living room, den, dining
room, kitchen and bathroom. The second floor comprises four bedrooms, bathroom and water
closet. Exterior walls are finished in stucco. Drawing AP2057 signed: "Parker Construction [per]
F.E. Parker".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2059 - Mrs. T.A. Beeching: house on Lot 4, Upper
Terrace Road, the Uplands, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Mrs. T.A. Beeching: house on Lot 4, Upper Terrace Road, the Uplands, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2059

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Mrs. T.A. Beeching of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 68 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section, details and site plan. Two-storey house with basement and detached
two-bay garage. The basement includes a workshop and laundry area. The ground floor comprises
a hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen and lavatory. The second floor contains four
bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings
signed by W. Long, contractor.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2060 - Mrs. T.A. Beeching: house on Lot 4, Upper
Terrace Road, the Uplands, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Mrs. T.A. Beeching: house on Lot 4, Upper Terrace Road, the Uplands, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2060

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Mrs. T.A. Beeching of Oak
Bay, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: ink on linen; 68 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section, details and site plan. Two-storey house with basement and detached
two-bay garage. The basement includes a workshop and laundry area. The ground floor comprises
a hall, drawing room, den, dining room, kitchen and lavatory. The second floor contains four
bedrooms, dressing room and bathroom. Leaded glass windows are specified throughout. Drawings
signed by W. Long, contractor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2061 - Mr. H.D. Day: new house, Tattersall Drive,
Saanich, V.I., B.C.

Title: Mr. H.D. Day: new house, Tattersall Drive, Saanich, V.I., B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2061

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harry Daborn Day of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 75 x 103 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, details and site plan. Two-storey house with basement. The basement contains a
garage. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom
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and water closet. The second floor or attic consists of two bedrooms, bathroom and water closet.
Exterior walls are finished in stucco.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2062 - H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details
1" scale & F.S.

Title: H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details 1" scale & F.S.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2062

Date: 1936 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harry Daborn Day of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 77 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details of kitchen cupboards, windows, fireplace, iron balustrades and stairs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2063 - H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details
1" scale & F.S.

Title: H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details 1" scale & F.S.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2063

Date: 1936 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harry Daborn Day of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 77 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Details of kitchen cupboards, windows, fireplace, iron balustrades and stairs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2064 - H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details
1" scale & F.S.

Title: H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details 1" scale & F.S.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2064

Date: 1936 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harry Daborn Day of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 77 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details of kitchen cupboards, windows, fireplace, iron balustrades and stairs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2065 - H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details
1" scale & F.S.

Title: H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details 1" scale & F.S.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2065

Date: 1936 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harry Daborn Day of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 77 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Details of kitchen cupboards, windows, fireplace, iron balustrades and stairs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2066 - H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details
1" scale & F.S.

Title: H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details 1" scale & F.S.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2066

Date: 1936 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harry Daborn Day of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 77 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details of kitchen cupboards, windows, fireplace, iron balustrades and stairs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2067 - H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details
1" scale & F.S.

Title: H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details 1" scale & F.S.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2067

Date: 1936 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harry Daborn Day of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 77 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Details of kitchen cupboards, windows, fireplace, iron balustrades and stairs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2068 - H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details
1" scale & F.S.

Title: H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details 1" scale & F.S.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2068

Date: 1936 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harry Daborn Day of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 77 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Details of kitchen cupboards, windows, fireplace, iron balustrades and stairs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2069 - H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details
1" scale & F.S.

Title: H.D. Day: house, Tattersall Drive, Victoria: details 1" scale & F.S.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2069

Date: 1936 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Harry Daborn Day of Saanich,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 77 x 107 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Details of kitchen cupboards, windows, fireplace, iron balustrades and stairs.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2070 - Misses M.L. & G Day: balcony at 3651 Quadra St.,
Saanich.

Title: Misses M.L. & G Day: balcony at 3651 Quadra St., Saanich.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2070

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Millie L. Day and Gertrude
Day of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 45 x 85 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevations and detail.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2071 - "The Half Moon" Inn, Wythyham: proposed
rebuilding for the Right Honble Earl De La Warr.

Title: "The Half Moon" Inn, Wythyham: proposed rebuilding for the Right Honble Earl De La Warr.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2071

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Walter Kirk and Harry Daborn Day prepared for Earl De La
Warr of Sussex.

Physical description: 1 drawing: ink on linen (watercolour); 63 x 101 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevation and site plan. Proposed new two-storey inn with cellar to be erected near the
site of the existing inn. The cellar is designed to hold kegs. The ground floor comprises the bar,
smoking room, coffee room, living room, kitchen, larder, glass and dry goods room, scullery,
water closet and urinal, another water closet and coal shed. The second floor (called first floor on
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drawing) contains four bedrooms, box room, bathroom and water closet. The building is of brick
construction. Prepared by "Walter Kirk & H.D. Day, joint architects, Withyham & Tunbridge
Wells".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2072 - Design for a small house.

Title: Design for a small house.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2072

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day.

Physical description: 1 drawing: ink on paper (watercolour), mounted on cardboard; 46 x 66 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. Two-storey house with attic. The ground floor comprises hall with
adjoining lavatory, sitting room, study, coal bin, kitchen, scullery, larder, wood room and water
closet. The second floor contains three bedrooms, a bathroom and water closet. The attic consists
of three bedrooms and a box room. The building is of brick construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2073 - New house, Orche Hill Avue, Gerrards Cross for
Treyer Evans, Esqre.

Title: New house, Orche Hill Avue, Gerrards Cross for Treyer Evans, Esqre.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2073

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Treyer Evans of Gerrards
Cross, Bucks.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 ink on paper (watercolour), 2 lithographs (watercolour); 55 x
72 cm

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and site plan. One-storey house with attic. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule, living room, kitchen, pantry, larder, coal bin, two bedrooms, bathroom and water
closet. The attic consists of two bedrooms. Lithographed copies (AP2073-AP2074) stamped and
inscribed: "Eton Rural District
Council. Approved 19 day of Aug 1920. [Signed] A. Gladwell, surveyor".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2074 - New house, Orche Hill Avue, Gerrards Cross for
Treyer Evans, Esqre.

Title: New house, Orche Hill Avue, Gerrards Cross for Treyer Evans, Esqre.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2074

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Treyer Evans of Gerrards
Cross, Bucks.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 ink on paper (watercolour), 2 lithographs (watercolour); 55 x
72 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and site plan. One-storey house with attic. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule, living room, kitchen, pantry, larder, coal bin, two bedrooms, bathroom and water
closet. The attic consists of two bedrooms. Lithographed copies (AP2073-AP2074) stamped and
inscribed: "Eton Rural District
Council. Approved 19 day of Aug 1920. [Signed] A. Gladwell, surveyor".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2075 - New house, Orche Hill Avue, Gerrards Cross for
Treyer Evans, Esqre.

Title: New house, Orche Hill Avue, Gerrards Cross for Treyer Evans, Esqre.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2075

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Treyer Evans of Gerrards
Cross, Bucks.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 ink on paper (watercolour), 2 lithographs (watercolour); 55 x
72 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and site plan. One-storey house with attic. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule, living room, kitchen, pantry, larder, coal bin, two bedrooms, bathroom and water
closet. The attic consists of two bedrooms. Lithographed copies (AP2073-AP2074) stamped and
inscribed: "Eton Rural District
Council. Approved 19 day of Aug 1920. [Signed] A. Gladwell, surveyor".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2076 - New house, Orche Hill Avue, Gerrards Cross for
Treyer Evans, Esqre.

Title: New house, Orche Hill Avue, Gerrards Cross for Treyer Evans, Esqre.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2076

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Treyer Evans of Gerrards
Cross, Bucks.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 ink on paper (watercolour), 2 lithographs (watercolour); 55 x
72 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and site plan. One-storey house with attic. The ground floor comprises
a vestibule, living room, kitchen, pantry, larder, coal bin, two bedrooms, bathroom and water
closet. The attic consists of two bedrooms. Lithographed copies (AP2073-AP2074) stamped and
inscribed: "Eton Rural District
Council. Approved 19 day of Aug 1920. [Signed] A. Gladwell, surveyor".

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2077 - Plan of freehold property, High St., Godalming
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Title: Plan of freehold property, High St., Godalming

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2077

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day of a freehold property plan, High Street,
Godalming, Surrey.

Physical description: 1 map: blueprint; 76 x 21 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Shows locations of buildings, brick walls and hedges.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2078 - Mr. A. Kohout: camp house, Whiffin Spit, Sooke,
V.I.

Title: Mr. A. Kohout: camp house, Whiffin Spit, Sooke, V.I.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2078

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for A. Kohout of Sooke.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 58 x 103 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and section. One-storey house with attic. The ground floor comprises a main
sitting room, men's cloak room and lavatory, dining room, kitchen, storeroom, bedroom, sitting
room and bathroom. The attic plan shows the women's cloak room and lavatory and the locations
for future partitions for four bedrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2079 - J.E. Tysoe Esqre.: proposed house, Arbutus Road,
Saanich, V.I.

Title: J.E. Tysoe Esqre.: proposed house, Arbutus Road, Saanich, V.I.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2079
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day and Sylvia Holland prepared for J.E. Tyseo
of Saanich.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 63 x 107 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. Numerous red pencil annotations. Two-storey house. The ground floor
consists of a hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, laundry room, bedroom, bathroom and
garage. The second floor (called first floor on the drawing) contains a bedroom, bed-sitting room,
bathroom, storeroom and a future bedroom. The exterior walls are finished in shingles.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2080 - Proposed new house, Beaver St., Oak Bay, for Mrs.
Unwin

Title: Proposed new house, Beaver St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Unwin

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2080

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Hilda Unwin of Oak Bay.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 56 x 69 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and lavatory.
The second floor (called first floor on the drawing) contains three bedrooms and a bathroom. The
exterior walls are finished in shingles. A further drawing (AP2082) "Alterations to house, Beaver
St., Oak Bay, for Miss E. Unwin, shows the conversion of the ground floor bedroom, drawing
room and lavatory into a suite consisting of a living room, bedroom, kitchen and bathroom. Signed:
"Teed & Cummings per E H Cummings."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2081 - Proposed new house, Beaver St., Oak Bay, for Mrs.
Unwin
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Title: Proposed new house, Beaver St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Unwin

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2081

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Hilda Unwin of Oak Bay.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 56 x 69 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and lavatory.
The second floor (called first floor on the drawing) contains three bedrooms and a bathroom. The
exterior walls are finished in shingles. A further drawing (AP2082) "Alterations to house, Beaver
St., Oak Bay, for Miss E. Unwin, shows the conversion of the ground floor bedroom, drawing
room and lavatory into a suite consisting of a living room, bedroom, kitchen and bathroom. Signed:
"Teed & Cummings per E H Cummings."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2082 - Proposed new house, Beaver St., Oak Bay, for Mrs.
Unwin

Title: Proposed new house, Beaver St., Oak Bay, for Mrs. Unwin

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2082

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Hilda Unwin of Oak Bay.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 56 x 69 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor
comprises a vestibule, hall, drawing room, living room, kitchen, pantry, bedroom and lavatory.
The second floor (called first floor on the drawing) contains three bedrooms and a bathroom. The
exterior walls are finished in shingles. A further drawing (AP2082) "Alterations to house, Beaver
St., Oak Bay, for Miss E. Unwin, shows the conversion of the ground floor bedroom, drawing
room and lavatory into a suite consisting of a living room, bedroom, kitchen and bathroom. Signed:
"Teed & Cummings per E H Cummings."

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2083 - Mr. James Vowles: new house, Burnside Road,
Saanich: Lot 2, Block B, Plan 1078

Title: Mr. James Vowles: new house, Burnside Road, Saanich: Lot 2, Block B, Plan 1078

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2083

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for James Vowles of Saanich.

Physical description: 1 drawing: pencil on paper; 60 x 103 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and site plan. One-storey house with basement and attic. The ground floor
comprises a lobby or vestibule, living room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The attic
consists of two bedrooms. Exterior walls are finished in stucco.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2084 - Proposed residence, Section 15, Block B, Belmont,
B.C., for Mrs. M. Wingfield

Title: Proposed residence, Section 15, Block B, Belmont, B.C., for Mrs. M. Wingfield

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2084

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Mrs. M. Wingfield of
Colwood.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 78 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Floor plans include wiring. Two-storey house with basement.
The basement contains a bedroom, bathroom, boiler room, fuel room and box room. The ground
floor consists of a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and servant's hall. The second floor (called first floor on the
drawing) contains five bedrooms, dressing room and two bathrooms.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2085 - Proposed residence, Section 15, Block B, Belmont,
B.C., for Mrs. M. Wingfield

Title: Proposed residence, Section 15, Block B, Belmont, B.C., for Mrs. M. Wingfield

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2085

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Mrs. M. Wingfield of
Colwood.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 78 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Floor plans include wiring. Two-storey house with basement.
The basement contains a bedroom, bathroom, boiler room, fuel room and box room. The ground
floor consists of a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and servant's hall. The second floor (called first floor on the
drawing) contains five bedrooms, dressing room and two bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2086 - Proposed residence, Section 15, Block B, Belmont,
B.C., for Mrs. M. Wingfield

Title: Proposed residence, Section 15, Block B, Belmont, B.C., for Mrs. M. Wingfield

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2086

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Mrs. M. Wingfield of
Colwood.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: 1 pencil on paper, 2 ink on linen; 78 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Floor plans include wiring. Two-storey house with basement.
The basement contains a bedroom, bathroom, boiler room, fuel room and box room. The ground
floor consists of a vestibule with adjoining cloak room and lavatory, hall, drawing room, smoking
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room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and servant's hall. The second floor (called first floor on the
drawing) contains five bedrooms, dressing room and two bathrooms.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2087 - Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected
on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts.,
Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2087

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Donnellan & Donnellan prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 51 x 72 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Seven-storey office building with basement. The basement includes
a restaurant, kitchen, service room, storeroom, two restrooms, boiler room and coal room. The first
floor comprises three stores, a bar, barber shop, storeroom and gentlemen's restroom. The second
through seventh floors each contain fourteen offices and a ladies' restroom. All floors are joined by
a stairway and elevators. This building was never constructed.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2088 - Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected
on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts.,
Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2088

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Donnellan & Donnellan prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 51 x 72 cm

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations and sections. Seven-storey office building with basement. The basement includes
a restaurant, kitchen, service room, storeroom, two restrooms, boiler room and coal room. The first
floor comprises three stores, a bar, barber shop, storeroom and gentlemen's restroom. The second
through seventh floors each contain fourteen offices and a ladies' restroom. All floors are joined by
a stairway and elevators. This building was never constructed.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2089 - Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected
on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts.,
Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2089

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Donnellan & Donnellan prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 51 x 72 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Seven-storey office building with basement. The basement includes
a restaurant, kitchen, service room, storeroom, two restrooms, boiler room and coal room. The first
floor comprises three stores, a bar, barber shop, storeroom and gentlemen's restroom. The second
through seventh floors each contain fourteen offices and a ladies' restroom. All floors are joined by
a stairway and elevators. This building was never constructed.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2090 - Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected
on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts.,
Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2090

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Donnellan & Donnellan prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 51 x 72 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Seven-storey office building with basement. The basement includes
a restaurant, kitchen, service room, storeroom, two restrooms, boiler room and coal room. The first
floor comprises three stores, a bar, barber shop, storeroom and gentlemen's restroom. The second
through seventh floors each contain fourteen offices and a ladies' restroom. All floors are joined by
a stairway and elevators. This building was never constructed.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2091 - Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected
on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts.,
Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2091

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Donnellan & Donnellan prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 51 x 72 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Seven-storey office building with basement. The basement includes
a restaurant, kitchen, service room, storeroom, two restrooms, boiler room and coal room. The first
floor comprises three stores, a bar, barber shop, storeroom and gentlemen's restroom. The second
through seventh floors each contain fourteen offices and a ladies' restroom. All floors are joined by
a stairway and elevators. This building was never constructed.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2092 - Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected
on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts., Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts.,
Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2092

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Donnellan & Donnellan prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 51 x 72 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Seven-storey office building with basement. The basement includes
a restaurant, kitchen, service room, storeroom, two restrooms, boiler room and coal room. The first
floor comprises three stores, a bar, barber shop, storeroom and gentlemen's restroom. The second
through seventh floors each contain fourteen offices and a ladies' restroom. All floors are joined by
a stairway and elevators. This building was never constructed.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2093 - Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected
on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Office building for Mr. Stephen Jones to be erected on Government, Courtney & Gordon Sts.,
Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2093

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Donnellan & Donnellan prepared for Stephen Jones of Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 7 drawings: blueprints; 51 x 72 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and sections. Seven-storey office building with basement. The basement includes
a restaurant, kitchen, service room, storeroom, two restrooms, boiler room and coal room. The first
floor comprises three stores, a bar, barber shop, storeroom and gentlemen's restroom. The second
through seventh floors each contain fourteen offices and a ladies' restroom. All floors are joined by
a stairway and elevators. This building was never constructed.

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2094 - Building for First Church of Christ Scientist,
Victoria, B.C.: elevation of portion of side

Title: Building for First Church of Christ Scientist, Victoria, B.C.: elevation of portion of side

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2094

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by George Foote Dunham and C.H. Wallwork prepared for First
Church of Christ Scientist, Victoria.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 61 x 77 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Elevation and section. Elevation shows a two-storey building with portico in classical style. "Job
no. 173. Sheet no. 9."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2095 - House to be built on Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C.,
for Alexis Martin Esq.

Title: House to be built on Foul Bay Road, Victoria, B.C., for Alexis Martin Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2095

Date: 1910 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by H.S. Griffith prepared for Alexis Martin of Oak Bay.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 59 x 57 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Elevations. Two-storey house with basement and attic. The basement and ground floor are of stone
or stone-faced construction. The second floor and attic gable ends are finished in clapboard or
shingles. Later alterations were designed by Samuel Maclure (see file 201).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2096 - Renovation & additions (suggested) of residence of
Mr. Hugh McLean

Title: Renovation & additions (suggested) of residence of Mr. Hugh McLean

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2096

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Ross A. Lort prepared for Hugh McLean.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: diazo prints; 55 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and perspective view. One-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, living room, music room, study, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom.
The elevations and perspective view show a second floor, but the part of drawing AP2096 with the
plan of the second- floor is cut out. "Job no. 58 025."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2097 - Renovation & additions (suggested) of residence of
Mr. Hugh McLean

Title: Renovation & additions (suggested) of residence of Mr. Hugh McLean

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2097

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Ross A. Lort prepared for Hugh McLean.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: diazo prints; 55 x 60 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and perspective view. One-storey house with basement. The ground floor
contains a vestibule, hall, living room, music room, study, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom.
The elevations and perspective view show a second floor, but the part of drawing AP2096 with the
plan of the second- floor is cut out. "Job no. 58 025."

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2098 - Dustbane Building, 845 East Hastings St.,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Dustbane Building, 845 East Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2098

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Dustbane Mfg. Co. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 diazo prints; 60 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey building with basement. The ground floor includes offices and
other undesignated space which may be for manufacturing or storage. Two different plans for
office space are included in the file.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2099 - Dustbane Building, 845 East Hastings St.,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Dustbane Building, 845 East Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2099

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Dustbane Mfg. Co. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 diazo prints; 60 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey building with basement. The ground floor includes offices and
other undesignated space which may be for manufacturing or storage. Two different plans for
office space are included in the file.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2100 - Dustbane Building, 845 East Hastings St.,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Dustbane Building, 845 East Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2100

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Dustbane Mfg. Co. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 diazo prints; 60 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey building with basement. The ground floor includes offices and
other undesignated space which may be for manufacturing or storage. Two different plans for
office space are included in the file.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2101 - Dustbane Building, 845 East Hastings St.,
Vancouver, B.C.

Title: Dustbane Building, 845 East Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2101

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Dustbane Mfg. Co. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 4 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 2 diazo prints; 60 x 58 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevations. One-storey building with basement. The ground floor includes offices and
other undesignated space which may be for manufacturing or storage. Two different plans for
office space are included in the file.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2102 - Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd,
Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030 West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Title: Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd, Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030
West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2102

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Gairdner & Co. Ltd. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 diazo prints; 57 x 88 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans showing different layout proposals. Also includes a drawing of curtain wall details prepared
for the architects by Continental Aluminium Products Ltd.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2103 - Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd,
Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030 West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Title: Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd, Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030
West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2103

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Gairdner & Co. Ltd. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 diazo prints; 57 x 88 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans showing different layout proposals. Also includes a drawing of curtain wall details prepared
for the architects by Continental Aluminium Products Ltd.
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Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2104 - Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd,
Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030 West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Title: Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd, Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030
West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2104

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Gairdner & Co. Ltd. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 diazo prints; 57 x 88 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans showing different layout proposals. Also includes a drawing of curtain wall details prepared
for the architects by Continental Aluminium Products Ltd.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2105 - Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd,
Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030 West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Title: Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd, Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030
West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2105

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Gairdner & Co. Ltd. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 diazo prints; 57 x 88 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans showing different layout proposals. Also includes a drawing of curtain wall details prepared
for the architects by Continental Aluminium Products Ltd.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2106 - Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd,
Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030 West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Title: Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd, Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030
West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2106

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Gairdner & Co. Ltd. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 diazo prints; 57 x 88 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans showing different layout proposals. Also includes a drawing of curtain wall details prepared
for the architects by Continental Aluminium Products Ltd.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2107 - Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd,
Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030 West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Title: Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd, Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030
West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2107

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Gairdner & Co. Ltd. of
Vancouver.
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Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 diazo prints; 57 x 88 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans showing different layout proposals. Also includes a drawing of curtain wall details prepared
for the architects by Continental Aluminium Products Ltd.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2108 - Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd,
Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030 West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Title: Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd, Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030
West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2108

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Gairdner & Co. Ltd. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 diazo prints; 57 x 88 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans showing different layout proposals. Also includes a drawing of curtain wall details prepared
for the architects by Continental Aluminium Products Ltd.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2109 - New Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Title: New Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2109

Date: 1896 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by F.M. Rattenbury prepared for Bank of Montreal.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 51 x 66 cm or smaller
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Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (Rattenbury's "Drawing no. 1") shows plans of the basement and three floors. The
pencil drawings are sketches of the ground floor including proposed arrangement of counters, etc.
Three-storey building with basement. The basement contains a vault, lavatory and furnace room.
The ground floor comprises the public area, vault and manager's room. The second floor (called
"1st floor" on the drawing) consists of the general office, four private offices, a vault, restroom
and storeroom. The third floor (called "2nd floor" on the drawing) includes five offices and a
restroom. A stairway on the west end of the building connects all levels, and a space for an elevator
is specified on the drawings. Samuel Maclure prepared drawings for alterations to this bank (see
file 16).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2110 - New Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Title: New Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2110

Date: 1896 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by F.M. Rattenbury prepared for Bank of Montreal.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 51 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (Rattenbury's "Drawing no. 1") shows plans of the basement and three floors. The
pencil drawings are sketches of the ground floor including proposed arrangement of counters, etc.
Three-storey building with basement. The basement contains a vault, lavatory and furnace room.
The ground floor comprises the public area, vault and manager's room. The second floor (called
"1st floor" on the drawing) consists of the general office, four private offices, a vault, restroom
and storeroom. The third floor (called "2nd floor" on the drawing) includes five offices and a
restroom. A stairway on the west end of the building connects all levels, and a space for an elevator
is specified on the drawings. Samuel Maclure prepared drawings for alterations to this bank (see
file 16).

Publication status:

Published
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Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2111 - New Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Title: New Bank of Montreal, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2111

Date: 1896 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by F.M. Rattenbury prepared for Bank of Montreal.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 1 blueprint; 51 x 66 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

The blueprint (Rattenbury's "Drawing no. 1") shows plans of the basement and three floors. The
pencil drawings are sketches of the ground floor including proposed arrangement of counters, etc.
Three-storey building with basement. The basement contains a vault, lavatory and furnace room.
The ground floor comprises the public area, vault and manager's room. The second floor (called
"1st floor" on the drawing) consists of the general office, four private offices, a vault, restroom
and storeroom. The third floor (called "2nd floor" on the drawing) includes five offices and a
restroom. A stairway on the west end of the building connects all levels, and a space for an elevator
is specified on the drawings. Samuel Maclure prepared drawings for alterations to this bank (see
file 16).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2112 - C.P.R. station & offices, Victoria, B.C., for the B.C.
Coast Service

Title: C.P.R. station & offices, Victoria, B.C., for the B.C. Coast Service

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2112

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by F.M. Rattenbury and P.L. James prepared for Canadian Pacific
Railway Company and the British Columbia Coast Steamship Service.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: diazo prints; 66 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Drawings 1, 2 and 4 are present. Three-storey building with
basement. The basement includes the general office including public space, lost property room,
switch room, boiler room, coal store, local pay office, four other offices, lunch room, kitchen and
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news store. The ground floor comprises the general waiting room, a ladies' waiting room, smoking
room, two restrooms, a parcels and news room, ticket office and agent's office. Plans of the second
and third floors are not present.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2113 - C.P.R. station & offices, Victoria, B.C., for the B.C.
Coast Service

Title: C.P.R. station & offices, Victoria, B.C., for the B.C. Coast Service

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2113

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by F.M. Rattenbury and P.L. James prepared for Canadian Pacific
Railway Company and the British Columbia Coast Steamship Service.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: diazo prints; 66 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Drawings 1, 2 and 4 are present. Three-storey building with
basement. The basement includes the general office including public space, lost property room,
switch room, boiler room, coal store, local pay office, four other offices, lunch room, kitchen and
news store. The ground floor comprises the general waiting room, a ladies' waiting room, smoking
room, two restrooms, a parcels and news room, ticket office and agent's office. Plans of the second
and third floors are not present.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2114 - C.P.R. station & offices, Victoria, B.C., for the B.C.
Coast Service

Title: C.P.R. station & offices, Victoria, B.C., for the B.C. Coast Service

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2114

Date: 1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by F.M. Rattenbury and P.L. James prepared for Canadian Pacific
Railway Company and the British Columbia Coast Steamship Service.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: diazo prints; 66 x 90 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. Drawings 1, 2 and 4 are present. Three-storey building with
basement. The basement includes the general office including public space, lost property room,
switch room, boiler room, coal store, local pay office, four other offices, lunch room, kitchen and
news store. The ground floor comprises the general waiting room, a ladies' waiting room, smoking
room, two restrooms, a parcels and news room, ticket office and agent's office. Plans of the second
and third floors are not present.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2115 - Holden Building, Fort Street (no. 851), Victoria,
B.C.: plan as existing

Title: Holden Building, Fort Street (no. 851), Victoria, B.C.: plan as existing

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2115

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by K.B. Spurgin.

Physical description: 1 drawing: blueprint; 55 x 70 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans and elevation. Two-storey building with part basement. The basement contains a furnace
room and fuel room. The ground floor comprises a doctor's waiting room, consulting room,
storeroom, dispensary, dining room, kitchen and pantry. The second floor consists of a drawing
room, living room, bedroom, bathroom and balcony.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2116 - Imperial Investment Corp.: 4th floor, Burrard
Bldg.: office layout

Title: Imperial Investment Corp.: 4th floor, Burrard Bldg.: office layout
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2116

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Crest Interiors prepared for Imperial Investment Corp.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: diazo prints; 55 x 110 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of proposed arrangement of the space and detail drawings.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2117 - Imperial Investment Corp.: 4th floor, Burrard
Bldg.: office layout

Title: Imperial Investment Corp.: 4th floor, Burrard Bldg.: office layout

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2117

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Crest Interiors prepared for Imperial Investment Corp.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: diazo prints; 55 x 110 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of proposed arrangement of the space and detail drawings.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2118 - Imperial Investment Corp.: 4th floor, Burrard
Bldg.: office layout

Title: Imperial Investment Corp.: 4th floor, Burrard Bldg.: office layout

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2118

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Crest Interiors prepared for Imperial Investment Corp.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: diazo prints; 55 x 110 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of proposed arrangement of the space and detail drawings.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2119 - United States Consul General: proposed offices, the
Burrard Bldg, 2nd floor

Title: United States Consul General: proposed offices, the Burrard Bldg, 2nd floor

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2119

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.B.K. van Norman & Associates prepared for the United
States Consul General, Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 drawing: diazo print; 59 x 91 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan of offices with lighting and wiring added in coloured pencil. "Job. no. 5120-T.76. Drawing
no. A.9."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2120 - Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd,
Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030 West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Title: Proposed office layout for Gairdner & Co Ltd, Alberni Street: floor of Burrard Building, 1030
West Georgia St, Vancouver, BC.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2120

Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Alex Park and Son Ltd. prepared for Gairdner & Co. Ltd. of
Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 6 diazo prints; 57 x 88 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans showing different layout proposals. Also includes a drawing of curtain wall details prepared
for the architects by Continental Aluminium Products Ltd.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2121 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2121

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2122 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2122

Date: 1911 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2123 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2123

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2124 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2124

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2125 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2125

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2126 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2126

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2127 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2127

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
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made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2128 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2128

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2129 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2129

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2130 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2130

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2131 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2131

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2132 - Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Title: Victoria High School, Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2132

Date: 1911 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins prepared for the Board of School Trustees of
Victoria.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: diazo prints; 92 x 153 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. A drawing of light fixtures was prepared by Herbert C.
Moss, consulting engineer. The file consists of Watkins's drawings no. 2-5, 7-8, 11-12, 20, 22-23
and E8. Four-storey school building with basement. The originals from which these prints were
made were signed: "Dimsdale Malcolm Ltd. [and] Geo Jay, Chairman of the Board of School
Trustees of Victoria."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2133 - Drawings for public school to be erected at the
Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.
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Title: Drawings for public school to be erected at the Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2133

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: diazo prints; 77 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details of Willows Elementary School. The file consists of Watkins's
drawings no. 3-4, 6, 8, 13-14. Two-storey school building with basement.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2134 - Drawings for public school to be erected at the
Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Drawings for public school to be erected at the Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2134

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: diazo prints; 77 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details of Willows Elementary School. The file consists of Watkins's
drawings no. 3-4, 6, 8, 13-14. Two-storey school building with basement.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2135 - Drawings for public school to be erected at the
Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Drawings for public school to be erected at the Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2135

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: diazo prints; 77 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details of Willows Elementary School. The file consists of Watkins's
drawings no. 3-4, 6, 8, 13-14. Two-storey school building with basement.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2136 - Drawings for public school to be erected at the
Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Drawings for public school to be erected at the Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2136

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: diazo prints; 77 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details of Willows Elementary School. The file consists of Watkins's
drawings no. 3-4, 6, 8, 13-14. Two-storey school building with basement.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2137 - Drawings for public school to be erected at the
Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Drawings for public school to be erected at the Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2137
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Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: diazo prints; 77 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details of Willows Elementary School. The file consists of Watkins's
drawings no. 3-4, 6, 8, 13-14. Two-storey school building with basement.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2138 - Drawings for public school to be erected at the
Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Title: Drawings for public school to be erected at the Willows, Oak Bay, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2138

Date: 1919 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by C.E. Watkins.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: diazo prints; 77 x 92 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details of Willows Elementary School. The file consists of Watkins's
drawings no. 3-4, 6, 8, 13-14. Two-storey school building with basement.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2139 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley
Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2139

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2140 - Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley
Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Title: Residence for Hon. James Dunsmuir at Hatley Park, near Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2140

Date: 1907-1925 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for James Dunsmuir of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 11 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 4 blueprints, 2 lithographs, 2 photocopies;
59 x 74 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Four-storey country house with basement. The first floor contains
vestibule, hall, gentlemen's and ladies' cloak rooms with adjoining lavatories, office, billiard room,
another vestibule and adjoining lavatory and cloak room, smoking room, living room, drawing
room, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder, safe, servants' hall, butler's room, footman's room,
bathroom and boot room. Plans of other floors are absent except for the fourth floor which is in the
tower. A sun room and terrace are later added on to the drawing room on the first floor.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2145 - House for Miss Reid

Title: House for Miss Reid

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2145

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Jane Reid of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 35 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including sketches), elevations (2 hand-coloured) and details. Three-storey rooming house.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room, smoking room, sitting room, kitchen,
pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A veranda adjoins the living and smoking rooms, and a terrace
gives off the veranda. The second floor contains ten bedrooms, a trunk room, bathroom and water
closet. The third floor consists of eight bedrooms, trunk room, bathroom and water closet. Each
bedroom on the second and third floors is fitted with a sink.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2146 - House for Miss Reid

Title: House for Miss Reid

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2146

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Jane Reid of Victoria, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: pencil on paper; 35 x 51 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans (including sketches), elevations (2 hand-coloured) and details. Three-storey rooming house.
The ground floor comprises a vestibule, hall, living room, smoking room, sitting room, kitchen,
pantry, bedroom and bathroom. A veranda adjoins the living and smoking rooms, and a terrace
gives off the veranda. The second floor contains ten bedrooms, a trunk room, bathroom and water
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closet. The third floor consists of eight bedrooms, trunk room, bathroom and water closet. Each
bedroom on the second and third floors is fitted with a sink.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2147 - Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak
Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Title: Sketch for proposed alterations to garden at Oak Bay, Victoria, for J.S. Bowker, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2147

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for J.S. Bowker, Esq. of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 9 drawings: 8 pencil on paper (1 watercolour), 1 ink on paper; 67 x 92 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans of garden and various structures including a pergola, summer house, garden house, arbour,
trellises, garden gateway and entrance gate.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2148 - House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Title: House at Elk Lake, Saanich, for H.C. Oldfield, Esq.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2148

Date: 1911-1914 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for H.C. Oldfield of Saanich, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 12 drawings: 2 pencil on paper, 9 ink on linen, 1 blueprint; 41 x 74 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:
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The blueprint (AP1369, undated) shows floorplans of the original house, which is altered
according to the next drawing (AP1370, dated Apr. 1911). The latter shows plans, elevations
and details. These are followed by a sketches and drawings (AP1371-AP1379, AP2148, dated
Oct. 1913 Jan. 1914) for what are evidently three proposals for houses. The last consist of plans,
elevations and details. The original house, as altered, has a basement and two floors. The ground
floor comprises a hall, living room, conservatory, dining room, kitchen, pantry, larder and lavatory.
The second floor consists of five bedrooms, a bathroom and two balconies. The first floor is
finished in shiplap and the second in shiplap and half timbering. The second of the three later
proposals (AP1372-AP1372), for which only elevations remain, is a one-storey structure with a
basement. The walls are faced in stone and half timbering, and leaded glass windows are called for
throughout The third proposal is for a one-storey house with a basement and probably an attic. The
basement includes a water closet and laundry area. The ground floor comprises a hall, living room,
veranda, dining room, kitchen, pantry, two bedrooms and bathroom. It is finished in roughcast
with leaded glass windows liberally specified. Drawings for later additions and alterations were
prepared for J.H. Oldfield (see file 139).

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2149 - Pair of houses, Godalming for Miss Jury

Title: Pair of houses, Godalming for Miss Jury

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2149

Date: 1909 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Miss Jury of Surrey.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: watercolours; 41 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Perspective drawings. Two two-storey houses, one with attic.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2150 - Pair of houses, Godalming for Miss Jury

Title: Pair of houses, Godalming for Miss Jury

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2150
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Date: 1909 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Miss Jury of Surrey.

Physical description: 1 of 2 drawings: watercolours; 41 x 48 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Perspective drawings. Two two-storey houses, one with attic.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2151 - Congregational Church, Milford, Surrey

Title: Congregational Church, Milford, Surrey

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2151

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day.

Physical description: 1 photographic print: black & white (mounted); 44 x 35 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Photographed by George West, Godalming and Haslemere.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2152 - House at Guildford for Miss Hn. Rossiter

Title: House at Guildford for Miss Hn. Rossiter

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2152

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Miss Hn. Rossiter of Surrey.

Physical description: 1 drawing: watercolour (mounted & matted); 35 x 44 cm

Note [generalNote]:
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Perspective drawing with small plan of the ground floor in the lower left corner. Two-storey house.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2153 - A country house

Title: A country house

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2153

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day.

Physical description: 1 drawing: watercolour (mounted & matted); 48 x 65 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Perspective drawing with small floor plans in the lower corners. The ground floor comprises a hall,
drawing room, living room, smoking room, kitchen, pantry, scullery, larder, coal bin, lavatory,
water closet and a room for bicycles. A large landing, five bedrooms, bathroom and lavatory make
up the second floor. The house appears to be of brick construction.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2154 - House, Hampshire Road, Oak Bay, for Mrs. Nairn

Title: House, Hampshire Road, Oak Bay, for Mrs. Nairn

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2154

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day prepared for Amy Nairn of Oak Bay.

Physical description: 1 drawing: watercolour (matted); 38 x 52 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Perspective drawing. Two-storey house built by Kenneth Nairn in 1931 for Amy Nairn, widow of
J. Nairn.

Publication status:
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Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2155 - Temple of Fortuna Virilis, Rome

Title: Temple of Fortuna Virilis, Rome

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2155

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day.

Physical description: 1 drawing: ink on paper (mounted); 66 x 46 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Elevation of portico. "H.D. Day delt."

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP2156 - Compton Church, Surrey: east end of chancel

Title: Compton Church, Surrey: east end of chancel

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP2156

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Harry Daborn Day.

Physical description: 1 drawing: ink on paper; 63 x 46 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plan, elevation and section. "Drawn from measurements taken Summer 1894." Notes

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1715 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1715
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Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1715 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1715

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
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face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1715 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1715

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1715 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.
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Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1715

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1715 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1715

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
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pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1715 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.

Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1715

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1715 - Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain
Troup.
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Title: Plan of house on Esquimalt Road for Captain Troup.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1715

Date: 1911-1923 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Captain J.W. Troup of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 8 drawings: 3 pencil on paper, 3 ink on linen, 2 blueprints; 50 x 73 cm or
smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, sections and details. The basement plan includes locations of sewage pipes.
New two-storey house with basement and garage (1911) and later additions (1923). The basement
includes a servant's room, laundry room, fuel bin, water closet and workshop. The ground floor
consists of a vestibule with adjoining lavatory, hall, study, drawing room, dining room, kitchen,
pantry and larder. On this level a porte cochere and porch join the vestibule, and two verandas
face the sea. A hall, five bedrooms, dressing room, linen room, bathroom and loggia comprise
the second room. The house is of wood-frame construction faced with stone. The two-bay garage
includes a servant's room. Later drawings call for the addition of a living hall next to the main
entrance on the ground floor and a conservatory on one of the rear verandas.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP226 - Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G.
Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G. Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP226

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.G. Beaumont, Esq. of
Discovery Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on paper; 35 x 73 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Includes some pencil amendments. Additions to a one-storey
house originally built in 1913 by Warburton Pike. To the rear of the existing cottage are added a
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bed-sitting room, bathroom and an enclosed porch. A storeroom is added to the side of the kitchen,
and a new veranda wraps around two sides of the original structure.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP227 - Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G.
Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G. Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP227

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.G. Beaumont, Esq. of
Discovery Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on paper; 35 x 73 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Includes some pencil amendments. Additions to a one-storey
house originally built in 1913 by Warburton Pike. To the rear of the existing cottage are added a
bed-sitting room, bathroom and an enclosed porch. A storeroom is added to the side of the kitchen,
and a new veranda wraps around two sides of the original structure.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP228 - Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G.
Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Title: Alterations & additions to bungalow for E.G. Beaumont, Esq., Discovery Island, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP228

Date: 1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for E.G. Beaumont, Esq. of
Discovery Island, B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 3 drawings: ink on paper; 35 x 73 cm
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Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations, section and details. Includes some pencil amendments. Additions to a one-storey
house originally built in 1913 by Warburton Pike. To the rear of the existing cottage are added a
bed-sitting room, bathroom and an enclosed porch. A storeroom is added to the side of the kitchen,
and a new veranda wraps around two sides of the original structure.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1122 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1122

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1123 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1123

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1124 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1124

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1125 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1125
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Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1126 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1126

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Item: SC075-1980-067-AP1127 - Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12,
Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.
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Title: Plan of house for Mrs W.H. MacInnes, Lot 12, Marlborough St., Victoria, B.C.

Reference code: SC075-1980-067-AP1127

Date: 1921 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is an architectural drawing by Samuel Maclure prepared for Mrs. W.H. MacInnes of Victoria,
B.C.

Physical description: 1 of 6 drawings: ink on paper; 46 x 70 cm or smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Plans, elevations and details. Two-storey house with basement. The ground floor comprises a
porch, hall, living room, dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms and bathroom. The second floor or
attic contains two bedrooms and a bathroom.

Publication status:

Published

Accession: SC075-1983-T-14 - Architectural Plans Collection

Title: Architectural Plans Collection

Reference code: SC075-1983-T-14

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of five exhibition photographs of a Maclure building.

Physical description: 5 photographs.

Publication status:

Published

Accession: SC075-1986-006 - Architectural Plans Collection

Title: Architectural Plans Collection

Reference code: SC075-1986-006

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of a miscellaneous collection of maps and plans.

Publication status:
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Published

Accession: SC075-1995-022 - Architectural Plans Collection

Title: Architectural Plans Collection

Reference code: SC075-1995-022

Date: 1894-1958 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of microfiche of architectural plans.

Physical description: 277 microfiche.

Publication status:

Published

Accession: SC075-2002-033 - J. Forman House, Terrace Avenue

Title: J. Forman House, Terrace Avenue

Reference code: SC075-2002-033

Date: 1913 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of two sets of photocopies of plans for J. Forman house, Terrace Avenue,
Victoria B.C.

Physical description: 1 folder.

Location of originals:

Originals held in the Public Archives of Nova Scotia. Call number 1.4.6.6 and 1.4.6.14.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Forman, James, 1860-1944 (subject)
• Architectural drawing (documentary form)
• architectural drawings (visual works) (documentary form)
• photocopies (documentary form)
• Architectural drawings (subject)
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• British Columbia--Victoria (place)

Accession: SC075-2006-021 - Architectural Plans Collection

Title: Architectural Plans Collection

Reference code: SC075-2006-021

Date: 1912 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of a "Sketch plan of proposed rooming house for Miss Reid". Includes floorplan
and watercolour, landscaping, for 1037 Craigdarroch Road.

Physical description: 1 folder.

Publication status:

Published

Accession: SC075-2009-032 - Dunsmuir Residence

Title: Dunsmuir Residence

Reference code: SC075-2009-032

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of eight negatives made from copies of original drawings of the residence at
Hatley Park for Hon. James Dunsmuir.

Physical description: 1 folder.

Publication status:

Published

Accession: SC075-2009-033 - Bungalow for Mrs. Maltwood

Title: Bungalow for Mrs. Maltwood

Reference code: SC075-2009-033

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of 3 photocopies of sketches of a bungalow designed for Mrs. Maltwood.

Physical description: 1 folder.
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Publication status:

Published

Accession: SC075-2010-030 - Architectural Plans

Title: Architectural Plans

Reference code: SC075-2010-030

Date: 1907-1922 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The accrual consists of architectural plans and Brett & Hall garden plans on compact disc (CD).

Physical description: 1 file.

Publication status:

Published

Accession: SC075-2011-078 - Maclure Mansion Exhibit Photographs

Title: Maclure Mansion Exhibit Photographs

Reference code: SC075-2011-078

Scope and content:

This accrual consists of mounted architectural photographs used in an exhibit on Samuel Maclure's
mansions.

Physical description: 2 OS boxes.

Publication status:

Published

Accession: SC075-2015-038 - Architectural Drawings

Title: Architectural Drawings

Reference code: SC075-2015-038

Scope and content:
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This accrual consists of Samuel Maclure-related plans and drawings. Includes specifications,
contemporary architectural drawings by W.P. Latimer, and a drawing titled "Proposed Residence for
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie Gill, Esquimalt Rd., Victoria, B.C." designed by Chas. W. Spencer of Vancouver.

Physical description: 1 file.

Publication status:

Published
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